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1 Kurzfassung 

Die Einsatzbedingungen für Warmarbeitsstähle sind unter anderem gekennzeichnet durch sich 
zyklisch überlagernde mechanische und thermische Belastungen. Um diesen Bedingungen 
widerstehen zu können, werden aktuell martensitische sekundärhärtende Stähle eingesetzt, 
wodurch eine gute Anlassbeständigkeit und Warmhärte realisiert sind. Die dadurch erreichten 
mechanischen Eigenschaften führen zu einer guten Resistenz gegenüber thermomechanischer 
Ermüdung. Diese Art der Belastung resultiert in Brandrissen, einem oberflächennahen 
Netzwerk an Ermüdungsrissen, welche die Werkzeug- und dadurch die Werkstückoberfläche 
schädigen und den größten Einflussfaktor auf die Lebensdauer darstellen. Im Rahmen dieser 
Dissertation wurde die Eignung von dualhärtenden Stählen für solche Warmarbeits-
anwendungen untersucht. Dualhärtende Stähle nutzen sowohl die Ausscheidung von 
Sekundärhärtekarbiden wie auch die Bildung von metallischen oder intermetallischen Phasen 
zur Festigkeitssteigerung. Dieses Legierungskonzept birgt das Potential, eine verbesserte 
Kombination aus Festigkeit und Zähigkeit zu erreichen.  

Für die thermomechanische Ermüdungsprüfung wurde eine Prüfmethode angewandt, welche 
die komplexen thermischen und mechanischen Belastungsbedingungen während des Einsatzes 
in Warmarbeitsanwendungen wiedergibt. Um die Resistenz gegenüber thermomechanischer 
Ermüdung mit einer karbidisch oder dualhärtenden Mikrostruktur korrelieren zu können, 
wurden vergleichende Ermüdungsversuche an dualhärtenden Stählen und einem 
Warmarbeitsstahl durchgeführt. Die thermomechanischen Belastungsbedingungen wurden in 
einem servohydraulischen Prüfstand mit induktivem Heizsystem realisiert. Dabei wurden 
zylindrische Proben zyklisch erhitzt, während ein definierter Anteil der thermischen 
Ausdehnung mechanisch unterdrückt wird. Durch die mit steigender Temperatur sinkende 
Streckgrenze kommt es dabei zur akkumulierten plastischen Deformation im Druckbereich. 
Dies führt zur kontinuierlichen Verschiebung der Mittelspannung in den Zugbereich, ähnlich 
der Entstehung von oberflächennahen Zugeigenspannungen im realen Belastungsfall.  

In dieser Arbeit wurde die Evolution der dualhärtenden Mikrostuktur während einzelner 
Wärmebehandlungsschritte sowie die Sequenz der Ausscheidungsbildung charakterisiert. Mit 
hochauflösenden Untersuchungsmethoden wurde der Einfluss der Belastungsbedingungen auf 
das Verhalten von Warmarbeitsstählen und dualhärtenden Stählen untersucht, um somit eine 
Korrelation der Resistenz gegenüber thermomechanischer Ermüdung mit der Mikrostruktur zu 
ermöglichen. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass mit zunehmender Prüftemperatur dualhärtende 
Stähle gegenüber Warmarbeitsstählen einen verbesserten Widerstand gegenüber 
thermomechanischer Ermüdung aufweisen. Dies konnte auf ihre erhöhte Anlassbeständigkeit 
zurückgeführt werden. Die überlagerte mechanische Dehnungsamplitude hat keinen Einfluss 
auf die Vergröberung und die partielle Auflösung der Sekundärhärteausscheidungen und 
dadurch bedingte Entfestigung während der Ermüdungsprüfung.   
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2 Abstract 

In hot-work applications, tool materials are subject to complex interacting cyclic mechanical 
and thermal loading conditions. Current hot-work tool steels consist of a tempered martensitic 
matrix, strengthened by the precipitation of secondary hardening particles. This allows for a 
high tempering resistance and red hardness, which in turn ensure resistance to 
thermomechanical fatigue. This fatigue causes the formation of a network of fine surface 
cracks, called heat-checks, which are currently the major life-limiting failure mechanism for 
hot-work tools. In the frame of this thesis, the performance of dual hardening steels was 
compared to hot-work tool steels in order to evaluate their eligibility for hot-work applications. 
Dual hardening steels combine the precipitation of secondary hardening carbides with the 
formation of intermetallic or metallic precipitates, thus, providing high strength levels whilst 
the amount of embrittling carbides is reduced.  

A test method was chosen in order to recreate the complex cyclical thermal and mechanical 
loading conditions present during hot-work applications on a laboratory scale. Special emphasis 
was put on the understanding of the influence of these loading conditions on the microstructure 
of hot-work and dual hardening steels in order to be able to correlate the resistance against 
thermomechanical fatigue to single and dual hardening. The thermomechanical fatigue tests 
were carried out by a servo-hydraulic test rig combined with an inductive heating system. In 
these tests, cylindrical specimens are heated cyclically whilst a certain percentage of the thermal 
expansion is mechanically suppressed. The decreasing yield strength at increasing temperatures 
leads to an accumulation of plastic compression, thus, a continuous shift of the mean stress in 
the tensile region, simulating the formation of residual tensile stresses in the surface region of 
a pressure casting die.  

The microstructural evolution of a dual hardening steel during heat treatment as well as early 
precipitation reactions during ageing were investigated utilizing electron backscatter diffraction 
and atom probe tomography. High resolution techniques including transmission electron 
microscopy were utilized in order to evaluate the influence of the thermomechanical loading 
conditions on the microstructure of single hardening hot-work tool steels and dual hardening 
steels. It could be shown that with increasing test temperatures, despite the lower solvus 
temperatures of the intermetallic phases, the dual hardening steel achieves higher resistance to 
thermomechanical fatigue compared to the hot-work tool steel due to its increased tempering 
resistance. The superposition of a mechanical strain amplitude had no effect on the softening 
caused by the Ostwald ripening and partial dissolution of the secondary hardening precipitates.  
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3 Introduction 

Today, pressure die casting is one of the most important manufacturing processes for different 
alloys. It realizes increased casting precision and decreased manufacturing times compared to 
conventional casting methods. The most important influencing parameters on costs per work 
piece are the cycle time and tool lifetime. The demands are, thus, contradictory in the need for 
increased tool lifetime combined with increasing loading conditions due to shorter cycle times 
and higher temperature gradients within the tool.  

During pressure casting, the tool surface is heated by the injection of liquid metal whilst the 
core of the tool stays at intermediate temperatures, typically at 200°C [1]. Thus, the thermal 
expansion of the tool surface is mechanically restrained during the heating step. In combination 
with the fact that the yield strength decreases with rising temperatures, this leads to plastic 
compression. When the solidified work piece is ejected, the tool surface gets cooled, which can 
lead to a lower temperature compared to the tool core, resulting in tensile stresses which are 
superimposed by the residual stresses from the localized plastic deformation during the heating 
step. This process is repeated periodically during each cycle, leading to the accumulation of 
tensile residual stresses until a fine fatigue crack network is formed. This kind of material 
damage is called heat-checking or thermal fatigue and is currently the major lifetime limiting 
factor for hot-work tools in pressure casting applications [2]. Thermal fatigue is classified as 
Low-Cycle-Fatigue (LCF), with significant amounts of cyclic plastic deformation [3].  

Typical steels deployed as pressure casting tools include 5 % Cr hot-work tool steels [4]. These 
steels consist of a martensitic microstructure, strengthened by nm-sized secondary hardening 
carbide precipitates. In recent years, efforts have been made in order to utilize dual hardening 
steels in hot-work applications. These steels have a reduced carbon content compared to hot-
work tool steels, which results in a softer martensitic matrix and a reduced amount of secondary 
hardening carbides, but also less large, embrittling primary carbides [5–7]. The loss in strength 
is compensated by the addition of suitable amounts of Cu, or (Ni+Al), which form high particle 
number densities of metallic or intermetallic precipitates. The rapid intermetallic precipitation 
kinetics allows the intermetallic particles to act as heterogeneous precipitation sites for the 
secondary hardening carbides, which causes a homogenization and refinement of the 
nanostructure. The result is a further increase in toughness [8]. However, in hot-work 
applications, not only room temperature mechanical properties are important, but also strength 
and toughness at increased service temperatures and the thermal stability of the microstructure.  

This thesis aims to investigate the utility of dual hardening steels for hot-work applications. 
Microstructural investigations are supported by high-resolution techniques such as atom probe 
tomography (APT) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to characterize the 
precipitation behavior and acquire microstructure-property relationships for these complex 
alloying systems. In a further step, a test method recreating the loading conditions present under 
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pressure casting applications is evaluated and adopted for high-alloyed hot-work and dual 
hardening steels. Out-of-phase thermomechanical fatigue (OP-TMF) tests are carried out and 
the results interpreted with respect to the nm-sized secondary hardening precipitates. Separate 
influences of plastic mechanical strain amplitudes and cyclic thermal loadings are investigated.  

The following pages will give a summary of the state of the art, describe the investigated steels 
and outline the most important findings with regard to the appended publications.  
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4 State of the Art 

4.1 Pressure casting 

During pressure casting applications, tools are subject to overlapping cyclic thermal and 
mechanical loading conditions. Material properties needed to achieve high lifetimes in these 
operating conditions include high red hardness, hot toughness, tempering resistance, oxidation 
resistance, hot wear resistance and resistance against thermomechanical fatigue [2, 4]. When 
liquid material is injected into a die, the surface temperature of the tool increases rapidly to 
temperatures exceeding 600°C, depending on the injected material. The core of the tool, where 
additional cooling may be applied, stays at intermediate temperatures of about 200°C [1]. Thus, 
the thermal expansion 𝜀𝑡ℎ of the tool surface is suppressed by the cooler core, which in 
combination with the decreasing yield strength leads to plastic compressive deformation of the 
tool surface. The thermal stresses 𝜎𝑡ℎ can be described by [9]: 
 
𝜎𝑡ℎ =  − 𝐸 ∗  𝜀𝑡ℎ =  − 𝐸(𝑇) ∗  𝛼𝑡ℎ ∗ (𝑇1 −  𝑇2) (1 −  𝜈)⁄      (1) 
 
The thermal stresses 𝜎𝑡ℎ depend on the (temperature dependent) Young’s Modulus E(T), 
coefficient of thermal expansion 𝛼𝑡ℎ, temperature difference between tool surface and core 𝑇1 
and 𝑇2, and the poisson’s ratio 𝜈. For steel, (E = 210 GPa [10] and αth of appr. 12*10-6 K-1 [11]) 
this results in thermal stresses of about 2.5-3.5 MPa / K.  

At the end of the casting cycle, the tool surface is cooled, which leads to the formation of tensile 
residual stresses in the surface region. The repeated casting process leads to the continuous 
accumulation of deformation, and thus increase of tensile residual stresses, until a fine surface 
crack network, called heat-checks, is formed. An exemplary heat-checking pattern on a surface 
and cross-section are shown in Figure 1. This fatigue behavior is called thermal fatigue (TF) 
and marks the most significant cause for pressure casting die failure [2, 12].                                  .

 
Figure 1: Exemplary heat-checking pattern on surface and cross-sections after thermal cycling 
[13]. 
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4.2 Thermal fatigue 

Thermal stresses can be induced by thermal gradients (position dependent temperature fields), 
time dependent temperature fields or combinations of materials with different coefficients of 
thermal expansions, see Figure 2. According to Spera [3], TF belongs to the regime of LCF, 
which occurs under mechanical loads between the materials yield strength and tensile strength, 
i.e. with cyclic plastic deformation and relative low cycle number until fracture, in the regime 
of 104 [3]. Spera’s classification of TF and TMF is depicted in Figure 3. During pressure casting 
as described above, the load profile includes variable temperatures, which has to be clearly 
distinguished from isothermal fatigue, which occurs at increased but constant temperatures. TF 
is further divided into internal and external constraints. In the case of internal constraints, no 
external loads are present, which is the case if site dependent temperature distributions or 
combinations of materials/microstructure constituents with different coefficients of thermal 
expansion are present, see Figures 2 a) and b). In the case of TMF, time-dependent temperature 
fields in combination with the constraint of thermal expansion (for example temperature 
variations within fixed clamping devices) are present. This leads to external loads acting on the 
material as shown in Figure 2 c) [3].  

 

Figure 2: Conditions leading to the formation of thermal stresses. a) Position dependent 
temperature fields, b) combination of materials with different coefficients of thermal expansion, 
c) time dependent temperature fields under constraint of thermal expansion (adapted from [14]).  

 
Figure 3: Classification of thermal fatigue according to Spera (adapted from [3]). 

Especially tempering resistance and hot yield strength are of utmost importance for resistance 
against TF [13]. Influencing factors on resistance against thermal fatigue further include 
thermal and cyclic softening behavior, development of residual stresses and the microstructure. 
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A high thermal conductivity reduces temperature gradients and a low coefficient of thermal 
expansion (and in theory, Young’s Modulus) directly reduce thermal stresses [1, 9, 15]. A high 
tensile strength improves the TF lifetime in the case of low strain ranges, whereas ductility is 
more important in the case of high strain ranges, where high strength can have a negative 
influence on the lifetime [14, 16].  
In the case of OP-TMF testing, a phase shift between the thermal and external mechanical 
loading is used. Referring to the conditions during pressure casting, the surface region 
experiences compressive stresses during the heating period, which is represented by a phase 
shift of 180° between thermal and mechanical loading. Thus, OP-TMF is the most commonly 
used test setup to recreate the loading conditions endured by hot-work tools during 
application [17]. Other frequently applied TF test methods include alternating immersion of 
specimens in a bath of molten Al and water [18–22], induction heating of hollow, internally 
cooled cylinders [23–28], and surface heating via laser irradiation [1, 29]. TMF testing by 
inductive heating of clamped specimens whilst a defined percentage of the thermal expansion 
is mechanically suppressed yields the advantage of being able to monitor stress and strain 
evolution during the lifetime [30, 31]. The constraint factor KTM describes the ratio between the 
mechanical strain 𝜀𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ and thermal strain 𝜀𝑡ℎ, i.e. the proportion of the thermal expansion 
being mechanically suppressed:  
 

𝐾𝑇𝑀 =  
𝜀𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ

𝜀𝑡ℎ
           (2) 

 
Figure 4 depicts the schematic evolution of the stress and temperature during OP-TMF. In 
Figure 4 a) the first cycles are shown. As a certain percentage of the thermal expansion is 
mechanically suppressed, compressive stresses are induced, until the hot compressive yield 
strength is reached and plastic deformation occurs. When the temperature is decreased, 
formation of tensile stresses is obtained [1, 32, 33]. This process is repeated during each cycle, 
which leads to the stress evolution shown in Figure 4 b).  
 

 
Figure 4: a) Course of the stress and temperature during the first TMF cycles. b) Stress 
evolution until failure under OP-TMF conditions.  
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In order to describe the cyclic plastic behavior of a material, fatigue tests with a constant strain 
level can be used. If the stress amplitude needed to achieve this strain increases with increasing 
cycle numbers, the material experiences cyclic hardening. This is usually caused by an 
increasing dislocation density due to the plastic deformation. If the amplitude decreases, cyclic 
softening via annihilation of dislocations or the formation of persistent slip bands is dominating 
[34]. At increased temperatures, further processes such as creep, recovery, recrystallization, 
coarsening or dissolution of precipitates can occur and contribute to the cyclic softening [35]. 
Due to the high stress levels, low cycle numbers are achieved, which in combination with short 
cycle times caused by rapid heating and cooling rates leads to creep damage usually being 
negligible under OP-TMF conditions [36]. For precipitation hardened alloys, the cyclic 
hardening/ softening behavior can depend on the stress amplitude. At low stress amplitudes, 
cyclic hardening is observed. With increasing stress levels, coherent precipitates can be cut and 
coarse slip occurs, resulting in cyclic softening [37].  
During TF testing, the highest compressive stresses, and thus the most severe plastic 
deformation occurs in the first cycle [38]. The heat-checking density follows a sigmoidal 
evolution, rapidly levelling off into a plateau. The stabilized plateau depends on the heating 
rate, but is not influenced by the maximum testing temperature or initial hardness [28, 39, 40]. 
The maximum surface temperature does however have a significant influence on the TF lifetime 
of hot-work tool steels. For temperatures below 650°C, stable conditions are met after initial 
cyclic isotropic softening. For maximum surface temperatures exceeding 650°C, continuous 
softening occurs [1]. A high initial hardness increases TF lifetime, as the initial hardness 
ranking between different heat treatment conditions of an alloy stays the same during fatigue 
testing [41]. Materials with higher hardness develop high number densities of short cracks, 
whereas lower hardness values lead to small numbers of long cracks. The softening during TF 
further increases the crack number density [42]. The crack length for hot-work tool steels can 
be correlated with the depth of decarburization, whereas maraging steels soften due to 
overageing, and thus develop a high number density of short cracks [20].  
By increasing the austenitization temperature, TF resistance can be increased due to a higher 
particle number density of secondary hardening precipitates, which increases the tempering 
resistance. However, the loss of toughness caused by the growth of austenite grains becomes 
the major contributing factor at higher temperatures, decreasing TF lifetime [43].  
Surface oxidation can accelerate the formation and growth of fatigue cracks, as cracks 
preferentially initiate in the oxide layer [44, 45]. Testing under reduced O2 partial pressure 
results in the change of global to localized oxidation. The cycles until crack initiation can be 
severely influenced by variating the O2 partial pressure [21, 46–48]. The formation of a porous 
oxide layer allows a flux of O (or Al, in the case of immersion in molten Al) to the crack tip. 
The volume increase caused by the oxide formation at the crack surface adds to the tensile 
stresses at the crack tip. Furthermore, the difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion 
between the material and oxide layer introduces additional thermal stresses [42].  
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The oxidation behavior or formation of intermetallic compounds due to reactions between the 
tool material and cast melt can be influenced by the application of coatings [48]. However, 
brittle surface layers with misfits between the coefficient of thermal expansion to the substrate 
can lead to delamination effects and accelerated fatigue crack initiation [49], whereas positive 
effects can be achieved if the coating system is adapted to the application [50, 51]. For nitrided 
surfaces, the formation of a diffusion zone is preferential to a compound layer. The compound 
layer acts as a brittle surface layer, whereas the diffusion zone induces compressive residual 
stresses, which counteract crack initiation and increase the surface hardness [52].  
Due to the high temperatures, softening occurs not only during heating under compression, but 
also during the cooling step under tensile loads. The major influencing step is however the 
heating period [17]. Not only the coarsening of secondary hardening precipitates, but also a 
decrease in the dislocation density contributes to softening [53–55]. In austenitic stainless 
steels, the dislocation arrangement is independent of in-phase or out-of-phase TF loading 
conditions [47]. In maraging steels and Ni base alloys, coarsening of the intermetallic 
precipitates is the major contribution factor to softening and accelerates crack formation and 
propagation [20, 35, 42]. Softening effects are divided into “temperature-time” induced and 
“plastic strain-number of cycle”; the sole time-temperature equivalent approach underestimates 
the amount of softening. For 5 % Cr hot-work tool steels, during the first 100 TF cycles, the 
plastic straining is the main contributing mechanism, leading to dislocation rearrangement and 
annihilation. At increasing cycle numbers, the temperature-time induced softening continuously 
becomes more dominant, caused by the coarsening of secondary hardening carbides [55–57]. 
Thermal stable ODS particles are, despite high operating or testing temperatures, not subject to 
coarsening, and therefore reduce the amount of cyclic softening as they act as stable dislocation 
obstacles [58, 59].  

4.3 Precipitation reactions 

By forming nm-sized, homogeneously distributed precipitates, a material can effectively 
impede dislocation movement, and thus increase its strength. In order to realize precipitation, 
the matrix element must have a decreasing solubility for the precipitate forming elements with 
decreasing temperature. During a solution heat treatment, followed by rapid cooling 
(quenching), a super-saturated matrix is formed. Subsequent ageing at intermediate 
temperatures causes the second phase to precipitate. The increase in strength is influenced by 
the size and average distance between these precipitates, their distribution, chemistry and 
crystallography [60, 61]. The formation of precipitates is typically divided into three steps: 

1. Nucleation / cluster formation 

2. Precipitate growth 

3. Coarsening (Ostwald Ripening) 
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4.3.1 Cluster formation 

In order to form thermodynamic stable clusters, a nucleation barrier has to be overcome. This 
energy barrier is caused by the different energetically contributions, including free volume 
energy, the surface energy of the new phase and elastic strain contributions. To reach a 
thermodynamic stable state, a cluster has to reach a critical size. A graphical description of the 
different energy contributions and the critical cluster size is shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: Free energy of a cluster as a function of cluster size r at a given temperature 
(adapted from [61]). 

4.3.2 Homogeneous/ heterogeneous precipitation 

Homogeneous precipitation only takes place if no sites for heterogeneous precipitation are 
available. In the case of heterogeneous precipitation, lattice defects (i.e. dislocations, grain and 
phase boundaries, …) are used in order to reduce the surface energy needed to form a stable 
precipitate. However, if the surface energy between the precipitate phase and the matrix is very 
small compared to the free volume energy, homogeneous and heterogeneous precipitation can 
occur simultaneous, which is assumed to be the case for NiAl in ferrite. Precipitate phases can 
also form metastable transition phases, like the Guinier-Preston zones in Al-Cu alloys, or Cu in 
ferrite, which require a reduced activation energy barrier to be overcome, and thus facilitate 
precipitation.  

4.3.3 Precipitate growth 

Growth of precipitates can take place simultaneously during ongoing precipitation. The growth 
rate is limited by the diffusion and the rate at which the atoms cross the interface between matrix 
and precipitate phase. During the early stages, crossing of the interface is likely to be the 
velocity-determining step, whereas the diffusion rate becomes predominant at larger precipitate 
sizes. The diffusion controlled growth of spherical precipitates can be described by [62]: 
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𝑟 =  𝛼 ∗ (𝐷𝑡)1/2          (3)  

The particle radius r depends on the matrix super saturation α, and shows a square root 
dependence on time t and exponential dependence on temperature via the diffusion coefficient 
D. Growth takes place as long as the matrix remains super saturated and is characterized by an 
increasing volume fraction of the precipitate phase. Once the matrix reaches its saturated state, 
further ageing results in coarsening (Ostwald ripening). 

4.3.4 Ostwald Ripening – LSW theory 

During coarsening, the precipitate phase fraction does not increase. The main driving force for 
precipitate coarsening is the reduction of the interfacial free energy by reducing the overall 
interface area. Small particles have a larger ratio of surface area to volume. Thus, larger 
particles grow at the expense of smaller ones. If the rate determining step is again lattice 
diffusion, the coarsening rate is given by [63, 64]: 
 
�̅�𝑡

3 −  �̅�0
3 = 8𝐷𝜎(𝑉𝑚

′ )2𝐶𝑚𝑡/9𝑅𝑇        (4) 
 
Where �̅�0 and �̅�𝑡 are the average particle radius at time 0 and time t, D is the diffusion coefficient, 
σ the interfacial free energy of the precipitate/ matrix interface, 𝑉𝑚

′  the molar volume of the 
precipitate phase per mole of the diffusate, 𝐶𝑚 the concentration of the solute in the matrix, 
T the temperature and R the gas constant. Thus, at any given temperature, precipitates with a 
higher difference in concentration of alloying elements between precipitate and matrix 
experience higher thermal stability and lower coarsening rates. The coarsening rate further rises 
with increasing particle size [65].  
When applied to continuous heating or cooling, Equation (4) changes to [66]: 
 

�̅�𝑡
3 −  �̅�0

3 =
𝑡 𝑐1

𝑇
 exp (

−𝑄𝑠

𝑅𝑇
)         (5) 

 
Where c1 is a kinetic constant and Qs the activation energy for the process of coarsening.  

4.3.5 Dissolution of precipitates 

Dissolution of precipitates is driven by the free energy change of formation and can occur well 
below the solvus temperature of the equilibrium phase. Due to the curvature of the interface 
between a particle and the matrix, the precipitate experiences an external pressure, reducing its 
Gibbs energy, which is more pronounced for small particles compared to large ones. This effect 
is called the Gibbs-Thompson effect. Thus, the solvus temperature of particles depends on their 
size and form (radius of curvature) and differs from the equilibrium condition. As a 
consequence, at a certain temperature precipitates in the aged condition might be dissolved 
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whilst overaged particles remain stable dislocation barriers [67–69]. The dissolution of particles 
during continuous heating or cooling can be described by [67]: 
 

𝑓 =  𝑓0 {1 −
2

𝑟0
2 ∫ 𝛼𝐷𝑚𝑑𝑡

𝑡2

𝑡1
}

3/2

        (6) 

 
According to Equation 6, the volume fraction f of a precipitate phase depends on the initial 
volume fraction 𝑓0 and particle radius r0, the matrix super saturation α, and the element bulk 
diffusivity Dm.  

4.3.6 Influence of mechanical strain on precipitate behavior 

The superimposition of cyclic mechanical stresses and constant thermal loads has been 
observed to influence coarsening and dissolution reactions. Repeated subgrain boundary 
movement or the cutting by dislocations is able to affect the thermal stability of carbides [70]. 
At certain constant temperatures, softening caused by carbide coarsening is only observed in 
the presence of mechanical loading conditions. Compared to unloaded annealing, the addition 
of a mechanical strain amplitude is able to significantly increase the mean carbide size [53, 54, 
71]. Under creep conditions (constant mechanical and thermal loads), the coarsening rate, 
however, only depends on the temperature and is not influenced by the applied mechanical load 
[72].  
Under isothermal cyclic loading conditions, precipitation hardenable Al-Cu alloys show initial 
hardening followed by softening. The amount of softening increases with increasing 
precipitation size. Thus, the precipitated particles are dissolved when a certain dislocation 
density is reached [73–75]. The lifetime under thermal fatigue conditions can be improved by 
a solution annealing and artificial ageing heat treatment, or even overageing of the precipitates 
[76–78]. These improvements can be caused by an increased toughness, which plays an 
important role under fatigue conditions, as well as the increased thermal stability of larger, 
overaged precipitates [67].  
However, the current literature yields no information on the influence of combined cyclic 
mechanical strain and variable temperatures, as predominant under TMF conditions, on 
precipitate behavior.  

4.4 Dual hardening steels 

The first investigations on dual hardening steels were conducted in the late 70s of the 20th 
century [79, 80]. Investigated alloys contained Ni as well as Al in order to form intermetallic 
precipitates of NiAl in addition with 0.3 wt% C. However, these alloys lacked typical special 
carbide forming elements such as Cr, Mo or V. The alloying concept was developed in order to 
increase the fatigue strength of quenched and tempered martensitic steels. In later years, the 
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potential of dual hardening steels to combine high strength achieved by high particle number 
densities of precipitates with good levels of fracture toughness was discovered [5, 6].  
Another advantage of the dual hardening alloying concept is its performance under cyclic 
loading conditions. The combination of coherent NiAl and semi-coherent M2C carbides results 
in a homogeneous deformation behavior, avoiding limitation of the dislocation movement to a 
few preferred slip bands [81]. The absence of Ti and therefore possibility to form embrittling 
Ti(C,N) inclusions, in addition to an increased yield strength, allows these dual hardening steels 
to achieve higher fatigue resistance compared to Ti-alloyed maraging steels [82]. This led to 
their further development and service in aeronautical applications, i.e. as turbine shafts. More 
recently, their potential usability for hot-work applications has been discovered [8, 83, 84]. In 
order to achieve high lifetimes under hot-work loading conditions, red hardness and tempering 
resistance are of utmost importance [13, 85]. Both are most affected by the thermal stability of 
the secondary hardening precipitates. In a X38 CrMoV 5-3 hot-work tool steel, MC carbides 
show the lowest coarsening rate up to temperatures of 650°C. At 680°C, significant coarsening 
of MC carbides occurs as well as dissolution of M2C carbides [86]. Intermetallic NiAl-particles 
are stable in a 13Cr-8Ni-2.5Mo-2Al martensitic stainless PH steel at ageing temperatures of up 
to 620°C [87], possessing an equilibrium solvus temperature of up to 650°C according to 
thermodynamic calculations with MatCalc 6 ME_Fe1.2.  

The intermetallic phases utilized in dual hardening steels must, in addition to a high thermal 
stability, consist of non-carbide forming elements. Due to its high affinity to form Ti(C,N), 
intermetallic phases including Ti (for example Ni3Ti, which is frequently used in C free 
maraging steels) have not been used in dual hardening alloys thus far [84]. As TiC forms during 
the solidification process, Ti is not available for precipitation hardening by a solution annealing 
and ageing heat treatment. However, simulation guided alloy design concepts conclude the 
combination of MC, Cu and Ni3Ti to achieve the best combination of mechanical properties 
[88, 89]. Despite the high affinity of Ti to form TiC during solidification, Ni3Ti precipitates 
were detected in investigated test alloys [88, 89]. Mo-rich carbides, usually Mo2C, show less 
rapid formation kinetics compared to Mo containing intermetallic phases. This fact might open 
up the possibility for them to be used for the precipitation of Mo containing intermetallic phases, 
such as the µ-Phase (Fe,Co)7Mo6 or Laves-Phase Fe2Mo, if these experience faster precipitation 
kinetics compared to the Mo2C carbides.  

Up to now, intermetallic phases utilized in dual hardening steels either contain Ni and Al - 
forming the intermetallic compound NiAl - or Cu [84, 90–93]. Due to the coherency to the 
ferritic iron matrix, NiAl exhibit rapid precipitation kinetics, forming homogeneously 
distributed spherical precipitates [94–96]. The NiAl particles possess an ordered B2 (CsCl) 
structure [97]. Mn is preferably incorporated in the NiAl precipitates [98], where it substitutes 
either Al [99] or Ni [83].  
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The precipitation of Cu from supersaturated ferrite undergoes a multi-step process. Through the 
formation of a coherent bcc CuFe cluster, Cu achieves rapid precipitation kinetics. The 
inclusion of high amounts of Fe further reduces the nucleation barrier [100, 101]. These bcc 
precipitates undergo a martensitic transformation into a 9R structure, before transforming into 
their equilibrium fcc structure [100, 102–105]. The final Cu particles contain a negligible 
amount of iron. In 15-5PH maraging steels, CuFe clusters form between 200°C and 400°C 
during continuous ageing with a heating rate of 15 Kmin-1. At 500°C the precipitates reach their 
equilibrium composition [106, 107]. 
If sufficient alloying contents for the precipitation of both NiAl and Cu are present, the sequence 
of precipitation depends on the ratio of Cu/Al and Cu/Ni [108]. If a high ratio of Cu/Al and 
Cu/Ni (between 0.5 in [109] and 2.8 in [110]) is present, precipitation starts with CuFe clusters. 
During further ageing, these clusters and their interface to the iron matrix enrich in the solute 
elements Ni, Al and Mn [107, 111–113]. Subsequently, heterogeneous precipitation of NiAl 
takes place [108, 109, 112, 114, 115]. If the alloying ratio of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al is low (0.3 in 
[116]), precipitation starts with NiAl clusters, which via enrichment in Cu [117] cause 
heterogeneous precipitation of Cu at the NiAl interfaces [108]. Table 1 provides an overview 
of investigated alloying contents and ratios of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al and the reported precipitation 
sequence. The alloy investigated in [118] additionally contains Ti, which alters the precipitation 
sequence by introducing Ni3Ti. The addition of Cu is able to retard the coarsening of the NiAl 
particles. The inclusion of Cu in the NiAl precipitates is expected to decrease the misfit to the 
iron matrix, and thus causes a change in the coarsening mechanism [119].  

Table 1: Overview of alloying ratios of Cu/Al and Cu/Ni and reported sequence of 
precipitation in various publications. 

Ni 
wt% 

Al 
wt% 

Cu 
wt% 

Cu/Ni 
wt%/wt% 

Cu/Al 
wt%/wt% 

Cu/Ni 
at%/at% 

Cu/Al 
at%/at% 

sequence  

0.8 0.3 2.0 2.7 6.7 2.5 2.8 Cu [110] 

0.8 0.03 1.4 1.7 40.3 1.5 17.1 Cu [111] 

2.8 0.7 2.1 0.7 3.1 0.7 1.3 Cu [114] 

4.0 1.5 3.0 0.8 2.0 0.7 0.8 Cu [115] 

2.8 0.7 1.3 0.5 1.9 0.5 1.0 Cu [112] 

2.8 0.6 1.3 0.5 2.2 0.5 0.9 Cu [109] 

10.3 1.1 1.9 0.2 1.7 0.2 0.7 NiAl / Cu 
before Ni3Ti [118] 

2.6 0.6 2.5 1.0 4.2 0.9 1.8 N/A 
[120] 

4.0 1.5 3.0 0.8 2.0 0.7 0.8 N/A 

5.0 2.0 1.5 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.3 NiAl [116] 
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In dual hardening steels, the NiAl and Cu particles can act as heterogeneous precipitation sites 
for secondary hardening alloy carbides, resulting in a size refinement and homogenization of 
the carbide distribution [83, 91, 121–123]. The homogeneous carbide distribution causes the 
combination of high strength and toughness of dual hardening steels [8]. The formation of iron 
carbides is not affected by NiAl [124] or Cu alloying, moreover cementite acts as precipitation 
site for Cu [125].  

Segregation of Cr and Mo and precipitation of M2C at the interface between the NiAl or Cu 
particles and the iron matrix counteracts coarsening and leads to a thermal stabilization effect. 
The growth kinetics of M2C carbides are unaffected by the presence of NiAl [87, 122, 123]. 
However, in [126], the high number density of fine NiAl particles is assumed to impinge the 
growth of large tubular Mo2C carbides by disturbing both growth and diffusion, resulting in 
areas with small spherical carbide clusters. These fine clusters dissolve upon further ageing, 
when the NiAl begin to coarsen. After prolonged ageing times, NiAl have been reported to 
promote the dissolution of carbides in favor of the formation of reverted austenite [124, 127].  

4.5 Characterization of precipitates 

Precipitates are the most relevant microstructural constituent with respect to red hardness and 
tempering resistance, and thus resistance against thermal fatigue. During thermal cycling, 
microstructural constituents with different coefficients of thermal expansion induce additional 
thermal stresses and can lead to crack initiation. Due to that, primary or secondary carbides can 
have a significant influence on the fatigue life. As their size ranges from a few hundred nm to 
µm, different characterization methods are utilized for their characterization and quantification. 
These include x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) including energy 
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The 
characterization of secondary hardening precipitates with a size in the range of a few nm 
requires methods with a higher resolution, such as small angle neutron scattering (SANS), 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or atom probe tomography (APT) [93, 128].  

Due to its near atomic resolution in combination with the ability to detect any chemical element 
with the same probability, APT is a very powerful tool to investigate precipitation reactions in 
complex alloying systems [129]. However, especially when investigating small precipitates and 
their interface to the surrounding matrix, ion trajectory effects have to be considered. These 
effects are caused by phases with different evaporation fields and can lead to local 
magnification of individual microstructure constituents [130, 131]. The determination of the 
exact chemical composition of carbides is furthermore impaired by increased amounts of 
multiple detection events within these carbides [132].  

The analysis of APT data is very sensitive to user defined parameters [133], especially when 
applied to clusters search or to identify early stages of precipitation. In order to provide the 
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reader with the possibility to assess data quality and suitability to compare and correctly 
interpret different results, a detailed and complete report of all relevant parameters and methods 
used for measurement, reconstruction, data mining and data evaluation is necessary [133]. 
Various algorithms and data evaluation methods exist. Most of them are based on the fact that 
within a cluster or precipitate, the concentration of or the mean distance between the 
precipitating elements differs from that within the matrix. The maximum separation method 
defines a maximum separation distance (dmax) between two solute atoms which belong to a 
cluster and a minimum number of solute atoms needed to form a cluster Nmin [134, 135]. Other 
species of elements incorporated in these clusters are accessed by the introduction of a grid 
spacing with the envelope method [136]. Advantages of the maximum separation method are 
ease of automation, the possibility to analyze clusters down to 1.5 nm radius and independence 
of cluster morphology [134]. One of the main disadvantages is the inability to identify clusters 
if the solute atoms do not show strong segregation. This method is furthermore sensitive to the 
local detection efficiency of the atom probe and, as many others, to user defined parameters 
[133, 134, 137]. An approach for a reasonable estimation of dmax is described in [134] by 
plotting the number of clusters of a solute atom versus dmax, as shown in Figure 6. The choice 
of Nmin depends on dmax. A good estimation can be made by plotting the distribution of clusters 
as a function of the amount of solute atoms within a cluster for a defined dmax [134]. In another 
approach the number of clusters is compared to a random solid solution of the same bulk 
composition [138]. 

 

 
Figure 6: Suggested procedure for the estimation of dmax and Nmin for the maximum separation 
method (according to [134]). In this example, a reasonable choice for dmax and Nmin are 0.6 nm 
and 10-11, respectively.  

The calculation of the Person coefficient µ marks another way to determine the level of 
segregation, which is independent of the sampled volume. The Pearson coefficient is based on 
the normalized frequency distribution analysis χ2, where the number of solute atoms in a defined 
volume element is compared to a random distribution [139].  

The isosurface method is a compositional analysis technique. Inside a precipitate, the 
concentration of solute atoms is greater compared to the concentration within the matrix. 
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Precipitates are identified by a certain concentration threshold cthreshold. The isosurface method 
can identify precipitates independent of composition and morphology. Clusters down to a radius 
of 0.45 nm can be detected [140]. The selection of the user defined cthreshold is required to 
produce stable results, so that small changes do not have a significant influence on the number 
density and size of precipitates [134]. Disadvantages include sensitivity to user defined 
parameters, the often unclear interpretation of the position of the interface (especially during 
early stages of precipitation), local magnification effects and the convolution of precipitates 
located in close proximity to one another. The radial distribution function (RDF) or pair 
correlation function determines the number of atoms in spherical shells centered around a 
selected solute element in the analyzed volume. The normalized RDF divides the local 
concentration by the average bulk concentration of that element. A value of one represents a 
random distribution, greater than one is indicative of clustering and below one of repulsive 
behavior of the selected solute atoms [141, 142]. The RDF analysis offers a high level of 
sensitivity, which irrespective of the limitations in APT detector efficiency and spatial 
resolution enables the determination of the early stages of cluster formation.  

4.6 Relation of the current thesis to the state of the Art 

This thesis aims to gain understanding on the impact of combined thermal and mechanical 
loading conditions on single and dual hardening nanostructures in order to expand the usage of 
complex alloying systems. It is built upon in-depth understanding of the loading conditions 
present under TF conditions, their recreation on the laboratory scale and separation of the 
individual influencing factors. By comprehending, and thus mitigating predominant damaging 
mechanisms, the author aims to increase the sustainability of the investigated alloying systems. 
Further characterization of dual hardening steels, including carbide evolution and precipitation 
reactions during heat treatment as well as evaluation of their performance under the afore 
mentioned loading conditions, is carried out.  

The current literature focuses on the macroscopic damage behavior during TMF, however 
frequently overlooking the contributions of nm-sized microstructural constituents. The 
characterization of those is often solely carried out in equilibrium or in different heat treatment 
conditions. The author therefore aims to shed light on the connection between TMF behavior 
and the nanostructure by combining TMF loading conditions with high resolution 
characterization techniques.  

Ultimately, the goal is to expand the field of application of dual hardening steels towards 
hot-work applications. Until now, steels are commonly divided into C-free maraging steels, 
utilizing the precipitation of intermetallic phases, or high-carbon tool steels, limited to the 
precipitation of primary and secondary hardening carbides. This thesis tries to prove that steel 
design does not have to be restricted to one aspect or the other but can harness the positive 
effects of both.  
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5 Overview of publications 
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6 Experimental procedure 

The following chapter gives a brief overview of the different investigated alloys and performed 
heat treatments. It furthermore contains information on the TEM and APT measurements 
performed on TMF tested specimens. Further details about the experimental procedures can be 
found in the appended papers in part B of this thesis.  

6.1 Steels investigated 

The chemical compositions of the alloys investigated in the frame of this thesis are given in 
Table 2. The hot-work tool steel is a martensitic 5 % Cr hot-work tool steel which was 
investigated as a reference to the dual hardening alloys. Due to its higher C content of 0.5 wt% 
compared to the dual hardening alloys, it comprehends of a dislocation-rich and strongly 
distorted, and thus stronger martensite with increased hardness. The elements Cr, Mo and V 
increase its hardenability and form secondary hardening carbides, leading to a high tempering 
resistance. The dual hardening alloy additionally contains Ni and Al next to C, Cr, Mo and V. 
Due to its high V content and the precipitation of VC carbides and intermetallic NiAl particles, 
it reaches a significant secondary hardness increase upon ageing. The Co-alloyed steel was 
originally developed for turbine shafts in aeronautical applications. Despite not being designed 
to be deployed in hot-work applications and withstand TMF conditions, it uses a dual hardening 
mechanism, and is thus included in this study. The high Co content is expected to achieve good 
tempering resistance and hot hardness, whilst the high Ni content of 13 wt% shifts the 
martensite finish temperature below room temperature. The triple hardening alloy is used as a 
plastic mold steel and utilizes three different precipitates: the precipitation of VC carbides, 
intermetallic NiAl and metallic Cu particles. The high contents of Mn and S form MnS, which 
cause its good machinability.  

The hot-work tool steel was austenitized at 1050°C for 30 min, air cooled to room temperature 
and annealed three times for 2 h at either 570°C or 620°C. The dual hardening alloy was 
solution annealed at 990°C for 30 min, oil quenched to room temperature and aged three times 
for 3 h at 585°C. The Co-alloyed steel was solution annealed at 900°C for 1 h, oil quenched to 
room temperature and subsequently cooled to -80°C for 1 h. The cryogenic heat treatment step 
was followed by a tempering step at 200°C for 8 h. The ageing was either performed at 495°C 
for 5 h or 515°C for 15 h. The triple hardening alloy was solution annealed at 900°C for 30 min, 
oil quenched to room temperature and aged for 6 h at 580°C.  
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Table 2: Chemical compositions of the investigated steels. 

6.2 Characterization of the nanostructure 

For the TEM investigations of fatigue tested specimens, focused ion beam milling with a FEI 
Versa 3D HIVAC microscope was performed. The milled lamellae were transferred with an 
Omniprobe and welded on a lift-out grid. A final milling was then conducted with voltage down 
to 2 kV in an area of 5 x 5 µm. The investigations were conducted with a Jeol JEM-2200FS 
TEM.  

The APT measurements of fatigue tested specimens were conducted with a LEAP 3000 X HR 
in laser mode at 60 K in order to reduce the amount of early specimen fracture caused by the 
coarse precipitates. Specimens were prepared by electro polishing. For both the TEM and APT 
investigations, special emphasis was put on the exact location of the measurements. Specimens 
were taken from within the central 5 mm of the longitudinal axis of the TMF samples in order 
to assure exact knowledge of the predominant temperature during the fatigue testing.  
  

  Fe C Cr Mo V Ni Al Si Mn Cu S Co 
Hot-work wt% 90.95 0.50 4.50 3.00 0.60 / / 0.20 0.25 / / / 

 at% 89.90 2.30 4.78 1.73 0.65 / / 0.39 0.25 / / / 

Dual hardening wt% 86.53 0.37 3.00 2.50 0.85 4.80 1.50 0.20 0.25 / / / 
 at% 84.68 1.68 3.15 1.42 0.91 4.47 3.04 0.39 0.25 / / / 

Co-alloyed wt% 74.42 0.23 3.30 1.50 0.25 13.00 1.50 / / / / 5.80 
 at% 73.57 1.06 3.50 0.86 0.27 12.23 3.07 / / / / 5.43 

Triple hardening wt% 91.19 0.13 0.35 / 0.06 3.50 1.20 0.30 2.00 1.20 0.13 / 
 at% 89.49 0.59 0.37 / 0.06 3.27 2.44 0.59 2.00 1.03 0.22 / 
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7 Results and Discussion 

7.1 Aim and scope of the investigations 

The goal of this thesis was to understand the influence of combined thermal and mechanical 
loading conditions on the nanostructure. Following issues were tackled by this thesis: 
 

 What loading conditions cause the heat-checking in pressure casting applications and 
how can these conditions be recreated on a laboratory scale under defined and well 
known parameters? 

 How does TMF influence the nanostructure and vice versa? How can the nanostructure 
be altered in order to increase a materials resistance against TMF? 

 How do dual hardening steels perform under the described TMF loading conditions 
compared to commonly used hot-work tool steels? 

 How is the microstructure of the investigated dual hardening alloys composed? How 
does it evolve during the performed heat treatments, and how is it affected during 
application? 

 Which intermetallic phases can be utilized in dual hardening steels? Can carbide 
forming elements, such as Ti, Mo and V, be used for the precipitation of intermetallic 
phases and how do carbides and intermetallic phases compete?  

 
The following pages summarize all findings and aim to provide answers to these questions 
with respect to the published papers which are appended to this thesis in part B.  

7.2 Microstructural characterization  

In order to gain understanding of the microstructure-property relationships, a thorough 
characterization of the microstructure is necessary. During cyclic heating and cooling of a 
material, different coefficients of thermal expansion of individual microstructural constituents 
can lead to local stress peaks, and thus accelerate crack initiation [143]. The evaluation of 
different etching methods in order to visualize the entirety of the microstructural constituents 
of the dual hardening steel, including primary and secondary carbides, showed that etching with 
V2A-pickle and polishing with colloidal silica suspension lead to the best results for 
investigations with the light optical microscope (LOM) and SEM, respectively. The carbide 
evolution during heat treatments was characterized in detail by the acquisition of EBSD spot-
pattern, as is exemplary shown in Figure 7 (Paper I). The detected carbides are summarized in 
Table 3 (Paper I). By increasing the austenitization temperature from 990°C to 1200°C, the 
peak hardness can be increased and the µm-sized primary and secondary carbides dissolved, 
resulting in a coarsening of the prior austenite grains.  
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Figure 7: Characterization of carbides with the use of EBSD spot-pattern. From left to right: 
secondary electron SEM micrograph, pattern obtained at spot 1 and indexed solution for MC 
carbide (adapted from Paper I).  

 
Table 3: Overview of the applied heat treatments and carbides present in each condition in the 
dual hardening alloy (Paper I). 

Heat treatment condition Carbide types 
As received MC, M2C, M6C 

Carbide dissolution MC, M2C, M6C 
Austenitized and aged MC, M6C 

 
In none of the investigated heat treatment conditions of the hot-work tool steel (except in the 
quenched state), retained austenite or carbides could be detected with phase analysis by XRD. 
The maximum carbide volume fraction measured by quantitative SEM image analysis yielded 
0.25 vol%.  

High resolution analysis of the dual hardening alloy and the hot-work steel in the aged 
conditions are performed in the frame of Paper III. The 5 % Cr hot-wok tool steel exhibits a 
high particle number density of fine carbides, depicted in Figure 8 a). The plate-like or spherical 
carbides reach a mean core carbon content of roughly 30 at% C, significantly enriched in Mo 
and V and are assumed to be M2C carbides, which is shown in Figure 8 b). The dual hardening 
alloy shows an increased particle number density of precipitates, including spherical NiAl 
precipitates and plate like carbides in combination with larger, planar M2C carbides, which is 
shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 8: APT measurement of hot-work tool steel annealed three times at 620°C for 2 h. 
a) From left to right: atom map of (C+Mo+V), isoconcentration surfaces of 5 at% (Mo+V). 
b) Proximity histograms according to isosurfaces, zero distance on the abscissa corresponds to 
the carbide/matrix interface, positive values are inside the carbides (adapted from Paper III). 

 
Figure 9: APT measurement of the dual hardening steel aged three times for 3 h at 585°C. 
a) From left to right: atom maps of (C, Mo, V), Al and Ni. b) Isoconcentration surfaces of 
25 at% (Ni+Al) in green and 5 at% (Mo+V) in pink. c) Proximity histogram according to 
(Ni+Al) isosurfaces. d) Proximity histogram according to large plate-like (Mo+V) isosurface. 
Zero distance on the abscissa corresponds to the precipitate/matrix interface, positive values are 
inside the precipitate (Paper III).  
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An APT measurement of the Co-alloyed steel aged at 515°C for 15 h is shown in Figure 10. 
The NiAl particles exhibit a high particle number density of homogeneously distributed 
spherical particles. The measurement also shows a region enriched in Ni, without a significant 
amount of Al. Figure 10 c) shows the concentration profile of the cylinder in Figure 10 b) 
through this area, which most likely marks reverted austenite [144]. Carbides are visible in 
plate-like structures, including M7C3, Figure 10 d) and M2C, Figure 10 e).  
 

 
Figure 10: APT measurement of the Co-alloyed steel aged for 15 h at 515°C. a) From left to 
right: atom maps of Mo, Cr, V and C. b) Atom maps of Al, Ni, (C+Al+Ni) and (C+Al+Ni) + 
isosurfaces of 5 at% (Mo+V). c) Concentration profile of the cylinder in b) with a volume of 
15x15x50 nm3. The vertical lines mark the Ni enriched reverted austenite. d) And e) proximity 
histograms of the marked isosurfaces, positive values are inside the precipitates.  
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An APT measurement of the triple hardening steel aged for 6 h at 580°C is shown in Figure 11. 
The alloy exhibits a high particle number density of Cu-NiAl co-precipitates, as well as plate-
like VC carbides, preferentially located at the interfaces of the intermetallic particles to the iron 
matrix. It is interesting to note that by APT analysis, 0.06 at% V are detected, which is a suitable 
amount to form the observed VC precipitates. In Figure 11 c) and d) a concentration profile 
through a co-precipitate of the three different precipitates is shown. Whilst the VC carbides 
exhibit the smallest number density and mean particle size, they also incorporate significant 
amounts of iron. The Cu and NiAl precipitates tend to overlap, which is indicative of their 
assisted precipitation process as described in chapter 4.4. The NiAl are furthermore enriched in 
Mn.  

 
Figure 11: APT measurement of the triple hardening steel, aged at 580°C for 6 h. a) From left 
to right: atom maps of Al, Ni, Cu, (C+V) and (Al+Ni+Cu+C+V). b) Atom map of 30% of the 
detected Fe atoms, isosurfaces of 50 at% (Ni+Al) in green, 20 at% Cu in orange and 
5 at% (C+V) in pink. c) Enlarged view of Detail A. d) Concentration profile along the cylinder 
(5.3x5.3x30 nm3) in Detail A.  
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7.3 Characterization of precipitation reactions  

The microstructural evolution of the triple hardening steel during continuous heating is 
investigated in Paper II and Paper IV by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
and APT. It could be shown that the precipitation of the NiAl and Cu particles starts 
heterogeneously at grain boundaries (Paper II). However, the homogeneous precipitation in 
the iron matrix begins with the formation of Cu clusters, enriched in Ni, Al and Mn, as can be 
derived from the RDF in Figure 12 (Paper IV). Upon further ageing, Cu shows the strongest 
segregation behavior. At temperatures between 580°C and 620°C, the NiAl formation stops. At 
580°C, enrichment of C and V at distinct distances from the Cu segregations could be 
determined with the RDF, showing heterogeneous VC precipitation at the Cu particles. During 
continuous heating, no NiAl were formed, which precipitate at intermediate temperatures after 
increased holding times. Hence the precipitation sequence was determined to be Cu-VC-NiAl.  

 
Figure 12: Radial distribution functions centered around Cu for continuous heating with 
20 Kmin-1 to 360°C, 530°C, 580°C and 620°C. Note different ordinate scaling. The Cu-Cu 
ordinate is scaled logarithmically (Paper IV).  

The precipitation reactions in the Co-alloyed steel were studied by means of APT and DSC. 
Carbon clusters or possibly the formation of transition carbides are detected at an ageing 
temperature of 360°C. At 610°C, both NiAl particles and secondary hardening carbides are 
present. The largest precipitates of both species show clear signs of heterogeneous precipitation 
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at martensite lath boundaries. A high particle number density of NiAl precipitates within the 
matrix was observed as well, similar to the observations made for the dual hardening steel 
(Paper III).  

7.4 Hot tensile tests 

Hot tensile tests were performed on the triple hardening steel, the hot-work tool steel and the 
dual hardening steel and the results are shown in Figure 13. Due to its lower alloying content, 
the triple hardening steel shows significant lower hot yield strength even at lower temperatures. 
The hot-work tool steel achieves the highest hot yield strength, however experiencing a 
significant drop between 620°C and 640°C. The yield strength of the dual hardening alloy 
shows a lower temperature dependence in this regime.  

 
Figure 13: Hot tensile tests of a) triple hardening steel and b) dual hardening steel and hot-
work tool steel. 

7.5 Thermomechanical fatigue testing 

As mentioned earlier, one of the main focuses of this thesis was the characterization of the 
resistance of a material against the thermal fatigue conditions present during pressure casting 
and the evaluation of a suitable test method in order to compare different alloys. According to 
the literature, the dominating temperature-mechanical loading conditions a tool is subjected to 
during pressure casting are best described by out-of-phase thermomechanical fatigue. This 
fatigue test setup allows for testing under reproducible and well-known loading conditions. A 
TMF test rig, originally designed to examine Al alloys and cast iron [31], was chosen for the 
performed investigations. Figure 14 shows the sample design used for the TMF testing. The 
specimens are fixed in water-cooled clamping devices and the temperature is measured with 
K-type thermocouples at three points at the surface of the specimen. Heating is performed by a 
high frequency induction system. The heating rate was set to 10 Ks-1, as higher heating rates 
result in increasing undesired temperature gradients within the specimens [145]. The minimum 
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temperature was set to 200°C for all TMF tests, and the maximum temperature ranged from 
580°C to 660°C. A phase shift of 180° between the thermal and mechanical loading was used, 
as is shown in Figure 15 (Paper III). The constraint factor KTM (see Equation 2) was altered in 
order to achieve the same strain amplitude of 0.3% for each test, independent of the maximum 
test temperature, and varied between –0.83 and –0.95. An initial parameter study was performed 
on the triple hardening steel. The main findings have been published elsewhere [30]. An 
additional borehole in the center was used to place a central thermocouple and measure the 
radial temperature distribution. However, as no significant radial temperature deviations were 
detected, the additional borehole and thermocouple were not applied at the TMF tests of the 
dual hardening steel, hot-work steel and Co-alloyed steel. The fatigue tests show the highest 
plastic compression within the first cycle. At testing temperatures equivalent to the ageing 
temperature of the triple hardening steel, a stable behavior is observed, whereas significant 
cyclic softening occurs if the maximum test temperature is increased from 580°C to 600°C. 
Solution annealed samples of the triple hardening steel show a rapid age hardening response 
during the starting procedure. The crack formation is assisted by the surface oxidation, and 
intercrystalline crack propagation is unaffected by nonmetallic MnS or TiN inclusions. The 
surface crack network forms as an arrangement of parallel cracks oriented perpendicular to the 
mechanical loading condition, which is caused by the one-dimensional constraint of the thermal 
expansion [30].  

 
Figure 14: Geometry of TMF samples, dimensions in mm (Paper III). 
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Figure 15: Course of the temperature as well as mechanical strain and stress during OP-TMF 
testing. A phase shift of 180° between thermal and mechanical loading was used (Paper III).  

TMF tests performed at 580°C and 600°C on the hot-work tool steel lead to no plastic 
deformation due to the alloys high hot yield strength, and thus lifetimes exceeding 106 cycles. 
For all alloys except the triple hardening steel, the maximum test temperature was hence set to 
620°C, 640°C and 660°C, which unfortunately led to a reduced precision of the temperature 
distribution. The hot-work tool steel reaches a higher stress amplitude in the first cycles, which 
is attributed to its higher hot yield strength at 620°C. However, the dual hardening alloy shows 
a decreased amount of softening, assumed to be caused by its increased tempering resistance, 
and reaches a higher lifetime. The stress evolution of three exemplary fatigue tests is shown in 
Figure 16. These findings are discussed in detail in Paper III.  

The investigated alloys show a high dependence of the TMF lifetime on the maximum test 
temperature in the range between 620°C and 660°C. As mentioned before, these alloys show 
no plastic strain amplitude at maximum test temperatures of 600°C, up to a constraint factor 
KTM of -1 (100% of the thermal expansion is mechanically suppressed). Figure 17 shows the 
dependence of the lifetime on the maximum test temperature between 620°C and 660°C. The 
results are obtained with a constant strain amplitude of 0.3%, which was achieved by an 
alternation in the constraint factor KTM as mentioned before. Thus, the reduced lifetime is 
assumed to be caused by the increasing thermal softening. At temperatures below 620°C, the 
hot-work tool steel achieves the highest lifetime. However, at increasing test temperatures, the 
hot-work tool steel shows the most severe drop in lifetime and is subsequently surpassed by the 
dual hardening alloy. This is attributed to the increased tempering resistance of the dual 
hardening alloy, which will be described in more detail in chapter 7.6. It is furthermore 
interesting to note that the Co-alloyed steel achieves the shortest lifetimes, but experiences the 
most significant reduction in lifetime between 640°C and 660°C in contrast to the hot-work tool 
steel and dual hardening steel, which show the most severe drop between 620°C and 640°C. 
Especially at increased temperatures, no clear trend of the influence of the performed annealing 
temperature on the TMF lifetime can be determined.  
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Figure 16: Development of stresses during OP-TMF testing at a Tmax of 640°C. a) Maximum 
tensile stress, b) maximum compressive stress, c) mean stress, and d) stress amplitude of each 
cycle. e) Mechanical stress-strain hysteresis loop for the first and Nf/2 cycle of the TMF tests of 
the dual ahrdening steel and hot-wortk tool steel (adapted from Paper III).  
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Figure 17: TMF lifetime of investigated hot-work and dual hardening steels as function of the 
mean maximum test temperature.  

Furthermore, additional zero-stress thermal cycling (𝐾𝑇𝑀 = 0) was performed with the same 
test rig for the same number of cycles as the respective TMF tests at the same temperatures 
(9189 cycles for the dual hardening steel and 10305 cycles for the hot-work tool steel). The 
measured hardness distribution along the longitudinal specimen axis is shown in Figure 18 and 
compared to the hardness distribution of the TMF tested samples. The hardness values are 
relativized by the initial hardness after heat treatment (655 HV1 for the hot-work tool steel and 
620 HV1 for the dual hardening steel). The differences between the dual hardening steel 
zero-stress and TMF between 7 mm and 15 mm can be attributed to deviations in the 
temperature distribution during the testing and the plastic deformation. The differences at zero 
distance are well within the scatter of the initial hardness after the conducted heat treatment. It 
is concluded that the superimposed mechanical strain amplitude has no influence on the 
softening of the investigated alloys.  

 
Figure 18: Hardness distribution, relativized by the initial hardness after heat treatment, along 
longitudinal axis of TMF specimens and zero-stress thermally cycled specimens. 
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Several simplifications are made by the used TMF test setup. Firstly, the influences of the 
coefficient of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity are neglected as no temperature 
gradients are used. Secondly, the oxidation behavior differs from that during a real casting 
processes. From microstructural investigations, it is obvious that the entire crack surface is 
oxidized and fatigue cracks preferentially nucleate underneath thick oxide layers. The sequence 
of formation is not entirely clear, however assumed to occur as follows: during the heating step, 
the specimen surface is covered by an oxide layer in the thickness of a view nm, thus, the 
occurrence of annealing colors can be seen. The plastic deformation causes the formation of 
fine surface cracks, which lead to locally increased strains in distinct locations close to the 
crack. The higher strains result in a cracking of the brittle oxide layer, allowing for more oxygen 
to react with the iron surface. Thus, the thick oxide layer forms in the patterns observed in 
Figure 19 (Paper III). The magnitude of the influence of different oxidation behaviors on the 
TMF lifetime and performance under real pressure casting conditions can, at this stage, not be 
clearly distinguished.  

 
Figure 19: Back-scattered SEM micrograph of the specimen surface of a) dual hardening steel 
and b) hot-work tool steel after TMF testing. In proximity to large fatigue cracks, a thick oxide 
layer has formed (Paper III). 

7.6 Impact of thermomechanical fatigue on the nanostructure  

The following conclusions and mainly unpublished results of the impact of the TMF testing on 
the nanostructure are intended to be published in an additional publication in a SCI journal. 

The TMF testing has a significant impact on the alloys nanostructures. The microstructure 
consists of high annealed and deformed martensite, dependent on the exact temperature 
distribution during the TMF testing. As there exist already several studies focusing on this topic, 
as is discussed in chapter 4.2, detailed investigations on this scale will not be part of this thesis. 
However, the impact on the secondary hardening precipitates is of major interest and has, until 
now, not been studied in detail. 
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At first, the influence of a superimposed mechanical strain amplitude is addressed. In order to 
separate the influence of the thermal and mechanical loading, zero-stress thermal cycling was 
performed for the same cycle numbers as the respective TMF measurements. On these zero-
stress thermal cycled samples, no macroscopic material damage such as the development of a 
thick oxide layer or fatigue crack initiation could be observed.  

APT measurements of the dual hardening alloy after TMF testing and the zero-stress thermal 
cycling are shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively. It is obvious that in both conditions, the 
intermetallic particles as well as the secondary hardening carbides have undergone coarsening, 
leading to a significantly reduced particle number density. Due to the low particle number 
density, no quantification of the size distribution or particle number density from the APT and 
TEM measurements is possible, and will thus not be attempted. The detected spherical carbides 
in both conditions are mostly VC, which are known to possess good thermal stability [86]. The 
carbide shown in Figure 21 after the zero-stress thermal cycling exhibits variations in the Mo, 
V and C content, which is depicted in the concentration profile along the z-axis of the cylinder 
in Figure 21 d). It is assumed that this carbon enrichment consists of merged VC and Mo2C 
carbides. The intermetallic NiAl particles possess a reduced solvus temperature and lower 
differences between the precipitate and matrix concentration of Ni and Al compared to the VC 
carbides. These facts should, according to the LSW-theory, lead to more rapid coarsening rates 
of the NiAl precipitates [63, 64]. It is, thus, interesting to note that the NiAl particles are present 
in similar particle number densities and size ranges as the VC carbides. 
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Figure 20: APT measurement of the dual hardening alloy TMF tested at 640°C. a) From left to 
right: atom maps of (C + Mo + V), Al and Ni. b) Isoconcentration surfaces of 25 at% (Ni + Al) 
in green and 5 at% (Mo + V) in pink. c) Proximity histogram according to (Ni + Al) isosurface. 
d) Proximity histogram according to (Mo + V) isosurfaces. Zero distances on the abscissa 
corresponds to the precipitate/ matrix interface; positive values are inside the precipitate 
(Paper III).  
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Figure 21: APT reconstruction of dual hardening steel after zero-stress thermal cycling. a) From 
left to right: atom maps of (C + Mo + V), Ni and Al. b) Atom map of Ni and Al, isosurfaces of 
30 at% (Ni + Al) in green. c) Fe atom map, isosurfaces of 30 at% (Ni + Al) in green and 7 at% C 
in wine red. d) Concentration profile along the cylinder depicted in c) with a volume of 
7x7x38 nm3. 

TEM investigations performed in the TMF tested and zero-stress thermal cycled conditions are 
shown in Figure 22. The TEM micrographs reveal a martensitic microstructure with a high 
dislocation density in both conditions. Furthermore, a small amount of coarse carbides is 
visible. Due to their cigar like morphology, these carbides are believed to be Mo2C [83]. Higher 
magnifications reveal spherical particles in a size range of a few tens of nm homogeneously 
distributed in the matrix, which can be seen interacting with the dislocations. Correlating the 
TEM observations with the APT measurements in Figures 20 and 21, it is clear that the spherical 
particles mark NiAl precipitates and VC carbides.  
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Figure 22: TEM micrographs of the dual hardening alloy. a) TMF tested and b) zero-stress 
thermal cycled. In both conditions, a martensitic microstructure and coarse carbides are visible. 
The micrographs on the right reveal spherical particles in a size range of a few tens of nm.  

From the performed APT measurements, the evolution of the chemical composition of the 
matrix as a function of the maximum TMF testing temperature and in the zero-stress thermal 
cycled condition was determined and is shown in Figure 23. The matrix C content shows a 
decrease from the heat treated to the TMF tested conditions, which is independent of the 
maximum test temperature, whereas the contents of the carbide forming elements Cr, Mo and 
V stay constant. This indicates that the carbides undergo coarsening and an equilibrium is 
reached already at 620°C. In contrast, the Al and Ni contents rise with increasing test 
temperature, which is a clear sign that the NiAl particles not only coarsen, as is visible in 
Figure 20, but NiAl particles are also dissolved during the high temperature regime of the TMF 
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cycle. Thermodynamic calculations with MatCalc 6 ME_Fe1.2 calculated a solvus temperature of 
the NiAl in the dual hardening alloy of 632°C, whilst literature claims thermal stable NiAl 
precipitates at ageing temperatures of up to 620°C [87]. However, the solvus temperature of small 
NiAl particles is reduced compared to the equilibrium condition [67] due to the Gibbs-Thompson 
effect. This might lead to the partial dissolution of small NiAl precipitates, whilst large particles 
undergo Ostwald ripening and remain stable up to the maximum TMF test temperatures of 660°C.  

 
Figure 23: Matrix concentration of alloying elements in the dual hardening steel in the heat 
treated condition and dependent on the maximum TMF test temperature as obtained by the APT 
measurements. The error bars indicate the standard deviation between at least three individual 
APT measurements. 

From the high resolution analysis, no influence of a superimposed mechanical strain amplitude 
on the Ostwald ripening or dissolution of precipitates can be observed. The hardness 
measurements on TMF tested and zero-stress thermal cycled samples depicted in Figure 18 
show no influence on the softening. It is therefore concluded that the mechanical strain 
amplitude has no influence on the coarsening or dissolution of the secondary hardening 
precipitates and correlated softening under the applied TMF conditions. The zero-stress thermal 
cycling leads to no mechanical damaging of the samples, and thus no fatigue. The fatigue crack 
initiation, caused by the mechanical loading is, however, accelerated through the thermally 
caused softening.  

The results show that the coarsening behavior of the NiAl particles under the TMF loading 
conditions is overestimated by classical theory. Considering the equations described previously 
in chapter 4.3, the small average particle radius, high solubility of Ni and Al in the iron matrix 
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and the lower solvus temperature compared to the secondary hardening carbides indicate the 
intermetallic precipitates as the precipitate phase experiencing more rapid coarsening rates. The 
experimental results contradict these expectations. Two possible explanations are attempted in 
the following: The NiAl exhibit a reduced interfacial energy, and thus have a reduced driving 
force for the coarsening process due to their coherence to the iron matrix. The growth and 
coarsening of the NiAl is furthermore retarded by the presence of carbides [122]. In the same 
way, the presence of NiAl particles leads to a size refinement of the secondary hardening 
carbides, and thus decelerates the carbide coarsening rate in the dual hardening alloy [83, 122, 
126].  

The second theory assumes that due to the cyclic thermal loading, the NiAl precipitates undergo 
coarsening at intermediate temperatures and during the upper end of the temperature cycle are 
subject to dissolution as described in chapter 4.3.5. As the temperature decreases again, this 
results in a supersaturated solid solution. The NiAl are known to experience very rapid 
precipitation kinetics in Fe [96]. Thus, possibly a dynamic equilibrium between coarsening, 
dissolution and re-precipitation could be present, which results in the small NiAl particles 
visible in Figures 20 and 21 and seemingly retarded coarsening rate.  

The hot-work tool steel after TMF testing and after the zero-stress thermal cycling is shown in 
Figures 24 and 25, respectively. The secondary hardening carbides have undergone coarsening 
as well. The carbides contain a high core Fe content of up to 10 at%, whilst the enrichment in 
Mo indicates a Mo2C carbide. In Figure 25, a small planar C enrichment is visible, exhibiting a 
high V content, and is thus assumed to be a coarsening resistant VC carbide which remains 
stable even though its close proximity to the coarse Mo2C. Similar to the observations made for 
the dual hardening alloy, no influence of the mechanical strain amplitude on the nanostructure 
can be determined.  

 
Figure 24: APT measurement of hot-work tool steel after TMF testing. From left to right: atom 
map of (C + Mo + V), isoconcentration surfaces of 5 at% (Mo + V), proximity histogram 
according to isosurfaces. Zero distance on the abscissa corresponds to the carbide/matrix 
interface, positive values are inside the precipitate (adapted from Paper III).  
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Figure 25: APT reconstruction after zero-stress thermal cycling of the hot-work tool steel. 
a) Atom map of (C + Mo + V). b) Isoconcentration surfaces of 7 at% C, zero distance marks 
the isosurface/matrix interface, positive values inside the Isosurface. c) Proximity histogram of 
the large Isosurface on the upper left in b). d) Concentration profile along the cylinder shown 
in b) with a volume of 9x9x30 nm3. 

A TEM micrograph of the hot-work steel after TMF testing is depicted in Figure 26 and shows 
a martensitic microstructure with a high particle number density of coarse carbides along with 
a M23C6 carbide. Due to their cigar-like shape, the carbides are suspected to be M2C carbides 
in accordance to the APT measurements. Furthermore, higher magnifications reveal spherical 
VC carbides in a size range of a few tens of nm. Comparing the TEM micrograph of the 
hot-work steel to the dual hardening steel in Figure 22 reveals an increased amount of coarsened 
carbides, presumably Mo2C, in the hot-work steel. 
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Figure 26: TEM micrographs of the hot-work tool steel after TMF testing. Besides large M23C6, 
coarse cigar shaped M2C and spherical VC precipitates are visible.  

The chemical evolution of the matrix of the hot-work tool steel is shown in Figure 27. It shows 
a constant decrease of the carbide forming elements C, Cr, Mo and V from the aged to the TMF 
tested conditions. Thus, the carbides first grow, leading to a further matrix depletion, followed 
by the coarsening observed by APT and TEM. The matrix concentration seems independent of 
the maximum TMF test temperature.   
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Figure 27: Matrix concentration of alloying elements in the heat treated condition and 
dependent on the maximum TMF test temperature as obtained by the APT measurements of the 
hot-work steel. The error bars indicate the standard deviation between at least three individual 
APT measurements.  

The reduced matrix concentration of Cr, Mo and V in the heat treated condition in the dual 
hardening alloy compared to the hot-work tool steel is assumed to be caused by the assisted, 
and thus accelerated carbide precipitation in the dual hardening alloy. The associated reduced 
mean particle size of the secondary hardening carbides retards the carbide coarsening rate 
compared to the hot-work tool steel [Lifshitz and Slyozov 1961; Wagner 1961]. The higher 
alloying ratio of V/Mo in the dual hardening alloy is expected to be a further contributing factor 
to the retarded carbide coarsening rate. As a consequence, the dual hardening alloy achieves an 
increased tempering resistance under TMF loading conditions, and thus higher TMF lifetimes 
compared to the hot-work tool steel. 

The Co-alloyed steel shows a different behavior, as can be seen in Figures 28 and 29. The 
carbides and intermetallic particles undergo coarsening as well and the matrix alloying content 
of the carbide forming elements reaches a constant level same as in the dual hardening steel. 
But whereas the matrix Al content stays approximately the same, the matrix shows a depletion 
of Ni after the TMF testing. This is caused by the formation of reverted austenite, which is 
visible in the large Ni enriched volume lacking significant amounts of Al in Figure 28. The 
formation of reverted austenite accelerates the dissolution of the NiAl particles [144], which 
leads to the decreased TMF resistance of the Co-alloyed steel compared to the dual hardening 
alloy as shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 28: APT reconstruction of the Co-alloyed steel TMF tested at 620°C. Atom maps of a) 
(C + Mo + V), b) Cr, c) Ni and d) Al. e) Atom map of (C + Ni + Al) and cylinder ROI with a 
volume of 10x10x40 nm3. f) Concentration profile along the z-axis of the cylinder in b), 
showing the composition of the reverted austenite, carbide and NiAl particle.  
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Figure 29: Matrix concentration of alloying elements of the Co-alloyed steel obtained by APT 
as a function of ageing temperature and maximum TMF temperature. The error bars mark the 
standard deviations between three individual APT measurements.  

A direct comparison of the precipitates in the heat treated and TMF tested conditions between 
the dual hardening steel, the hot-work tool steel and the Co-alloyed steel is shown in Figure 30. 
Despite the NiAl being subject to partial dissolution, the dual hardening alloy achieves higher 
particle number densities of fine, spherical precipitates compared to the hot-work tool steel, 
which contains a large number of coarse cigar-shaped M2C carbides. The higher particle 
number density, caused by the retarded coarsening rate described above, is assumed to be the 
main reason for the increased tempering resistance of the dual hardening steel. This ultimately 
leads to the increased TMF lifetimes in Figure 17, even though the hot-work tool steel possesses 
a higher hot yield strength. The observed formation of reverted austenite in the Co-alloyed steel, 
caused by its high Ni content, accelerates the dissolution of the intermetallic NiAl particles, and 
is thus assumed to lead to the lower TMF lifetime of the Co-alloyed steel shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 30: Comparing APT measurements of the a) dual hardening alloy heat treated and b) 
TMF tested, c) hot-work tool steel aged and d) TMF tested (adapted from Paper III) and e) 
Co-alloyed steel aged and f) TMF tested. In green: 25 at% (Ni + Al) isosurfaces, 
pink/red 5 at% (Mo + V) isosurfaces  

7.7 Thermodynamic Calculations 

Current dual hardening steels are limited to the use of NiAl or Cu precipitates in addition to 
secondary hardening carbides as strengthening particles. Thermodynamic calculations were 
performed with the software MatCalc in order to assess to suitability of further intermetallic 
phases. Most of the intermetallic phases used in maraging steels comprise of the elements Ti, 
V and/or Mo, which have a high affinity towards carbon. Especially Ti is known to form 
Ti(C,N) during the solidification process. Calculations were performed with MatCalc 6.0 and 
an adapted ME_Fe1.1 database. Three different maraging steels (C250, T250 and 
N15K10M5F5) were calculated with the addition of 0.1 wt% C, 0.2 wt% C and 0.4 wt% C. The 
calculations proofed that Ti-containing intermetallic phases are unsuitable for the application 
in dual hardening steels. However, intermetallic phases containing Mo and V (such as µ-Phase 
and Laves-Phase) show promising results when the carbon content does not exceed 
0.1-0.2 wt%.  
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Calculations of the dual hardening alloy with different alloying ratios of Ni/Al, Cr/Mo/V and 
variations of the Si and Mn content yielded following results: 
 

 The alloy contains B2-NiAl, MC, M6C and M23C6 carbides as well as metastable Mo2C.  
 Mn is preferentially incorporated in the NiAl precipitates. The solvus temperature of the 

NiAl is increased by additional alloying with Mn and Si to up to 650°C. Substitution of 
Al by up to 3 at% Mn does not lead to the formation of NiMn.  

 A reduction of the carbon content and the substitution of parts of V with Cr or Mo leads 
to the highest reduction of the VC solvus temperature, increasing the temperature 
regime suitable for the solution annealing process.  

 The equilibrium calculations prefer the formation of Laves-phase versus Mo2C. 
However, no Laves-phase has been detected in the dual hardening steel, which is why 
it is assumed that Mo2C experience faster precipitation kinetics, and are thus the 
preferentially formed precipitate phase.  
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8 Outlook and open questions 

During this thesis, a comprehensive study of the micro- and nanostructure and its evolution of 
dual hardening steels was performed. The characterization and recreation of the load profile 
present during pressure die casting was achieved via the use of a thermomechanical fatigue test 
rig, and the influence of these loading conditions on the nanostructure was revealed. Overall, 
the dual hardening alloying concept shows promising results concerning the implementation in 
hot-work applications. Although many issues were addressed and solved in this thesis and the 
appended papers, a number of open questions remains to be tackled by future researchers.  

During the thermomechanical fatigue testing, the intermetallic phases show a decreased amount 
of Ostwald ripening compared to the secondary hardening carbides, but an increased amount of 
dissolution with increasing maximum temperatures. How these mechanisms exactly contribute 
to the dual hardening steels improved tempering resistance remains partially unclear. Further 
fatigue tests could possibly shed some light on the coarsening and dissolution kinetics as well 
as possible differences in the softening rate between the dual hardening steel and hot-work tool 
steel as well as between TMF and the zero-stress thermally cycled specimens, and thus help to 
determine possible effects of the mechanical strain amplitude on coarsening rates.  

Thermodynamic calculations showed that slight variations in the chemical composition of the 
dual hardening steel are able to increase the solvus temperature of the intermetallic NiAl 
particles, which is expected to further increase the dual hardening steels tempering resistance, 
and thus the thermomechanical fatigue lifetime. The addition of low amounts of Si and Mn is 
able to increase to NiAl solvus temperature to up to 650°C. Higher alloying contents of C and 
V are not recommended due to the increasing austenitization temperature needed to dissolve 
sufficient amounts of VC carbides.  

In the utilized thermomechanical fatigue test setup, the dual hardening alloy achieved increased 
lifetimes due to its increased tempering resistance. However, several other mechanisms 
possibly contribute to the lifetime. One of these is the difference in the oxidation behavior. 
Under real service conditions, the formation of intermetallic phases between the tool material 
and liquid metal is known to be a contributing factor, which can be influenced by the alloy 
composition of the tool. To study and possible mitigate the influence of sample and crack 
surface oxidation on the thermomechanical fatigue lifetime, testing under inert gas atmosphere 
could generate further insights and understanding in this aspect. In the case of the highest 
maximum temperatures, increasing longitudinal temperature deviations were observed. These 
had a significant influence on the cyclic softening behavior, even if these variations were as 
small as ± 5°C, which is well within the boundaries suggested by Hähner et al. [145]. In the 
case of the highest temperatures of 660°C, the optimization of the induction coil geometry or 
test setup might improve the reproducibility of future thermomechanical fatigue tests of 
hot-work tool steels and dual hardening steels.  
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Furthermore, the coefficient of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity are neglected in the 
test setup but have a major influence on the development of thermal stresses, and thus fatigue 
lifetime. Future studies should therefore include the determination and comparison of these 
properties.  
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9 Novel features 

The following points are believed to be the novel findings of this thesis and the main 
contributions to the field of research: 

 The precipitation sequence in the investigated dual hardening steels is decoded. During 
continuous heating, the precipitation reactions are Cu-VC-(NiAl) and NiAl-VC in the 
absence of Cu. Heterogeneous precipitation of the secondary hardening carbides is 
evident at interfaces between the metallic/intermetallic particles and the iron matrix. 

 The thermal and mechanical load profile present during pressure die casting can be 
recreated with the utilized thermomechanical fatigue test rig. The exact test temperature 
and its distribution have the greatest influence on the material behavior and achieved 
lifetime under the thermomechanical fatigue loading conditions. The most severe plastic 
deformation occurs in the first cycle. Plastic compression during the heating step leads 
to a continuous shift of the mean stress into the tensile region. The thermomechanical 
fatigue testing leads to the formation of a fatigue crack network and sample failure. 

 During thermomechanical fatigue testing, the secondary hardening particles undergo 
coarsening and partial dissolution. The coarsening rate of the NiAl particles is 
overestimated by classical theory. The dual hardening steel possesses an increased 
particle number density of secondary hardening precipitates compared to the hot-work 
tool steel. This is true in the heat treated state was well as after the thermomechanical 
fatigue testing. The dual hardening alloy, thus, achieves increased lifetimes under 
thermomechanical loading conditions compared to the hot-work tool steel due to its 
increased tempering resistance. The retained austenite formed in the Co-alloyed steel 
accelerates the dissolution of the NiAl precipitates and leads to the Co-alloyed steels 
reduced lifetime under thermomechanical loading conditions.  

 During the performed thermomechanical fatigue testing, the thermal loading causes the 
overageing and dissolution of the precipitates; a superimposed mechanical strain 
amplitude does have no influence. The mechanical loading causes the fatigue crack 
initiation and growth, which is accelerated by the thermally caused Ostwald ripening of 
the secondary hardening precipitates and correlated softening. 
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large and embrittling carbides.  

In this study, the influence of different heat treatments on microstructure evolution and 

secondary hardness is investigated. Different metallographic preparation methods were tested 

in order to visualize the microstructure. Carbides were characterized using spot-pattern electron 
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For light optical investigations, preparation with V2A-pickle lead to the best results. 

Preparation with colloidal silica suspension achieved the best results for investigations by 

scanning electron microscopy and for carbide characterization using electron backscatter 

diffraction. It was found that a homogenization treatment prior to austenitization was unable to 

increase the amount of dissolved carbides, and thus had no effect on secondary hardness. By 
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A B S T R A C T

Dual hardening steels combine precipitation of both secondary hardening carbides and intermetallic phases in a
martensitic matrix. Due to this combination, the carbon content necessary to achieve high hardness levels can be
reduced, resulting in a decreased amount of large and embrittling carbides.

In this study, the influence of different heat treatments on microstructure evolution and secondary hardness is
investigated. Different metallographic preparation methods were tested in order to visualize the microstructure.
Carbides were characterized using spot-pattern electron backscatter diffraction.

For light optical investigations, preparation with V2A-pickle lead to the best results. Preparation with col-
loidal silica suspension achieved the best results for investigations by scanning electron microscopy and for
carbide characterization using electron backscatter diffraction. It was found that a homogenization treatment
prior to austenitization was unable to increase the amount of dissolved carbides, and thus had no effect on
secondary hardness. By increasing the austenitization temperature, the amount of carbides and secondary
hardness could be increased significantly.

1. Introduction

The first investigations on dual hardening steels were conducted by
Garrison et al. (Garrison and Bhat, 1988) in order to develop high
strength secondary hardening steels with improved fracture toughness.
The attempt was to reduce the alloying content of carbon in order to
lower the amount of embrittling primary carbides. The loss in strength
was compensated for by the addition of Al and Ni which are known to
form intermetallic precipitates in ferritic and martensitic steels (Erlach
et al., 2007; Leitner et al., 2006, 2010; Schober et al., 2009, 2010;
Seetharaman et al., 1981). Although developed for the aeronautic in-
dustry, efforts were made to adopt these steels for hotwork applications
(Delagnes et al., 2012; Erlach et al., 2006). For hot-work tool steels,
high hardness especially at elevated temperatures is paramount. Their
microstructure consists of μm-sized primary MC and M6C carbides
embedded in a martensitic matrix, which is further strengthened by nm-
sized secondary hardening precipitates, usually MC and M2C carbides.
Primary MC carbides are formed by alloying with V, whereas M2C is
favored by the addition of Mo but metastable with respect to M6C. The
precipitation of M6C is preferred in steels containing W and Si. Due to
their complicated crystal structure, the thermodynamic stable M6C only
form when annealed at high temperatures for several hours or during

slow cooling steps. The metastable M2C then decompose to MC and
M6C. (Brandis et al., 1977; Pippel et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 2010). Kim
et al. (2015) observed primary M2C carbides in a cold-work tool steel in
the as-cast state as well as after reheating to hot deformation tem-
perature and subsequent quenching. After hot deformation, the M2C
carbides were dissolved. For primary carbide identification and char-
acterization, measurement of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
spotpattern has successfully been used (Kim et al., 2015; Laigo et al.,
2006, 2008; Peruš et al., 2017).

The amount of nmsized strengthening precipitates is adjusted by
alloy composition as well as heat treatment parameters (Bellot et al.,
2013; Danoix et al., 2011; Delagnes et al., 2012; Erlach et al., 2006;
Garrison and Bhat, 1988; Perrut et al., 2012). To obtain the desired
mechanical properties, austenitization has to meet several require-
ments. These include a defined volume fraction of undissolved primary
carbides which inhibit grain growth throughout austenitization and
reduce abrasive wear during application. Furthermore, the amount of
alloying elements dissolved in the austenite controls hardenability at
tempering (Roberts et al., 2010). To meet these requirements, both
austenitization temperature and time have to be optimized. Dual
hardening steels are usually austenitized at temperatures ranging from
950 °C to 1100 °C and subsequently quenched in oil or air cooled. The
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quenching is followed by a single or multiple annealing step at tem-
peratures up to 610 °C in order to achieve age hardening (Bischof et al.,
2005; Erlach et al., 2006, 2007; Garrison and Bhat, 1988; Leitner et al.,
2006).

Erlach et al. (2006) were able to show that dual hardening steels
containing NiAl and secondary hardening M2C carbides experience a
rapid age hardening response upon ageing. Phase separation starts at
ageing for less than one minute at 610 °C. Whereas in Ni and Al free
steels secondary hardening M2C carbide precipitation is limited to lat-
tice defects such as martensite lath boundaries and dislocations, inter-
metallic βNiAl particles form spherical precipitates which are homo-
genously distributed within the martensitic matrix (Danoix et al.,
2011). In dual hardening steels combining M2C and β-NiAl precipita-
tion, preferential nucleation sites for M2C carbides shift from lattice
defects to βNiAl particles. Because of the more homogenous distribu-
tion and higher number density of intermetallic precipitates compared
to lattice defects, additional alloying with Ni and Al leads to a refined
and more homogenous distribution of secondary hardening carbides
(Danoix et al., 2011).

Although the precipitation reactions during ageing have already
been studied in detail (Danoix et al., 2011; Delagnes et al., 2012; Erlach
et al., 2006, 2007; Leitner et al., 2006; Perrut et al., 2012), to the au-
thors best knowledge, no investigations on primary carbide mor-
phology, distribution and type in dual hardening steels have been
published. This study aims to improve the understanding of the carbide
evolution during heat treatment in dual hardening steels, thus enabling
their utilization for hot work applications.

In order to understand the phase transformations during each heat
treatment step, a complete characterization of the microstructure is
necessary. In this study, different heat treatments were conducted to
measure the secondary hardening response and study the micro-
structural evolution of the investigated dual hardening alloy. Several
different preparation methods were tested to achieve the best results for
microstructural investigations utilizing light optical microscopy (LOM)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). EBSD spot-patterns were re-
corded to characterize carbides present in different heat treatment
conditions. With the knowledge of microstructure constituents such as
carbide type, distribution and morphology, optimized heat treatment
parameters regarding austenitization for the best combination of me-
chanical properties can be determined.

2. Experimental

The chemical composition of the investigated dual hardening steel is
given in Table 1. The material was produced by an electric arc furnace,
electro slag remelted and subsequently forged to a diameter of 160mm,
followed by a stress relief heat treatment. This state will further be
referred to as the received condition. To understand the phase trans-
formations during each heat treatment step, microstructural investiga-
tions were conducted on specimens in different heat treatment condi-
tions. 20× 20×10 mm3 cuboid samples were cut from the center of
the bulk to avoid any elemental segregations in the investigated ma-
terial. Before heat treatment, the samples were packed in austenitic foil
to reduce oxidation and decarburization as the heat treatments were
done in a laboratory chamber furnace with air atmosphere. The sche-
matics of the different heat treatments conducted in this study are
shown in Fig. 1. These included a homogenization heat treatment for
carbide dissolution (Lichtenegger, 1995). These heat treatments are

usually conducted on tool steels containing metastable M2C carbides.
During annealing, the M2C carbides dissolve into the thermodynamic
stable M6C and MC carbides. Because of a higher ratio of Fe in-
corporated into M6C compared to M2C, the amount of carbides in-
creases. The MC carbides produced by the dissolution of the M2C are
rich in V and have a small particle size, which increases the amount of
dissolved V during the austenitization and hence increases the achiev-
able secondary hardness (Lichtenegger, 1995). The Ac3-temperature of
the investigated dual hardening alloy was determined in the range of
1100 °C via thermodynamic calculations with MatCalc.

For the M2C carbide dissolution, samples were heated to 1100 °C,
held for 5 h and cooled with 50 °C/h to 900 °C. After 4 h at 900 °C, the
specimens were cooled with 10 °C/h to 750 °C, held for another 2 h and
furnace cooled to room temperature. The holding steps were introduced
to apply a comparable heat treatment as conducted in industrial ap-
plications. Two different sets of austenitization parameters were tested.
For austenitization at the lower temperature, specimens were heated to
990 °C within 10min and held for another 30min.

The austenitization treatment at the higher temperature consisted of
heating the specimens to 1200 °C within 10min and holding for another
5min at the given temperature. Subsequently, all samples were quen-
ched in oil to room temperature. The ageing was done isothermally at
temperatures from 200 °C to 700 °C. Each sample was aged 3 times for
3 h. For ageing temperatures exceeding 585 °C, the temperature for the
last annealing step was reduced to 585 °C. To investigate the influence
of the carbide dissolution heat treatment, different combinations of
these heat treatments were investigated, which are summarized in
Table 2. One set of samples was subjected to a carbide dissolution heat
treatment prior to austenitization, whereas others were austenitized
from the as received condition without previous annealing.

Hardness was measured in HV10 with an EMCO-Test M4C G3 and
the given values for mean hardness and standard deviation were cal-
culated from 3 valid hardness indents. The hardness values given in
HRC were calculated using Eq. (1) (Blumenauer, 2001).

−HRC HV˜̃ 116 1500
(1)

For microstructural investigations, specimens were prepared by
standard grinding and polishing techniques (Petzow, 1977). As the in-
vestigated alloys composition is quite complex, four different prepara-
tion methods were tested in order to obtain the best results for visua-
lization of both the martensitic microstructure as well as carbide
morphology and distribution. These etchants are summarized in
Table 3. Kalling I and Kalling II were chosen because they are known to
reveal martensitic structures in highalloy and maraging steels (Bramfitt
and Benscoter, 2002; Schnitzer et al., 2009). As a standard etchant for
high-alloy steels, V2A-pickle was used (Petzow, 1977). For this pre-
paration method, no carbon containing mounting material can be used,
as it is dissolved by the etchant. The V2A-pickel is heated to 100 °C in a
water bath and applied by wiping the sample surface with a soaked
cotton pad. Finally, preparation with a colloidal silica suspension was
used for sample preparation for both microstructural investigations in
the SEM and EBSD measurements (Katrakova et al., 1998; Kim et al.,
2015). The specimens were examined in a LOM Zeiss Axio Imager and
in a SEM Zeiss Evo50. Because of their difference in average atomic
mass number compared to the surrounding iron matrix, BSE imaging
mode was selected for carbide identification in SEM.

To characterize the carbides present in different heat treatment
conditions, EBSD spotpatterns were recorded. For this purpose, the
polishing time with colloidal silica suspension was reduced to 30–60 s
to minimize height differences on the sample surface but still reveal
carbide structures (Katrakova et al., 1998). The EBSD measurements
were conducted in a Versa 3D DualBeam™ from FEI equipped with an
EBSD Camera Hikari XP EBSD from Edax. The Kikuchi patterns were
obtained at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a working distance of
15mm. For data acquisition and processing, the software Team™ V4.3

Table 1
Chemical composition in mass-% (m %) of the investigated dual hardening
steel.

C Ni Al Cr Mo V Si Mn Fe

(m%) 0.35 4.80 1.50 3.00 2.50 0.85 0.20 0.25 bal.

M. Hofinger, et al.



from Edax was used. Phase identification was done with the database
built in the Team™ software and for every recorded pattern the best fit
with one of the following possible solutions was chosen: Fe-bcc, Fe-fcc,
cementite, MC, M2C, M6C, M7C3. Unfortunately, the intermetallic
NiAlprecipitates present in the investigated dual hardening steel are in
the size range of 5100 nm and thus too small to be characterized by
LOM or SEM (Schober et al., 2009). Hence, the current investigation
concentrates on the evolution of the carbides present in different heat
treatment conditions and the iron matrix.

3. Results

3.1. Hardness depending on heat treatment parameters

The measured hardness values are shown in Fig. 2. The blue and
green line represent the hardness of specimens which were subjected to
a homogenization heat treatment for carbide dissolution prior to aus-
tenitization (Lichtenegger, 1995). Additional, two different austeniti-
zation treatments were conducted. The black and green line represent
the hardness of specimens which were austenitized for 30min at 990 °C,
the blue and red line for 5min at 1200 °C. The black line shows the
hardness after austenitization at 990 °C for 30min without carbide
dissolution treatment. After quenching in oil, an initial hardness of

549 ± 2 HV10 is reached. At lower annealing temperatures, a slight
drop to 509 ± 5 HV10 and from 400 °C to 600 °C a secondary hard-
ening peak reaching up to 668 ± 1 HV10 at 500 °C can be observed.
An austenitization temperature of 1200 °C results in an increase in the
initial hardness to 643 ± 3 HV10, followed by a more pronounced
drop at lower annealing temperatures. The maximum secondary hard-
ness of 741 ± 8 HV10 is reached at the same ageing temperature as
obtained by the lower austenitization temperature. Above annealing
temperatures of 550 °C, a rapid drop of secondary hardness is observed

Fig. 1. Schematic of the temperature control of the different heat treatments. a) Temperature control for carbide dissolution heat treatment and b) for different
austenitization treatments and subsequent ageing, exemplary shown for 500 °C and 650 °C. Note change in scaling at axis breaks.

Table 2
Overview of investigated heat treatment conditions.

Carbide dissolution Austenitization / °C Ageing / °C

Yes / /
Yes 990 200-700
Yes 1200 200-700
No 990 200-700
No 1200 200-700

Table 3
Summary of different etchants used for metallographic preparation.

Etchant Kalling I Kalling II V2A-pickle Silica suspension

Constituents 33ml hydrochloric acid
33ml ethyl alcohol
1.5 g cupric chloride
33ml water (Bramfitt and Benscoter,
2002)

100ml hydrochloric acid
5 g cupric chloride
100ml ethyl alcohol (Bramfitt and Benscoter,
2002)

100ml distilled water
100ml hydrochloric acid
10ml nitric acid
0.3 ml Sparbeize (Petzow, 1977)

silica
water
< 25% ethanediol

Etching time / s 10 5 30-150 30-60
Etching temperature / °C 25 25 80-100 25

Fig. 2. Hardness depending on different heat treatment parameters. The ageing
process consisted of 3 steps each lasting 3 h at the given temperature. The
curves vary by the austenitization temperature from 990 °C for 30min to
1200 °C for 5min and an additionally carbide dissolution treatment (CD) con-
ducted prior to austenitization.
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independent of the austenitization temperature. A carbide dissolution
treatment applied prior to austenitization, green curve for austenitiza-
tion at 990 °C and blue curve for austenitization at 1200 °C, does not
have any impact on the secondary hardness, independent of the ageing
temperature.

3.2. Microstructure characterization with LOM and SEM

A BSE SEM micrograph of the as received condition is shown in
Fig. 3 a) and of a specimen subjected to the carbide dissolution heat
treatment is shown in Fig. 3 b). It can be seen that in the as received
conditions, large amounts of primary carbides are present which form
beading-like structures along prior austenite grain boundaries. After the
carbide dissolution heat treatment, the amount of primary carbides is
reduced, and carbide mass contrast as well as morphology have
changed. The contrast of the spherical carbides located within prior
austenite grains is darker compared to the surrounding iron matrix,
indicating carbides containing a high ratio of carbon to alloying ele-
ments such as Cr and Mo. EDXmeasurements confirmed a decreased
amount of Cr and Mo and increased V compared to the carbides in the
as received condition, which is typical for MC carbides. Along prior
austenite grain boundaries, the beading-like structures have dis-
appeared and elongated, needle-shaped carbides are present. These
elongated carbides have similar contrast compared to the spherical
particles visible in Fig. 3 a).

Fig. 4 a) shows a light optical micrograph of a specimen subjected to
a carbide dissolution heat treatment, etched with Kalling II for 5 s A
martensitic microstructure is visible but carbide structures cannot be
determined. Fig. 4 b) shows the same sample etched with V2A-pickle
for 30 s. Whilst the martensitic microstructure cannot be easily de-
termined, a high amount of small spherical particles can be seen, which
are also visible in Fig. 4 c), along with elongated particles which occupy
prior austenite grain boundaries. Fig. 4 d) shows a light optical mi-
crograph of the same specimen prepared with colloidal silica suspen-
sion. A micrograph of the same sample is shown in Fig. 3 b), where two
different types of carbides can be identified by their difference in mass
contrast compared to the iron matrix. From their morphology and
distribution, it can be determined that the spherical particles as well as
the elongated structures along prior austenite grain boundaries in Fig. 4
also represent carbides. Hence, these structures are made visible by the
preparation with V2A-pickle and preparation with colloidal silica sus-
pension.

In Fig. 5, light optical micrographs of different heat treatment
conditions prepared with V2A-pickle are shown. Fig. 5 a) and b) both
show specimens austenitized at 990 °C. Whilst the microstructure
shown in b) was subjected to a carbide dissolution heat treatment prior
to austenitization, no such treatment was performed on the specimen
shown in a). In both micrographs, needle-shaped martensite laths and
spherical carbides within prior austenite grains as well as elongated

carbides along prior austenite grain boundaries are visible. In Fig. 5 c)
and d) a martensitic microstructure is visible, as well as prior austenite
grain boundaries. Neither spherical carbides within these grains nor
elongated carbides along prior austenite grain boundaries can be seen.
The prior austenite grains appear enlarged compared to Fig. 5 a) and b).
Both specimens were subject to an austenitization temperature of
1200 °C, while on d) also a carbide dissolution heat treatment was
performed.

3.3. Carbide characterization with EBSD

Fig. 6 a) shows a SE SEM micrograph of the as received condition,
the spots indicate the locations of the measured EBSD spot-patterns.
The obtained patterns are depicted in Fig. 6 b) to d), and the best
matching solution determined by Edax TEAM™V4.3 database is shown
in Fig. 6 e) to g). The pattern obtained from spot 1 shows the best match
with MC-fcc structure whereas at the location of spot 2, a M2C-hcp
carbide was identified. In direct proximity at spot 3, a M6C-fcc carbide
was detected. Most of these larger carbides are located along prior
austenite grain boundaries. Within the prior austenite grains, fine dis-
tributed spherical carbides could be determined. Unfortunately, these
were too small to be measured by EBSD spot-measurements.

After the carbide dissolution heat treatment, the same types of MC,
M2C and M6C carbides could be identified. Fig. 7 a) to c) shows the
locations of the conducted EBSD spot-measurements and the corre-
sponding pattern and indexed solutions for MC, M2C and M6C are
shown in Fig. 7 d) to i), respectively. The needle shaped carbide
structurers visible in Fig. 7 c) can be identified as M6C carbides. It can
be concluded that the carbide dissolution heat treatment does not dis-
solve the metastable M2C carbides in the investigated alloy.

Fig. 8 shows the patterns and solutions obtained from a specimen
austenitized at 990 °C which was aged at 450 °C as well as the positions
of the measured spots. Within this sample, only MC and M6C carbides
could be identified. Both types of carbides have spherical to rod-shaped
morphologies and tend to form beading-like structures along prior
austenite grain boundaries. Hence, after the ageing step no more me-
tastable M2C carbides are present. A summary of the investigated heat
treatment conditions and carbide types present in each condition is
given in Table 4.

4. Discussion

The microstructural evolution of a dual hardening steel was in-
vestigated using different etching methods as well as EBSD spot-pattern
analysis to characterize the different types of carbides. To measure the
potential for secondary hardening, different heat treatments were
conducted. In Fig. 2, a secondary hardening peak is clearly visible in the
temperature range from 400 °C to 600 °C. With increasing austenitiza-
tion temperature, the amount of carbon and other alloying elements

Fig. 3. BSE SEM micrographs a) of the as received condition and b) after carbide dissolution heat treatment, prepared with colloidal silica suspension.
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dissolved in the austenite is increased. Thus, with increasing carbon
content in the austenite, the hardness after quenching increases with
rising austenitization temperature. At lower ageing temperatures up to
200 °C, the hardness drop is more pronounced for the higher austeni-
tization temperature as the stress relief in the distorted martensite leads
to a softening while the temperature is still too low for precipitation
hardening in dual hardening steels (Edmonds and Pereloma, 2012;
Fournelle et al., 1976; Garrison and Bhat, 1988).

At ageing temperatures exceeding 200 °C, both intermetallic NiAl
and secondary hardening carbides start to precipitate, resulting in an

increase in hardness. The intermetallic NiAl are coherent to the iron
matrix (Ping et al., 2005) and thus likely to be precipitated first, acting
as heterogeneous precipitation sites for the secondary hardening car-
bides. These are typically M2C carbides (Erlach et al., 2006). The higher
austenitization temperature leads to an increased amount of V and Mo
dissolved in the austenite, thus a higher number density of secondary
hardening carbides is precipitated, shifting the hardness curve to higher
levels. After ageing for 9 h, the temperature range of the secondary
hardening maximum is independent of the austenitization treatment.
The maximum hardness of 741 ± 8 HV10 (60.9 ± 0.3 HRC) is

Fig. 4. Light optical micrographs of the in-
vestigated steel subjected to a carbide dissolu-
tion heat treatment and prepared with different
etchants. a) Specimen etched with Kalling II, b)
etched using V2A-pickle, c) etched using V2A-
pickle and higher magnification. d) Polished
with colloidal silica suspension, discolored.
Note different scale bars.

Fig. 5. Light optical micrographs taken with a
reduced opening angle of the aperture. All
samples were etched with V2A-pickle.
Micrograph of a specimen a) austenitized at
990 °C, b) carbide dissolution heat treatment,
austenitized at 990 °C, c) austenitized at
1200 °C and d) carbide dissolution heat treat-
ment, austenitized at 1200 °C.
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reached after austenitization at 1200 °C and ageing at 500 °C.
Erlach et al. (Erlach et al., 2006, 2007) investigated a dual hard-

ening steel which reached a peak hardness of up to 60 HRC when iso-
thermally aged at 610 °C for 30min. The austenitization treatment also
consisted of annealing at 990 °C for 30min and quenching in oil. As the
alloy investigated in this study contains an increased amount of 0.85m
% V compared to 0.30m% V in (Erlach et al., 2006), it is concluded that
V increases the solvus temperature of primary carbides and thus a
higher austenitization temperature is required to reach optimized me-
chanical properties in terms of hardness. This can also be derived from
the light optical micrographs of a specimen austenitized at 990 °C for
30min, as depicted in Fig. 5 a), where large amounts of undissolved
primary carbides are visible. During annealing for 5min at 1200 °C, all
carbides are dissolved and coarsening of the austenite grains takes
place, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

The carbide dissolution heat treatment conducted prior to austeni-
tization has no influence on the investigated alloys hardness, as can be
determined from the ageing response depicted in Fig. 2.

In the as received condition, carbon is bound in the MC, M2C and

M6C carbides visible in Figs. 3 a) and 6 . The characterization of car-
bides using EBSD spot-patterns obtained from specimens subjected to a
carbide dissolution heat treatment shows that the same types of car-
bides are present. However, the carbides do change their morphology
from beading-like spherical to elongated needle-shaped structures oc-
cupying prior austenite grain boundaries. During the isothermal seg-
ment at 1100 °C in the carbide dissolution heat treatment, M2C and M6C
dissolve due to their lower solvus temperatures. The dissolution of the
M2C carbides leads to the formation of MC carbides enriched in V. As a
consequence of the reduced amount of carbides, the austenite grains
coarsen. During the cooling steps, precipitation of coarse M2C and M6C
from the supersaturated austenite takes place, preferably needleshaped
at prior austenite grain boundaries, Figs. 3 b) and 7 .

When austenitized at 990 °C, the prior conducted carbide dissolu-
tion heat treatment does not increase the hardness or ageing response.
It is therefore assumed that during austenitization the amount of C and
V dissolved is not increased by the carbide dissolution heat treatment.
However, during the annealing at 1100 °C in the carbide dissolution
heat treatment, the metastable M2C dissolve into MC and hence

Fig. 6. Characterization of carbides in the as received condition. a) SE SEM micrograph. The spots indicate the locations of the recorded EBSD spot-pattern. b) Pattern
obtained at spot 1, c) spot 2 and d) spot 3. e) Indexed solution for MC (spot 1), f) M2C (spot 2) and g) M6C (spot 3).
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increase the amount of small spherical MC carbides. This can be at-
tributed to the fact that the solvus temperature of the MC carbides is
close to 1100 °C, as was calculated by thermodynamic calculations with
MatCalc. It is therefore concluded that at an austenitization tempera-
ture of 990 °C the amount of MC carbides dissolved in the austenite is
too small to have a significant impact on hardness and ageing response,
hence the carbide dissolution heat treatment has no effect.

During the austenitization at 1200 °C, all carbides are dissolved in
the austenite, which is why the prior conducted carbide dissolution heat
treatment to increase the amount of dissolved MC carbides does not
affect the hardness after quenching or the ageing response.

For microstructural characterization, four different preparation
methods were used. Fig. 4 a) shows that etching with Kalling I or II is
able to reveal the martensitic microstructure. Prior austenite grain
boundaries are not visible and carbides cannot be detected in any of the
investigated heat treatment conditions. At higher magnifications, pitted
areas are visible. These etchants are known to reveal martensitic
structures in highalloy and maraging steels (Bramfitt and Benscoter,
2002; Schnitzer et al., 2009; Small et al., 2008), which do not contain
carbon and therefore neither carbides. As carbide structures are visible
in Figs. 3 and 4 b) to d), where samples were prepared with V2Apickle
or polished with colloidal silica, carbides seem to be lost when etched
with Kalling I or II. Etching with V2A-pickle leads to the best results for
microstructural investigations with the LOM. With a reduced opening
angle of the microscopes aperture, both martensitic microstructure and

carbides can be visualized. It should be noted that, because of the un-
certain etching time and exact temperature of the etchant, the results
are difficult to reproduce. For investigations using SEM and the ac-
quisition of Kikuchi pattern with EBSD, polishing with colloidal silica
leads to the best results. Compared to preparation parameters reported
in literature, reduced polishing times improved the quality of the ob-
tained Kikuchi pattern detected in this study (Katrakova et al., 1998;
Laigo et al., 2008).

In the investigated steel, 3 types of carbides were identified by EBSD
spot-measurements which are generally known to precipitate in tool
steels: MC, M2C and M6C (Roberts et al., 2010). In the as received
condition, all three types of carbides could be measured. After a carbide
dissolution heat treatment, schematically depicted in Fig. 1, the same
types of carbides were detected. However, after an austenitization at
990 °C and ageing at 450 °C, only MC and M6C were identified. A
summary of the identified carbides in each heat treatment step is given
in Table 4.

As reported in (Kim et al., 2015), the investigation of the evolution
of primary carbides in different heat treatment conditions of a coldwork
tool steel containing 7.9m% Cr and 1.2m% Mo revealed the carbides
MC, M2C, M6C, M7C3 and M23C6. The MC carbides were enriched in Nb
and Mo and remained stable during the entire thermomechanical pro-
cess. The amount of Mo in the MC carbides continuously decreased
during the conducted heat treatments. M2C carbides were detected in
the as-cast state as well as after heating to hot deformation

Fig. 7. Characterization of carbides in a specimen subjected to a carbide dissolution heat treatment. a), b) and c) SE SEM micrographs. The spots indicate the
locations of the recorded EBSD spot-pattern. d) Pattern obtained at spot 1, e) at spot 2 and f) at spot 3. g) Indexed solution for MC, (spot 1), h) for M2C (spot 2) and i)
for M6C (spot 3). Note different scale bars.
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temperature. Only after mechanical deformation at elevated tempera-
tures, the metastable M2C carbides were dissolved (Kim et al., 2015).

In agreement with these findings, the content of Mo and Cr in the
primary carbides in this study is reduced during the carbide dissolution
heat treatment, as was observed by EDXmeasurements and is also evi-
dent by the change in relative mass contrast to the iron matrix in Fig. 3.

Furthermore, the detected carbides showed an increased content of V,
suggesting the dissolution of M2C carbides in thermodynamic stable MC
and M6C. Located at prior austenite grain boundaries, metastable M2C
could be detected after the carbide dissolution heat treatment. It can
therefore be concluded that the thermal treatment without mechanical
deformation is insufficient to dissolve all of the metastable M2C car-
bides in the investigated alloy.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the effects of different heat treatment parameters on
microstructure evolution and secondary hardness of a dual hardening
steel were investigated. Two different austenitization treatments as well
as a carbide dissolution heat treatment prior to austenitization were
conducted. Different preparation methods were tested in order to

Fig. 8. Characterization of carbides in a specimen austenitized at 990 °C and aged at 450 °C. a) And b) SE SEM micrographs. The spots indicate the locations of the
recorded EBSD spot-patterns. c) Patterns obtained at spot 1 and d) at spot 2. e) Indexed solution for MC (spot 1) and f) for M6C (spot 2).

Table 4
Overview of investigated heat treatment conditions and carbides
present in each condition.

Heat treatment condition Carbide types

As received MC, M2C, M6C
Carbide dissolution MC, M2C, M6C
Austenitized and aged MC, M6C
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visualize the microstructure using LOM and SEM. Carbides present in
different heat treatment conditions were characterized by EBSD spot-
measurements. The following conclusions can be drawn:

• The investigated dual hardening steel shows a secondary hardening
peak in the temperature range from 400 °C to 600 °C A carbide dis-
solution heat treatment leads to no improvement of the mechanical
properties. Raising the austenitization temperature from 990 °C for
30min to 1200 °C for 5min leads to an increase of the peak hardness
from 668 ± 1 HV10 to 741 ± 8 HV10. At the higher austenitiza-
tion temperature, coarsening of the austenite grains takes place.

• Preparation with V2A-pickle leads to the best results for micro-
structural investigations using LOM, although exact reproduction of
the preparation is difficult. For investigations using the SEM and
recording Kikuchi patterns of carbides, polishing with colloidal si-
lica for 30 s to 60 s leads to the best results.

• For a complete understanding of the heat treatment process, char-
acterization of the microstructure in different heat treatment con-
ditions is necessary. Acquisition of EBSD spot-pattern is a powerful
tool for carbide characterization. However, high resolution techni-
ques are necessary to investigate the intermetallic NiAl-precipitates.

• In the as received condition as well as after the carbide dissolution
heat treatment, MC, M2C and M6C carbides are present. These car-
bides tend to occupy prior austenite grain boundaries in beading-
like or needle-shaped morphologies. After the ageing treatment, the
carbides MC and M6C are present, whereas the metastable M2C
carbide could not be detected. When austenitized at 1200 °C for
5min, all carbides are dissolved.
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Abstract 
For plastic mold steels, secondary hardening as well as hardenable, corrosion-resistant steels 

are used. Secondary hardening can be achieved through alloying with Ni, Ti, Al and Cu. The 

precipitation sequence of combined Cu and intermetallic NiAl particles depends on the precise 

ratio of the alloying contents.  

In this study, a dual hardening iron-based alloy with a high ratio of Ni/Cu and Al/Cu and low 

C content is investigated. These dual hardening steels represent alloys that utilize both carbidic 

and intermetallic secondary hardening precipitations to achieve secondary hardening. The 

investigations focus on the initial precipitation of intermetallic particles in order to analyze the 

sequence of precipitate formation for a specific ratio of alloying elements. DSC measurements 

were used to identify characteristic precipitation temperatures between 360 °C and 600 °C and 

the corresponding heat treatment conditions were reproduced using a quenching dilatometer. 

The initial stages of precipitate formation were examined using high-resolution atom probe 

tomography. C-enrichments in the form of retained austenite films were evident in the examined 

material. Heterogeneous nucleation of Cu-NiAl precipitates on these retained austenite films 

was attributed to exothermal reactions at 460 °C.  
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 Abstract/Kurzfassung

For plastic mold steels, secondary hardening as well as harden-
able, corrosion-resistant steels are used. Secondary hardening 
can be achieved through alloying with Ni, Ti, Al and Cu. The pre-
cipitation sequence of combined Cu and intermetallic NiAl par-
ticles depends on the precise ratio of the alloying contents. In this 
study, a dual hardening iron-based alloy with a high ratio of 
Ni/Cu and Al/Cu and low Carbon content is investigated. These 
dual hardening steels represent alloys that utilize both carbidic 
and intermetallic secondary hardening precipitates to achieve 
secondary hardening. The investigations focus on the initial 
precipitation of intermetallic particles in order to analyze the 
sequence of precipitate formation for a specific ratio of alloy-
ing elements. DSC measurements were used to identify char-
acteristic precipitation temperatures between 360 °C and 
600 °C and the corresponding heat treatment conditions were 
reproduced using a quenching dilatometer. The initial stages of 
precipitate formation were examined using high-resolution 
atom probe tomography. C-enrichments in the form of re-
tained austenite films were evident in the examined material. 
Heterogeneous nucleation of Cu-NiAl precipitates on these 
retained austenite films was attributed to exothermal reactions 
at 460 °C. �
Keywords: Dual hardening steel, differential scanning calorimetry, continuous 
heat treatment, atom probe tomography, intermetallic NiAl precipitates

Für Kunststoffformenstähle werden neben härtbaren, korrosi-
onsbeständigen auch ausscheidungshärtbare Stähle einge-
setzt. Zur Ausscheidungshärtung werden unter anderem Le-
gierungselemente wie Ni, Ti, Al und Cu eingesetzt. In 
Kombination hängt die Ausscheidungssequenz von Cu-Parti-
keln und intermetallischen NiAl-Teilchen von deren genauem 
Legierungsverhältnis ab. In dieser Arbeit wurde eine dualhär-
tende Eisenbasislegierung mit einem hohen Verhältnis von Ni/
Cu und Al/Cu und geringen Legierungsgehalten an Kohlen-
stoff untersucht. Bei diesen dualhärtenden Stählen handelt es 
sich um Legierungen, die karbidische und intermetallische 
Sekundärhärteausscheidungen zur Festigkeitssteigerung nut-
zen. Der Fokus der Untersuchungen wurde dabei auf die zuerst 
ausgeschiedenen intermetallischen Teilchen gelegt, um bei ge-
gebenem Verhältnis der Legierungselemente die Sequenz der 
Ausscheidungsbildung zu analysieren. Die charakteristischen 
Ausscheidungstemperaturen wurden mithilfe von DSC-Mes-
sungen zwischen 360 °C und 600 °C identifiziert und die je-
weiligen Wärmebehandlungszustände in einem Abschreckdi-
latometer reproduziert. Anschließend wurden die ersten 
Stadien der Ausscheidungsbildung mit hochauflösender 
Atomsondentomographie untersucht. In dem untersuchten 
Material konnten C-Anreicherungen in Form von Restauste-
nitfilmen nachgewiesen werden. Eine exotherme Reaktion bei 
460 °C konnte der heterogenen Keimbildung von Cu-NiAl-
Ausscheidungen an diesen Restaustenitfilmen zugeordnet 
werden. �
Schlüsselwörter: Dualhärtender Stahl, Dynamische Differenzkalorimetrie, 
Kontinuierliche Wärmebehandlung, Atomsondentomographie, Intermetallische 
NiAl-Ausscheidungen
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1 Einleitung

Dualhärtende Stähle nutzen sowohl karbidische als auch interme-
tallische Sekundärhärteausscheidungen zur Festigkeitssteigerung 
[1, 2]. Diese intermetallischen Phasen bestehen aus Legierungs-
elementen ohne hohe Affinität zu Kohlenstoff, um in keiner Kon-
kurrenz zur Karbidbildung zu stehen. Dafür genutzt werden so-
wohl Ni und Al, welche die geordnete intermetallische Phase NiAl 
bilden, als auch Cu. Als karbidbildende Legierungselemente wer-
den Cr, Mo und V genutzt [3, 4]. Die intermetallische Phase NiAl 
besitzt eine geordnete B2-Struktur und scheidet sich kohärent zur 
ferritischen Eisenmatrix aus. Aufgrund dieser Kohärenz weist sie 
eine schnelle Ausscheidungskinetik auf, die zu einer hohen Dichte 
von sphärischen, homogen verteilten Teilchen führt [5–8]. In 
α-Eisen beginnt die Ausscheidungsbildung von Cu mit der Bil-
dung von krz-Cu-Clustern. Diese weisen einen hohen Gehalt an 
Fe auf, welcher die Grenzflächenenergie zur Eisenmatrix und da-
mit die kritische Keimbildungsarbeit reduziert. Erst bei längerer 
Auslagerungsdauer kommt es in weiterer Folge zur Bildung von 
kfz-Cu-reichen Ausscheidungen [9, 10]. Durch ihre schnelle Aus-
scheidungskinetik fungieren NiAl- oder Cu-Ausscheidungen in 
Kombination mit Sekundärhärtekarbiden als heterogene Keim-
bildungsstellen für die Karbide [11, 12]. Dies resultiert in einer 
beschleunigten Ausscheidungskinetik und homogenen Vertei-
lung der Sekundärhärtekarbide und wirkt sich dadurch positiv 
auf die mechanischen Eigenschaften wie der Festigkeit und Zä-
higkeit von dualhärtenden Stählen aus [13]. In Kombination ist 
die Ausscheidungssequenz von Cu und intermetallischen NiAl-
Partikeln abhängig vom Legierungsverhältnis Ni/Cu und Al/Cu. 
Liegt ein niedriges Verhältnis von Ni/Cu und Al/Cu vor, so be-
ginnt die Ausscheidungsbildung mit der Entstehung von Cu-Par-
tikeln. Durch die Anreicherung von Ni in der Grenzschicht zur 
Eisenmatrix kann die Grenzflächenenergie und damit die Keim-
bildungsarbeit reduziert werden [14–16]. Dies führt in weiterer 
Folge zur heterogenen Keimbildung von NiAl-Ausscheidungen 
[17–19]. Liegt stattdessen ein hohes Verhältnis dieser Legierungs-
elemente vor, werden zuerst NiAl-Partikel gebildet [20]. In diese 
werden bevorzugt Mn und Cu eingebaut. Vor allem Cu führt zu 
einer Reduktion des Gitterparameters und setzt so die kritische 
Keimbildungsarbeit für NiAl in α-Fe herab [21]. Obwohl die un-
terschiedlichen Ausscheidungssequenzen in der Literatur bereits 
eindeutig beschrieben sind, ist kein Grenzwert bekannt, ab dem 
die Änderung der Ausscheidungssequenz auftritt. Da die Legie-
rungsverhältnisse der in dieser Arbeit untersuchten Legierung 
zwischen den beiden beschriebenen Fällen liegen, wurden hier 
die ersten Stadien der Ausscheidungsbildung analysiert, um die 
Sequenz der Ausscheidungsbildung zwischen Cu und NiAl in ei-
nem dualhärtenden Stahl mit hohem Verhältnis von Ni/Cu und 
Al/Cu zu beobachten. 

2 Experimentelle Methoden

Die chemische Zusammensetzung der untersuchten Legierung ist in 
Tabelle 1 angegeben. Die DSC-Messungen wurden mit einem DSC-
Gerät Labsys von SETARAM Instrumentation durchgeführt. Dabei 
wurden Proben mit einer Masse von 200 mg verwendet und mit einer 
Heizrate von 20 °C/min auf eine Temperatur von 650 °C erhitzt. Als 
Messatmosphäre wurde Ar mit einer Durchflussrate von 50 ml/min 

1 Introduction

Dual hardening steels utilize precipitation of carbidic and inter-
metallic particles to achieve secondary hardening [1, 2]. To avoid 
competitive precipitation reactions, these intermetallic phases 
comprise alloying elements without high affinity towards carbon. 
Both Ni and Al, forming the ordered intermetallic NiAl phase, as 
well as Cu are used. Cr, Mo and V are used as carbide forming al-
loying elements [3, 4]. The intermetallic NiAl phase has an ordered 
B2 structure and precipitates coherent to the ferritic iron matrix. 
This coherence causes fast precipitation kinetics of high particle 
densities of spherical, homogeneously distributed precipitates [5–
8]. In α-iron, precipitation of Cu starts with the formation of bcc 
Cu clusters. These clusters exhibit high Fe contents, reducing the 
interfacial energy to the iron matrix and thus the critical nucle-
ation energy. Extended ageing results in the formation of Cu-rich 
fcc precipitates [9, 10]. Due to the fast precipitation kinetics of 
NiAl and Cu, these particles can act as heterogeneous precipitation 
sites for secondary hardening carbides [11, 12]. This accelerates 
precipitation kinetics and leads to a more homogeneous distribu-
tion of secondary hardening carbides, improving mechanical 
properties such as strength and toughness of dual hardening steels 
[13]. In combination, the precipitation sequence of Cu and inter-
metallic NiAl particles depends on the alloying ratio of Ni/Cu and 
Al/Cu. If low ratios of Ni/Cu and Al/Cu are present, precipitation 
starts with the formation of Cu particles. The interfacial energy 
and thus the critical nucleation energy is reduced through Ni en-
richments at the interface to the iron matrix [14–16]. This will 
subsequently lead to the heterogeneous nucleation of NiAl precip-
itates [17–19]. However, if a high ratio of these alloying elements is 
present, precipitation starts with the nucleation of NiAl particles 
[20]. These are often enriched in Mn and Cu. Especially Cu reduces 
the lattice parameter and thus the critical nucleation energy of 
NiAl in α-Fe [21]. Although these different individual precipitation 
sequences have been described in the literature, a threshold value 
at which the precipitation sequences shifts is currently unknown. 
Since the alloying contents in the investigated alloy lie between the 
two described cases, this study investigates the initial stages in or-
der to determine the sequence of precipitation between Cu and 
NiAl in a dual hardening steel with high ratios of Ni/Cu and Al/Cu. 

2 Experimental methods

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the investigated alloy. 
The DSC measurements were performed using a Labsys DSC in-
strument by SETARAM Instrumentation. Specimens with 200 mg 
were heated to 650 °C with a heating rate of 20 °C/min. Ar was 
used as measuring atmosphere, with a gas flow of 50 ml/min 
during heating and 200 ml/min during cooling. The tests were 
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während der Heizsegmente und 200 ml/min zur Kühlung verwendet. 
Um die Ausscheidungsreaktionen sichtbar zu machen, wurden die 
Untersuchungen an lösungsgeglühtem Material durchgeführt. 

Die Wärmebehandlung der Proben für Härtemessungen und 
Atomsondenuntersuchungen erfolgte in einem Dilatometer 
DIL 805A der Bähr Thermoanalyse GmbH. Das Probenmaterial 
wurde bei einer Temperatur von 900 °C für 30 min lösungsge-
glüht und anschließend mit t8/5 = 5 s mit He abgeschreckt. Dar-
auffolgend wurden die Proben mit einer konstanten Heizrate von 
20 °C/min auf eine Temperatur von 460 °C erhitzt und mit He in 
14 s auf Raumtemperatur abgeschreckt. Zur Härtemessung wur-
den metallographische Schliffe hergestellt und die Härte nach Vi-
ckers (HV10) gemessen. Jeder angegebene Wert entspricht dem 
Mittel aus drei Einzelmessungen. Aus den Dilatometerproben 
wurden anschließend Stäbchen mit 0.3 mm × 0.3 mm × 8 mm 
gefertigt und elektrolytisch Atomsondenspitzen präpariert. Als 
Elektrolyt für den ersten Präparationsschritt wurde 25 %ige  
Perchlorsäure in Essigsäure verwendet. Das Anspitzen erfolgte 
mithilfe einer Microloop in 2 %iger Perchlorsäure in 2-Butoxy-
ethanol [22, 23]. Atomsondenmessungen wurden mit einer 
LEAP 3000X HR bei 40 K im Lasermode mit einer Laserenergie 
von 0,2 nJ und Frequenz von 250 kHz durchgeführt. Die Rück-
konstruktion und Auswertung erfolgte mit dem Programm 
IVAS 3.6.14 von CAMECA®. Im Falle von Messungen, die eine 
Grenzfläche beinhalteten, wurde die Rückkonstruktion mithilfe 
des k-Faktors so angepasst, dass diese geradlinig verlaufen und 
keine Wölbung aufweisen. Bei gemessenen Volumen ohne ent-
sprechenden Gefügebestandteilen erfolgte die Rückkonstruktion 
anhand von Standard-Parametern der Software (Image Compres-
sion Factor 1,65, k-Factor 3,3). Bei der Auswertung wurde eine 
Überlagerung des Messsignals für Al27

1+ mit Fe54
2+ bei 27 Da 

(Dalton, atomare Masseneinheit pro Coulomb) und Ni58
2+ mit 

Fe58
2+ bei 29 Da festgestellt. Eine Aufteilung gemäß der natürli-

chen Isotopenverteilung führte zu einer Festlegung des Signals 
bei 27 Da als Fe54

2+ und bei 29 Da als Ni58
2+ [24].

3 Ergebnisse und Diskussion

In Bild 1a ist der Wärmefluss während des Aufheizvorgangs der 
DSC-Messung dargestellt, Bild 1b zeigt die 1. Ableitung des Wärme-
flusses nach der Temperatur. Die rote Kurve in 1a zeigt die Ergeb-
nisse der Härtemessungen an den Dilatometerproben. Der steile 
Abfall zu Beginn des DSC-Signals ist auf Einschwingvorgänge 
während des Starts der Messung zurückzuführen. Im Temperatur-
bereich von 200–300 °C zeigt sich ein schwach ausgeprägtes loka-
les Minimum. Bei einer Temperatur von 330 °C und 370 °C zeigen 
sich erste Anzeichen von exothermen Reaktionen. Aufgrund der 
geringen Ausprägung dieser Reaktionen wird davon ausgegangen, 
dass es sich hierbei um keine Ausscheidungsvorgänge handelt. Bei 

performed on solution-annealed materials to render the precipita-
tion reactions visible. 

A DIL 805A dilatometer by Bähr Thermoanalyse GmbH was used 
for heat treatment of the samples prior to hardness measurements 
and atom probe investigations. Specimens were solution-an-
nealed for 30 min at 900 °C, followed by quenching with He with 
t8/5 = 5 s. Subsequently samples were heated with a constant rate 
of 20 °C/min to 460 °C and quenched with He to room tempera-
ture within 14 s. Hardness was measured in HV10 on metallo-
graphic cross sections. The given values are the mean and stan-
dard deviation of three individual measurements. From the 
dilatometer samples, 0.3 mm × 0.3 mm × 8 mm rods were cut 
and atom probe tips prepared electrolytically. 25 % Perchloric in 
acetic acid was used as the electrolyte for the first step. The final 
etching was performed in a microloop in 2 % perchloric acid in 
2-Butoxyethanol [22, 23]. Atom probe measurements were car-
ried out using a LEAP 3000X HR at 40 K in laser mode with 0.2 nJ 
laser energy and a frequency of 250 kHz. The CAMECA® 
IVAS 3.6.14 software was used for reconstruction and data evalu-
ation. For measurements including interfaces, the k-factor was 
altered in order to avoid arching of the interfaces. For measured 
volumes without such microstructural features, reconstruction 
was performed with standard software parameters (image com-
pression factor 1.65, k-factor 3.3). Analyses showed superposi-
tion of Al27

1+ with Fe54
2+ at 27 Da (Dalton, atomic mass unit per 

Coulomb) and Ni58
2+ with Fe58

2+ at 29 Da. After peak decomposi-
tion by natural isotope abundance, the peak at 27 Da was ranged 
as Fe54

2+ and at 29 Da ranged as Ni58
2+ [24].

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1a shows the heat flow during heating of the DSC measure-
ment. Figure 1b shows the first derivative of the heat flow versus 
the temperature. The red curve in 1a shows the results of the hard-
ness measurements on the dilatometer samples. The steep initial 
fall of the DSC signal can be ascribed to transient phenomena at 
the start of the measurement. A weak pronounced local minimum 
is evident in the temperature range from 200 to 300 °C. First signs 
of exothermal reactions are visible at 330 °C and 370 °C. The weak 
nature of these reactions leads to the assumption that these are no 
precipitation reactions yet. Two pronounced exothermal reactions, 
partially overlapping and difficult to distinguish, are evident at 

C Cr Ni Al Cu Mn Si Fe Ni/Cu Al/Cu

wt.% 0.13 0.4 3.5 1.2 1.2 2.0 0.3 bal. 2.9 1.0

Table 1. Nominal composition of the investigated alloy and information on the Ni/Cu and Al/Cu ratios 
 
Tabelle 1. Nominelle Zusammensetzung der untersuchten Legierung und Angabe des Ni/Cu- bzw.  Al/Cu-Verhältnisses
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460 °C and 580 °C. Since prior studies have shown the precipita-
tion of Cu to be an exothermal reaction [25], it is assumed that this 
reaction is indicative of the first occurrence of precipitation in the 
investigated alloy. Further high resolution investigations were thus 
performed on specimens in the quenched state and on samples 
heated with a constant heating rate to 460 °C. Hardness results 
show that up to a temperature of 360 °C, no hardness loss is caused 
by tempering. Between 360 °C and 460 °C the initial hardness of 
391 ±1 HV10 drops to 380 ±2 HV10. Although exothermal reac-
tions are evident at this ageing temperature, no hardness increase 
is visible. At an ageing temperature of 580 °C a slight increase in 
hardness to 382 ±2 HV10 occurs. The second exothermal reaction 
is thus associated with the formation of secondary hardening pre-
cipitates. 

Table 2 shows the comparison between the nominal chemical 
composition and the composition as measured by atom probe. To 
prevent the effect of selective C enrichments, the chemical compo-

460 °C sowie bei 580 °C sind zwei ausgeprägte exotherme Reaktio-
nen zu erkennen, welche teilweise überlappen und nicht eindeutig 
voneinander differenzierbar sind. Da aus der Literatur bekannt ist, 
dass es sich bei der Ausscheidung von Cu um eine exotherme Re-
aktion handelt [25], wird davon ausgegangen, dass es sich bei die-
ser Reaktion um das erste Auftreten von Ausscheidungsvorgängen 
in der untersuchten Legierung handelt. Aus diesem Grund wurden 
die weiteren hochauflösenden Untersuchungen im abgeschreck-
ten Zustand und bei einer kontinuierlichen Wärmebehandlung bis 
zu 460 °C durchgeführt. Die Härtewerte zeigen, dass bis zu einer 
Temperatur von 360 °C bei einer kontinuierlichen Auslagerung 
kein Härteverlust durch Anlasseffekte auftritt. Erst zwischen 
360 °C und 460 °C kommt es zu einem Abfall der Ansprunghärte 
von 391 ±1 HV10 auf 380 ±2 HV10 bei 460 °C. Obwohl bei dieser 
Auslagerungstemperatur bereits eine exotherme Reaktion erkenn-
bar ist, tritt keine Härtesteigerung auf. Bei einer Auslagerungstem-
peratur von 580 °C steigt die Härte neuerlich geringfügig auf 
382 ±2 HV10 an. Die zweite exotherme Reaktion wird deshalb mit 
der Bildung von festigkeitssteigernden Sekundärhärteausschei-
dungen in Verbindung gebracht. 

Tabelle 2 zeigt den Vergleich zwischen der nominellen und der 
mit Atomsonde gemessenen chemischen Zusammensetzung. Zur 
Bestimmung der chemischen Zusammensetzung wurde ein Mess-

Fig. 1. a) Heat flow during heating of the DSC measurement with a constant heating rate of 20 °C/min. Two exothermal reactions at 460 °C and at 580 °C are 
distinguishable. For the hardness measurements samples were heat treated in a dilatometer up to the corresponding temperature at the same heating rate. 
b) 1st derivative of the heat flow. Solid line: smoothed by moving average (weighted) 
 
Bild 1. a) Wärmefluss während des Aufheizvorgangs der DSC-Messung, konstante Heizrate von 20 °C/min. Bei 460 °C und 580 °C sind zwei exotherme 
Reaktionen zu erkennen. Für die Härtemessungen: Proben mit derselben Heizrate bis zur entsprechenden Temperatur in einem Dilatometer wärmebe-
handelt. b) 1.  Ableitung des Wärmeflusses, durchgezogene Linie: Glättung mit gleitendem Durchschnitt (gewichtet)

C Cr Ni Al Cu Mn Si Fe Ni/Cu Al/Cu

at% nominal 0.6 0.4 3.3 2.4 1.0 2.0 0.6 bal. 3.2 2.4

at% measured 0.54 0.35 3.41 2.58 0.89 1.64 0.56 bal. 3.8 2.9

Table 2. Chemical composition in at% and Ni/Cu and Al/Cu ratios, nominal and measured by atom probe  
 
Tabelle 2. Nominelle und mit Atomsonde gemessene chemische Zusammensetzung in At%, sowie Verhältnis von Ni/Cu und Al/Cu
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sition was determined on a selected measurement with no micro-
structural inhomogeneities. Table 2 shows that the Ni/Cu and  
Al/Cu ratios measured by atom probe tomography are increased 
compared to the nominal composition, which, according to the lit-
erature, favors the precipitation of NiAl as opposed to Cu [26].

Figure 2a depicts the reconstruction of an atom probe measure-
ment after solution annealing and quenching. Only the C atoms 
are shown for improved visibility. Two laminar C enrichments are 
evident running roughly parallel to the z-axis of the measurement. 
In the lower part of the volume, a wider pronounced, orthogonal C 
enrichment is visible. The actual shape is shown in the image rotat-
ed 90° about the z-axis. Figure 2b shows the concentration profile 
along the cylinder Profile 1 with a volume of 20 nm × 20  × 55 nm. 
The C enrichments reach up to between 1.5 at% and 0.9 at%. The 
other alloying elements are distributed evenly along the profile; 
the fluctuations in the concentrations of the elements Al, Ni and 
Mn can be attributed to the small volume of the cylinder. The mor-
phology and C-content are indicative of martensitie lath boundar-
ies. Figure 2c shows the concentration profile along the z-axis of 
Profile 2, with a volume of 25 nm × 25 nm × 55 nm. As already 
visible in the reconstruction, the C enrichment is more pro-
nounced, reaching up to 7 at% C. The Al concentration decreases 
from 2.2 at% at the edge of the profile (2.58 at% in the matrix, Ta-
ble 2) to 1.6 at% inside the C enrichment. The other alloying ele-
ments are evenly distributed along the concentration profile. The 
high C concentration and decreased Al content give rise to the as-
sumption that the described inhomogeneity is a retained austenite 
film [27, 28]. The existence of retained austenite films may be ex-
plained by the lack of tempering in this condition. The diffusion 
and enrichment of C at martensite grain boundaries takes place 

volumen ohne mikrostruktureller Inhomogenitäten gewählt, um 
dem Einfluss von selektiven C-Anreicherungen vorzubeugen. Aus 
Tabelle 2 ist ersichtlich, dass in den Atomsondenmessungen im Ver-
gleich zur nominellen Zusammensetzung ein erhöhtes Verhältnis 
von Ni/Cu und Al/Cu vorliegt, wodurch laut Literatur die Bildung 
von NiAl gegenüber Cu-Ausscheidungen bevorzugt wird [26].

In Bild 2a ist die Rückkonstruktion einer Atomsondenmessung 
nach Lösungsglühen und Abschrecken dargestellt. Zur besseren 
Sichtbarkeit werden lediglich die C-Atome gezeigt. Sichtbar sind 
zwei flächenförmige C-Anreicherungen, welche parallel zur z-Ach-
se der Messung verlaufen, sowie eine breiter ausgeprägte C-Anrei-
cherung im unteren Bereich, nahezu normal dazu. In der um 90° 
um die z-Achse gedrehten Darstellung wird die tatsächliche Aus-
prägung sichtbar. In Bild 2b ist das Konzentrationsprofil entlang 
des Zylinders Profil 1 mit einem Volumen von 20 nm × 20  × 55 nm 
gezeigt. Darin ist ersichtlich, dass die C-Anreicherungen auf bis zu 
1,5 At% bzw. 0,9 At% reichen. Die übrigen Legierungselemente 
zeigen einen gleichmäßigen Verlauf entlang des Profils, die 
Schwankungen in den Konzentrationsprofilen der Elemente Al,  
Ni und Mn sind auf das geringe Zylindervolumen zurückzuführen. 
Durch die Morphologie und den C-Gehalt wird angenommen, 
dass es sich hierbei um Martensit-Lattengrenzen handelt. Bild 2c 
zeigt das Konzentrationsprofil entlang der z-Achse von Profil 2 mit 
einem Volumen von 25 nm × 25 nm × 55 nm. Die C-Anreiche-
rung ist, wie bereits in der Rückkonstruktion sichtbar, deutlicher 
ausgeprägt und erreicht bis zu 7 At% C. Die Konzentration von Al 
fällt von 2.2 At% am Rande des Profils (2,58 At% in der Matrix, 
Tabelle 2) zu 1.6 At% im Inneren der C-Anreicherung ab. Die wei-
teren Legierungselemente zeigen eine gleichmäßige Verteilung 
entlang des Konzentrationsprofils. Aufgrund der hohen C-Kon-
zentration und der Abnahme des Gehaltes von Al wird davon aus-

Fig. 2.  Atom probe measurement 
of the quenched dual hardening 
steel. a) Reconstruction showing 
only C atoms for improved 
visibility,
b) Concentration profile along 
Profile 1,
c) Concentration profile along 
Profile 2 
 
Bild 2.  Atomsondenmessung  
des dualhärtenden Stahls in 
abgeschrecktem Zustand.  
a) Rückkonstruktion, zur besseren 
Visualisierung werden nur die 
C-Atome gezeigt, 
b) Konzentrationsprofil entlang  
von Profil 1, 
c) Konzentrationsprofil entlang  
von Profil 2
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during quenching from the austenitization temperature of 900 °C 
with t8/5 = 5 s. For these inhomogeneous microstructures, compar-
ing the distribution of solute atoms such as Cu, Ni and Al, to a 
random frequency distribution utilizing the Pearson coefficient 
[29], does not produce meaningful results. No clusters were found 
when applying the isosurface method. It may thus be assumed 
that, although diffusion of C and Al (enrichment or repulsion from 
retained austenite films) occurs during quenching, such diffusion 
is not sufficient for cluster formation.

Figure 3 shows a reconstruction of an atom probe measurement of 
a sample continuously aged to 460 °C. Figure 3a shows the 3-D re-
construction with each point representing a measured C atom. 
Concentration ranges of (Ni+Al) > 7 at% and Cu > 5 at% are 
shown in green and orange, respectively. The C enriched regions 
have a two-dimensional shape and are arranged approximately 
parallel to each other in the measured volume. Figure 3b shows 
the 1-D concentration profile along Profile 1. The C enrichment 
reaches a concentration of 6–9 at% and a layer thickness of ~5 nm. 
This leads to the conclusion the described microstructural features 
are in fact carbon enriched retained austenite films [27, 28]. Fig-
ure 3a also shows local enrichments of Ni, Al and Cu, preferential-
ly located in close proximity to the retained austenite films.  

gegangen, dass es sich hierbei um einen Restaustenitfilm handelt 
[27, 28]. Das Vorhandensein von Restaustenitfilmen lässt sich 
durch die fehlende Anlassbehandlung dieses Zustandes erklären. 
Die Diffusion und Anreicherung von C an Martensit-Lattengren-
zen tritt bereits während des Abschreckens von der Austenitisier-
temperatur von 900 °C mit t8/5 = 5 s auf. Die Verteilung der Legie-
rungsatome Cu, Ni und Al führt im Vergleich mit einer zufälligen 
Häufigkeitsverteilung mithilfe des Pearson-Koeffizienten [29] im 
Fall von solch inhomogenen Mikrostrukturen zu keinen aussage-
kräftigen Ergebnissen. Mithilfe der Isosurface-Methode konnten 
keine Cluster nachgewiesen werden. Es wird daher angenommen, 
dass es während des Abschreckens zwar bereits zur Diffusion von 
C und Al (Anreicherung bzw. Verdrängung aus den Restaustenitfil-
men) kommt, diese Diffusion aber nicht für eine Clusterbildung 
ausreicht. 

Die rückkonstruierte Atomsondenmessung einer kontinuier-
lich bis 460 °C ausgelagerten Probe ist in Bild 3 dargestellt. 
Bild 3a zeigt die 3-D-Rückkonstruktion, wobei jeder Punkt ein ge-
messenes C-Atom repräsentiert. In grün und orange sind Konzen-
trationsbereiche von (Ni+Al) > 7 At% und Cu > 5 At% dargestellt. 
Anreicherungen von C weisen eine flächige Struktur auf und lie-
gen etwa parallel zueinander in dem gemessenen Volumen. 
Bild 3b zeigt das 1-D-Konzentrationsprofil entlang von Profil 1. 
Die C-Anreicherung weist eine Konzentration von 6–9 At% und 
eine Schichtdicke von ~5 nm auf. Daraus ist zu schließen, dass es 
sich hierbei um an Kohlenstoff angereicherte Restaustenitfilme 
handelt [27, 28]. In Bild 3a befinden sich des Weiteren lokale An-
reicherungen von Ni, Al und Cu, bevorzugt in der Nähe der Rest-

Fig. 3. Excerpt of an atom probe measurement, sample continuously heated to 460 °C with 20 °C/min. a) Reconstruction showing the C atoms. Green areas: 
Concentration ranges of (Ni+Al) > 7 at%, orange areas: Cu > 5 at%. The depicted volume is an excerpt of a measurement, edge length of 65 nm. 
b) Fe and C concentration along Profile 1. c) Radially averaged distribution of concentrations around Particle 1, particle surface marks the origin of the 
abscissa-axis. d) Fe,  Al, Cu and Ni concentrations along Profile 2. e) Radially averaged distribution of concentrations around Particle 2, particle surface marks 
the origin of the abscissa-axis 
 
Bild 3.  Auszug einer Atomsondenmessung, Probe kontinuierlich mit 20 °C/min auf 460 °C erhitzt. a) Rückkonstruktion mit Darstellung der C-Atome. In grün: 
Konzentrationsbereiche von (Ni+Al) > 7 At%, in orange: Cu > 5 At%. Das Volumen ist ein Auszug einer Messung; Kantenlänge von 65 nm. b) Konzentrations-
profil von Fe und C entlang von Profil 1. c) Radial gemittelte Konzentrationsverteilung um Partikel 1, Partikeloberfläche als Ursprung der Abszissenachse.  
d) Konzentrationsprofil von Fe,  Al, Cu und Ni entlang von Profil 2. e) Radial gemittelte Konzentrationsverteilung um Partikel 2, Partikeloberfläche als 
Ursprung der Abszissenachse
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Figure 3c shows a radially averaged distribution of concentrations 
around such a particle. However, due to the superposition of Al 
and Fe at 27 Da and Ni and Fe at 29 Da the amount of Al is system-
atically underestimated and that of Ni overestimated. The chemi-
cal composition of these early precipitates is thus impossible to 
determine precisely. Local Cu enrichments occur in the form of 
combined Cu-NiAl precipitations as evident in the 1-D concentra-
tion profile in Figure 3d and the radially averaged distribution of 
concentrations around Particle 2 in Figure 3e. 

First indications of exothermal reactions are evident in the DSC 
curve in Figure 1 around temperatures of 330 °C and 370 °C. 
Based on the atom probe measurements shown in Figures 2 and 3, 
the decomposition of retained austenite may be excluded. No sec-
ondary hardening carbides were evident in measurements of  
higher tempered conditions. Literature shows that nucleation of 
secondary hardening carbides in dual hardening steels preferen-
tially starts heterogeneously at intermetallic precipitates [12, 13]. It 
may thus be assumed that the sequence of precipitation starts with 
the formation of intermetallic particles. The exothermal reactions 
in this temperature range can thus neither be attributed to the de-
composition of retained austenite nor to the formation of second-
ary hardening carbides. A pronounced exothermal maximum, ac-
companied by a decrease in hardness, occurs at 460 °C. Thus at 
this ageing temperature no strengthening precipitates are formed. 
However, the exothermal reaction could be explained by the for-
mation of Cu clusters. Such clusters, not accompanied by an in-
crease in hardness, were found at ageing temperatures between 
200 °C and 460 °C by Primig et al. [25, 30]. The measurements per-
formed within the framework of this study show no homogeneous 
cluster formation in the iron matrix at an ageing temperature of 
460 °C. Heterogeneous nucleation on retained austenite films is, 
however, indicative of initial precipitation reactions. Since these 
precipitates have high contents of Cu, Ni and Al they may be con-
sidered as combined Cu-NiAl precipitates. Compared to homoge-
neous precipitation within the iron matrix, heterogeneous precip-
itation at the grain boundaries occurs accelerated. No secondary 
hardening carbides were evident in the examined conditions, de-
spite the high diffusion of C. It is assumed that homogeneous pre-
cipitation of Cu and NiAl is limited to higher ageing temperatures. 
It was shown that the sequence of heterogeneous nucleation is not 
clear-cut, since precipitations were observed as combined Cu-NiAl 
particles even in the very early stages. 

4 Summary

This study examined the early stages of precipitate formation in 
dual hardening steels. DSC measurements showed that, for a con-
stant heating rate of 20 °C/min, initial precipitation reactions oc-
curred at a temperature of 460 °C. The maximum hardness of 
393 ±2 HV10 was measured at an ageing temperature of 360 °C. 
The hardness for higher ageing temperatures initially fell to 
375 ±3 HV10 before it increased again to 382 ±2 HV10 at 580 °C, 

austenitfilme. Eine radial gemittelte Konzentrationsverteilung um 
solch einen Partikel ist in Bild 3c dargestellt. Hierbei sei erwähnt, 
dass aufgrund einer Überlagerung des Messsignals für Al und Fe 
bei 27 Da und Ni und Fe bei 29 Da der Anteil von Al systematisch 
unterschätzt und von Ni überschätzt wird. Eine exakte Bestim-
mung der chemischen Zusammensetzung dieser frühen Ausschei-
dungsstadien ist aus diesem Grund nicht möglich. Die lokalen 
Anreicherungen von Cu treten in Form von kombinierten Cu-Ni-
Al-Ausscheidungen auf, wie sie in einem 1-D-Konzentrationspro-
fil in Bild 3d und radial gemittelter Konzentrationsverteilung um 
Partikel 2 in Bild 3e ersichtlich sind. 

In der DSC-Kurve in Bild 1 treten im Temperaturbereich von 
330 °C und 370 °C erste Anzeichen von exothermen Reaktionen 
auf. Mithilfe der Atomsondenmessungen, dargestellt in den Bil-
dern 2 und 3, kann der Zerfall von Restaustenit ausgeschlossen 
werden. Sekundärhärtekarbide konnten in keiner Messung von 
höheren Anlasszuständen nachgewiesen werden. Aus der Literatur 
ist bekannt, dass sich Sekundärhärtekarbide in dualhärtenden 
Stählen bevorzugt an intermetallischen Ausscheidungen bilden 
[12, 13]. Deshalb kann angenommen werden, dass die Ausschei-
dungssequenz mit der Bildung der intermetallischen Phasen be-
ginnt. Es wird also ausgeschlossen, dass die exothermen Reaktio-
nen in diesem Temperaturbereich dem Zerfall von Restaustenit 
oder der Bildung von Karbiden zugeordnet werden können. Bei 
460 °C tritt ein erstes deutlich ausgeprägtes exothermes Maximum 
auf, welches allerdings von einem Abfall der Härte begleitet wird. 
Bei dieser Auslagerungstemperatur kommt es daher nicht zur Bil-
dung von festigkeitssteigernden Ausscheidungen. Die exotherme 
Reaktion kann möglicherweise durch die Bildung von Cu-Clustern 
erklärt werden. Diese wurden von Primig et al. bei Temperaturen 
zwischen 200 °C und 460 °C nachgewiesen und wurden nicht von 
einer Härtesteigerung begleitet [25, 30]. Die Messungen im Rah-
men dieser Untersuchung zeigten bei einer Auslagerungstempera-
tur von 460 °C keine homogene Clusterbildung in der Eisenmatrix. 
Erste Ausscheidungen konnten jedoch durch heterogene Keimbil-
dung an Restaustenitfilmen nachgewiesen werden. Diese Aus-
scheidungen weisen einen hohen Gehalt an Cu, Ni und Al auf und 
können daher als kombinierte Cu-NiAl-Ausscheidung betrachtet 
werden. Die heterogene Ausscheidungsbildung an den Korngren-
zen läuft im Vergleich zur Ausscheidungsbildung in der Eisenmat-
rix beschleunigt ab. Trotz der hohen Diffusion von C konnten in 
den untersuchten Zuständen keine Sekundärhärtekarbide nachge-
wiesen werden. Es wird angenommen, dass die homogene Aus-
scheidungsbildung von Cu und NiAl erst bei höheren Auslage-
rungstemperaturen beginnt. Im Falle der heterogenen Keimbildung 
konnte nachgewiesen werden, dass keine eindeutige Sequenz vor-
liegt, sondern die Ausscheidungen bereits in den frühen Stadien 
als kombinierte Cu-NiAl-Partikel vorliegen. 

4 Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit wurden die frühen Stadien der Ausscheidungsbil-
dung in einem dualhärtenden Stahl untersucht. Mithilfe von DSC-
Messungen wurde das erste Auftreten von Ausscheidungsreaktio-
nen bei einer konstanten Heizrate von 20 °C/min bei einer 
Temperatur von 460 °C festgestellt. Die Maximalhärte von 
393 ±2 HV10 wurde bei einer Auslagerungstemperatur von 360 °C 
gemessen. Bei erhöhten Auslagerungstemperaturen fällt zunächst 
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remaining below the level of maximum hardness. The initial exo-
thermal reaction at 460 °C can be explained by heterogeneous nu-
cleation of Cu-NiAl clusters, thus depleting the iron matrix from 
alloying elements and leading to a reduced hardness. The second 
exothermal reaction at 580 °C can, in the context of increasing 
hardness, be associated with the formation of secondary harden-
ing precipitates. 

Atom probe measurements after quenching found C enrichments in 
the form of retained austenite films. For continuous ageing with 
20 °C/min to 460 °C, heterogeneous precipitated Cu-NiAl particles 
were measured in close proximity to retained austenite films. No ho-
mogeneous precipitation could be detected within the iron matrix. 
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Mithilfe von Atomsondenmessungen konnten im abge-
schreckten Zustand Anreicherungen von C in Form von Restaus-
tenitfilmen nachgewiesen werden. Bei einer kontinuierlichen Aus-
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Abstract 
Hot-work tool steels are exposed to complex interacting cyclic thermal and mechanical 

loadings. Due to the combination of strengthening via carbides and intermetallic precipitates, 

dual hardening steels achieve well-balanced mechanical properties in terms of fatigue strength 

and fracture toughness. As a result, dual hardening steels have a great potential for hot-work 

applications.  

In this study, out-of-phase thermo-mechanical fatigue tests were used to simulate the loading 

conditions experienced in hot-work tool steel applications on a laboratory scale. The testing 

was carried out on Fe-C-Cr-Mo-V and Fe-C-Cr-Mo-V-Ni-Al alloys to compare common 5% Cr 

and dual hardening hot-work tool steels. The resistance to thermo-mechanical fatigue can 

therefore be correlated with single or dual hardening. Both alloys experienced softening during 

the fatigue testing. Atom probe tomography investigations revealed coarsening of the secondary 

hardening precipitates for both alloys. However, the number density of surface cracks was 

greater for the 5% Cr hot-work tool steel. The dual hardening steel possessed higher resistance 

to softening and reached a higher lifetime. 

  



 



Thermomechanical Fatigue Testing of Dual Hardening
Tool Steels

Matthias Hofinger,* Benjamin Seisenbacher, Miloslav Ognianov, Harald Leitner,
Christoph Turk, Marianne Kapp, and Ronald Schnitzer

Hot-work tool steels are exposed to complex interacting cyclic thermal and
mechanical loadings. Due to the combination of strengthening via carbides and
intermetallic precipitates, dual hardening steels achieve well-balanced mechan-
ical properties in terms of fatigue strength and fracture toughness. Therefore,
dual hardening steels have a great potential for hot-work applications. Herein,
out-of-phase thermomechanical fatigue tests are used to simulate the loading
conditions experienced in hot-work tool steel applications on a laboratory scale.
The testing is conducted on Fe–C–Cr–Mo–V and Fe–C–Cr–Mo–V–Ni–Al alloys to
compare common 5% Cr and dual hardening hot-work tool steels. The resistance
to thermomechanical fatigue is therefore correlated with single or dual hard-
ening. Both alloys experience softening during the fatigue testing. Atom probe
tomography investigations reveal coarsening of the secondary hardening pre-
cipitates for both alloys. However, the number density of surface cracks is greater
for the 5% Cr hot-work tool steel. The dual hardening steel possesses higher
resistance to softening and reaches a higher lifetime.

1. Introduction

Hot-work tool steels experience harsh operating conditions,
which include complex interacting cyclic thermal and mechani-
cal loadings. The physical and mechanical properties necessary
to withstand these loading conditions are high red hardness,
sufficient hot yield strength, temper resistance, resistance to

thermal shock, and resistance to heat
checking.[1] Heat checks, fine surface crack
networks, are the major lifetime limiting
factor for tools in die-casting applications.
This thermal fatigue can either be caused
by alternating stresses that develop due
to time-dependent temperature gradients,
resulting in external loads. These
conditions are called “thermomechanical
fatigue” (TMF). In the case of position-
dependent temperature gradients, no
external loads but residual stresses lead
to “thermal stress fatigue.”[2] When hot
material is injected into a die, the thermal
expansion of the tool surface is restrained
by the cooler core, resulting in compressive
stresses in regions close to the surface.
When these stresses exceed the yield
strength of the tool material, which
decreases with increasing temperature,
local plastic deformation occurs, resulting

in the formation of residual tensile stresses. During the lifetime
of a tool, the accumulated plastic deformation can lead to alter-
nating compressive–tensile stresses with a continuous shift of
the mean stress into the tensile region. These loading conditions
ultimately lead to the formation of surface crack networks.[1,3,4]

Influencing factors on heat checking resistance include ther-
mal softening, cyclic softening, development of residual stresses,
and the microstructure. Thermal conductivity and the coefficient
of thermal expansion influence the resistance against heat check-
ing as well. While the former leads to a more uniform thermal
expansion and thus indirectly reduces thermal stresses, the latter
has a direct influence on thermal strains and thereby thermal
stresses.[4–6] In the case of low strain ranges, high tensile
strength can increase the lifetime during thermal fatigue,
whereas in the case of high strain ranges, ductility is more impor-
tant, and high strength can have a negative effect on the life-
time.[7] The investigation of different atmospheres during
immersion tests of hot-work tool steels in molten Al showed a
shift from global oxidation in air and nitrogen to localized oxida-
tion at surface cracks in Ar atmosphere.[8]

Thermal fatigue was tested by Siller via heating hot-work tool
steels by laser irradiation.[5] It was observed that the maximum
surface temperature has a major influence on the thermal fatigue
lifetime of hot-work tool steels. For temperatures below 650 �C,
the investigated alloys showed cyclic isotropic softening within
the first 5000 cycles, depending on the duration of the thermal
loading. After this initial stage, the surface hardness remained
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constant, and the materials reached a stable condition. For maxi-
mum surface temperatures exceeding 650 �C, no stable condi-
tions were met, but continuous softening occurred, associated
with the formation of surface crack networks. It was shown that
especially prior austenite grain boundaries act as fatigue crack
initiation sites.

Thermal fatigue tests are often performed on hot-work tool
steels by cyclic induction heating of internally water cooled hol-
low cylinders[9,10] or by repeated immersion of internally cooled
specimens into a bath of molten Al.[8,11] TMF tests are conducted
by inductive heating of solid or tubular specimens, whereas a
certain percentage of the thermal expansion is mechanically sup-
pressed.[12] However, in literature no data can be found on the
TMF behavior of dual hardening steels.

These dual hardening steels represent a promising alloying
concept for hot-work applications. Due to their combination of
secondary hardening carbides and intermetallic precipitates,
high hardness levels of up to 60 Rockwell hardness, scale C
can be achieved, whereas the amount of embrittlement caused
by large primary carbides is reduced compared with chromium
hot-work tool steels.[13–15]

This study aims to investigate the influence of single and dual
hardening on resistance against TMF. Out-of-phase thermome-
chanical fatigue (OP-TMF) tests have been conducted on a com-
mon hot-work tool steel and a dual hardening steel. A test rig
developed by Riedler et al.[16] was used for the fatigue testing.
The material behavior under TMF loading conditions was ana-
lyzed during the TMF testing by recording the stress–strain hys-
teresis. The amount of softening was evaluated by room
temperature hardness measurements of the tested specimens.
The influence of microstructure and oxidation behavior was
investigated using light optical microscopy (LOM), scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM), and atom probe tomography (APT).

2. Experimental Section

The chemical compositions of the investigated alloys are shown
in Table 1. The dual hardening alloy A was solution annealed at
990 �C for 30min, followed by oil quenching to room tempera-
ture. Ageing was conducted three times at 585 �C for 3 h. The 5%
Cr hot-work tool steel, referred to as alloy B, was austenitized at
1050 �C for 30min, air cooled to room temperature, and subse-
quently annealed three times at 620 �C for 2 h. Hardness was
measured in Vickers HV 5, and the mean value and standard
deviation of three measurements were given for every condition.

Strain-controlled OP-TMF tests were performed on samples
produced according to Figure 1. An extensometer length of
12.6 mm was used. For temperature control and measurement,
three-point temperature measurement using K-type ribbon

thermocouples located within 20mm of the center of the speci-
men was carried out. The thermocouple that was used for tem-
perature control was placed in the center of the specimen and the
second and third about 5mm below and above the central one.
Minimum temperature was 200 �C and maximum temperature
was 636� 6 �C for alloy A and 641� 5 �C for alloy B, with a con-
stant heating and cooling rate of 10 �C s�1 and no dwell time.
Specimens were heated with a high-frequency induction system
and cooled with pressurized air. At the start of each measure-
ment, a zero stress test was performed to obtain the thermal
expansion in the desired temperature range. The mean and max-
imum longitudinal temperature difference was 4 and 11 �C for
alloy A and 7 and 24 �C for alloy B.

As shown in Figure 2, a phase shift of 180� between thermal
and mechanical loading was used. The strain amplitude was
0.3% and the ratio between thermal and mechanical expansion
�0.91 for alloy A and �0.85 for alloy B. A more detailed descrip-
tion of OP-TMF testing[17] and the test setup used in this investi-
gation can be found in the study by Riedler et al.[16]

TMF lifetime was determined as suggested by Hähner et al.[17]

As shown in Figure 3a, TMF lifetime was calculated at a drop of
10% below a tangent line drawn at the last point of zero curvature
of the maximum tensile stress.

For microstructural analysis, the TMF-tested samples were cut
along the longitudinal axis. Metallographic samples were pro-
duced using standard grinding and polishing techniques,[18] with
special emphasis on the preservation of the surface oxide layer.
Fracture surfaces were investigated with a stereo microscope.
Analysis of the TMF-tested microstructure as well as the oxide
layer was done with LOM. The 5% Cr hot-work tool steel was
etched with 3% HNO3. Samples of the dual hardening alloy were
etched with W2.[18] The sample surface and formed oxides were
investigated with an SEM Zeiss Evo50. High-resolution analysis
was performed by APT with a LEAP 3000 XHR. Tips were
produced electrolytic by standard techniques.[19] In the case of
TMF-tested specimens, special care was taken to assure the inves-
tigated volume was as close as possible to the fracture surface, i.e.,
in the area of the most precise temperature control. Due to a high
number density of large precipitates, which tend to act as fracture
sites, measurements were carried out in laser mode at 60 K. Laser
pulse energy was set to 0.2 nJ, and a laser frequency and target
evaporation rate of 250 kHz and 0.5% were used, respectively.

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the investigated alloys.

Alloy C Cr Mo V Si Mn Ni Al Fe

A [wt%] 0.37 3.00 2.50 0.85 0.20 0.25 4.80 1.50 bal.

[at%] 1.68 3.15 1.42 0.91 0.39 0.25 4.47 3.04 bal.

B [wt%] 0.50 4.50 3.00 0.60 0.20 0.25 bal.

[at%] 2.30 4.78 1.73 0.65 0.39 0.25 bal.

Figure 1. Geometry of the TMF samples, dimensions in mm.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Thermomechanical Fatigue Testing

The results of the TMF tests are shown in Figure 3. For the dual
hardening alloy, 2 separate TMF-tests were performed, called
alloy A-1 and alloy A-2. The TMF-test alloy B-1 was performed
on the 5% Cr hot-work tool steel. In Figure 3a, the maximum
tensile stress of each cycle, recorded at minimum temperature
of 200 �C, is shown. Figure 3b shows the evolution of the maxi-
mum compressive stress, recorded at maximum temperature.
Figure 3c,d show the development of the mean stress and the
stress amplitude during TMF lifetime. It can be seen that within
the first few cycles, high tensile stresses are reached. Alloy B-1
reaches its maximum tensile stress of 894MPa after 616 cycles.
This fast development of high tensile stresses is caused by the
plastic deformation during the heating step and simulates the
formation of residual tensile stresses during application. After
the peak value is reached, the maximum tensile stress decreases
continuously, which is attributed to thermal softening. After
roughly 2500 cycles, the maximum tensile stress shows a rapid
drop, which is correlated with the growth of macroscopic fatigue
cracks.

The dual hardening alloy A-1 reaches its peak tensile stress of
878MPa at 1869 cycles, and the rate of increase of the maximum
tensile stress within the first cycles shows a more continuous
behavior. The test of alloy A-2 reaches a significant higher life-
time compared with alloy A-1. The deviation between the two
stress signals starts at cycle 330, with alloy A-2 experiencing a
less steep change of the stress amplitude and mean stress.
This can be attributed to a deviation from the desired maximum
testing temperature of 623� 10 �C for alloy A-2 and 636� 6 �C
for alloy A-1. Due to the lower temperature and subsequent
mechanical loading, the specimen alloy A-2 takes longer to reach
a comparable overaged state, resulting in an increased lifetime.
Thus, the fatigue test of alloy A-2 reaches its maximum tensile

stress of 844MPa at 3954 cycles and peak stress amplitude of
497MPa at 4012 cycles.

Due to the deviations during the tests, further investigations
will be limited to the TMF-tests of alloy A-1 and alloy B-1. The
slope of the decreasing maximum tensile stress after the maxi-
mum value is reached is lower for alloy A-1 than for alloy B-1,
indicating a reduced amount of thermal softening. Therefore,
alloy A-1 shows a higher TMF lifetime of 4169 cycles compared
with 2587 cycles for alloy B-1.

The peak value of the maximum compressive stress shown in
Figure 3b is –703MPa for alloy A-1 and –664MPa for alloy B-1.
Both alloys reach the maximum compressive stress and thus the
most severe plastic deformation at cycle number 2. The evolution
of the maximum compressive stress is similar to the maximum
tensile stress for both alloys. The lowest value before the
determined lifetime of the respective alloy is reached is
�139MPa at 1767 cycles for alloy A-1 and -160MPa at 655 cycles
for alloy B-1.

The mean stress in Figure 3c shows a rapid shift into the ten-
sile region, resulting in alternating tensile–compressive load-
ings. Considering that during the OP-TMF testing the thermal
expansion during heating is suppressed, this behavior is indica-
tive of plastic deformation and comparable to the formation of
residual tensile stresses. In the evolution of the stress amplitude
shown in Figure 3d, softening of both of the investigated materi-
als can be observed. For the first 1200 cycles, the stress amplitude
is higher for alloy B-1 and reaches a maximum value of 532MPa
at 616 cycles. The peak amplitude is 511MPa for alloy A-1 and
reached at 1256 cycles. However, the slope of the decreasing
stress amplitude is greater for alloy B-1. As the decrease in
the stress amplitude is a measure of softening, it is concluded
that the dual hardening alloy A possesses a higher resistance
against softening in the OP-TMF setup, resulting in the
increased lifetime compared with alloy B. This thermomechan-
ical softening is attributed to overaging and coarsening of the
microstructure and secondary hardening precipitates.

Figure 2. Evolution of the temperature as well as mechanical strain and stress during OP-TMF testing. A phase shift of 180� between thermal and
mechanical loading was used.
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In Figure 3e, the mechanical stress–strain hysteresis for the
first and Nf/2-cycle of the TMF tests alloy A-1 and alloy B-1
are shown. Both alloys experience large plastic deformations
within the first cycle. However, the plastic strain is clearly higher
for alloy B-1, which according to Manson–Coffin’s law results in
a lower fatigue lifetime.[20] With increasing cycle number, the
plastic strain amplitude decreases for both alloys. At Nf/2, hardly
any plastic deformation is detectable.

3.2. Microstructural Investigations

In the final heat treatment condition, the microstructures of
both materials consist of tempered martensite containing

micrometer-sized primary carbides.[15,21] Alloys A and B reach
a hardness of 617� 2 HV5 and 654� 4 HV5, respectively.
After the TMF testing, the hardness of alloy A drops to
363� 4 HV5 and 356� 2 HV5 for alloy B. Due to the heating
rate of �10 K s�1 and 6762 cycles until fracture, alloy A
was exposed to temperatures exceeding 500 �C for 51.1 h
leading to a reduction of hardness by 41%. Alloy B in
contrast endured only 2864 cycles and thus temperatures
exceeding 500 �C for 21.8 h until fracture, resulting in a hard-
ness drop by 46%. Although alloy A was longer exposed to the
increased temperatures, the hardness drop is more pro-
nounced for alloy B, indicating a higher tempering resistance
for alloy A.

Figure 3. Development of stresses during OP-TMF testing. a) Maximum tensile stress, b) maximum compressive stress, c) mean stress, and d) stress
amplitude of each cycle. e) Mechanical stress–strain hysteresis loop for the first and Nf/2 cycle of the TMF tests alloy A-1 and alloy B-1.
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Siller[5] reported continuous softening of hot-work tool steels if
the surface temperatures exceeded 650 �C during thermal fatigue
testing, which is slightly higher compared with the findings in
this study. However, the testing device used by Siller used laser
irradiation inducing a thermal gradient within the tested speci-
mens, whereas the test setup used in this study uses a near con-
stant temperature distribution in the sample volume. This
deviation in temperature and stress distribution is therefore
likely to be the main cause for these differing observations.

In Figure 4, micrographs of the fracture surfaces are shown.
The numerous initiated fatigue cracks are visible as smooth areas
along the circumference of the specimens. Because the fatigue
testing was conducted in air atmosphere, the entire fracture sur-
face of both alloys is covered by an oxide layer. The metallic
bright area at the right of Figure 4b marks the position of the
sample fracture.

As can be seen in the cross sections of TMF-tested samples in
Figure 5, crack paths are covered by oxide layers as well. Adjacent

to large cracks, both alloys show numerous small cracks with a
length of a few microns underneath a thick oxide layer. However,
the crack density and therefore the amount of the surface area
covered by the thick oxide layer are much greater for alloy B.
These oxides have a duplex structure, consisting of a thin and
compact outer and a thick, porous inside layer. Similar findings
were made in the study by Le Roux et al.,[10] where a duplex oxide
scale on TMF-tested X38CrMoV5 consisting of an inside layer of
Cr2O3 and an outer porous Fe2O3 layer was reported.

Etched cross sections of the fracture surface are shown in
Figure 6. In Figure 6a, the martensitic microstructure of alloy
A can be determined. In contrast, no martensitic microstructure
is visible in the micrograph of alloy B in Figure 6b. Parts of the
oxide layer covering the fracture surface are lost during sample
preparation. The visible oxide has a reduced thickness compared
with the surface oxide layer in close proximity to large fatigue
cracks, but shows the same duplex structure. It can be seen that
for both investigated alloys, neither fatigue cracks nor the fracture

Figure 4. Stereo microscopic micrograph of the oxide covered fracture surface of a) TMF-tested alloy A and b) TMF-tested alloy B.

Figure 5. Cross sections of the specimen surface with large cracks and oxide layer of a) alloy A and b) alloy B. Adjacent to large cracks a thick oxide layer is
formed, covering small surface cracks.
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surface propagates along grain boundaries. However, the fatigue
cracks propagate perpendicular to the loading direction.

As shown in Figure 7, numerous fatigue cracks have been ini-
tiated on the surface of the specimens. The number density of
these surface cracks is greater for alloy B compared to alloy A.
These cracks are, in contrast to conventional heat checks,[3,4] ori-
ented parallel to each other and perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the specimens. The reason for this behavior is the test
setup, where a temperature gradient is simulated by a mechani-
cal constraint of the thermal expansion along the longitudinal
axis of the specimen and thus plastic deformation is limited
to this direction. A quantification of the crack density was not
performed as an unknown number of surface cracks is covered
by the thick oxide layer. Especially for alloy B, the high crack den-
sity and resulting oxidation leads to an almost complete coverage
of the sample surface with thick oxide.

The micrograph of alloy A in Figure 7a shows that only in
close proximity to large surface cracks a thick oxide layer has
formed. These oxides have a cloudy shape and propagate perpen-
dicular to the fatigue cracks in loading direction. Further inves-
tigations showed series of parallel-oriented cracks propagating
perpendicular to the loading direction underneath these thick
oxide layers, which is also visible in Figure 5. No evidence of
material damage caused by circumferential stresses introduced

by thermal gradients could be detected in any of the investigated
specimens. The specimen surface not covered by thick oxides
appears orange for alloy A and rose for alloy B, indicating an
oxide layer of a few hundred nanometers thickness.[22] These
findings are in contrast to the investigations presented in the
study by Le Roux et al.,[8] where immersion tests of hot-work tool
steels into molten Al were conducted. In air atmosphere, a global
oxidation was observed. Only a reduced oxygen partial pressure
resulted in similar oxide structures adjacent to large surface
cracks, as was also observed in this study.

3.3. High-Resolution Analysis by Atom Probe Tomography

The following results aim to give an impression on the impact of
the TMF testing on the microstructure of the investigated steels.
However, due to poor statistics, no attempt will be made to quan-
tify the volume fraction, number density, or particle size of the
secondary hardening precipitates.

3.3.1. Alloy A

Figure 8 shows the reconstruction of an atom probe measure-
ment of alloy A aged at 585 �C. A high number density of evenly
distributed, spherical particles enriched in Ni and Al is visible,

Figure 6. Cross sections of the fracture surface of a) alloy A, etched with W2 and b) alloy B, etched with 3%HNO3. Due to the sample preparation, parts of
the oxide layer are lost. In the case of alloy A, a martensitic microstructure is visible.

Figure 7. Back-scattered electron scanning electron microscope micrograph of the specimen surface of a) alloy A and b) alloy B after TMF testing. In
proximity to large fatigue cracks, a thick oxide layer has formed.
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which form the intermetallic NiAl phase in a size range of a few
nm. As can be derived from the proximity histogram of such a
particle shown in Figure 8c, only a small Fe content is present
within the precipitates. Furthermore, they show an enrichment
in Mn and depletion of Cr compared with the surrounding iron
matrix. The distribution of carbide forming elements in
Figure 8a such as C, Mo, and V seems more irregular compared
with that of NiAl. Despite small, plate-like carbides situated in
close proximity to NiAl particles, two almost parallel plate-like
structures stretching through the entire diameter of the mea-
sured volume are visible. The smaller carbides close to the
NiAl particles reach a lower carbon content compared with
the large structures. Within the plate-like carbide structures,
the carbon content varies from 20 to 30 at% C, resulting in
the mean core value of 25 at%, as shown in Figure 8d. The car-
bides are depleted in Ni and Al. If considered that some amount
of the carbon is lost due to multiple detector events,[23] it can be
assumed that these are M2C or possibly M23C6. Prior microstruc-
tural investigations of this alloy showed noM23C6 carbides in this
heat treatment condition,[15] which is why it is assumed that
these carbides represent an early or transition state of M2C
carbides.

The microstructure of alloy A after TMF testing is shown in
Figure 9. It is clearly visible that both precipitate populations are
significantly coarsened. The chemical composition of the NiAl
particles has not changed compared with Figure 8 and still

contains about 10 at% Fe. However, the chemical composition
of the detected carbides does differ significantly, which possess
a carbon content of 40 and 25 at% of both V and Mo and are thus
likely MC carbides.

3.3.2. Alloy B

Figure 10a shows the microstructure of alloy B annealed at
620 �C and Figure 10b in the TMF-tested condition. In the
heat-treated condition, plate-like carbide structures as well as
spherical carbides are visible, similar to alloy A. The carbide
plates contain a core carbon content of �30 at% C and are con-
siderably enriched in Mo. This could give rise to the assumption
that the detected carbides are Mo2C carbides. After the TMF test-
ing (Figure 10b), a low particle number density of large carbides
is present. However, these carbides contain an increased Fe con-
tent of up to 10 at%. Significant coarsening of the carbides due to
the TMF testing is visible.

It is assumed that the improved tempering resistance and
therefore the increased TMF lifetime of the dual hardening alloy
is caused by the combination of secondary hardening carbides
and intermetallic precipitates. Upon ageing, the intermetallic
particles precipitate very fast and homogeneously distributed
due to their coherency to the iron matrix,[24] expanding the pre-
ferred precipitation sites for secondary hardening carbides from
dislocations and grain boundaries to interfaces between the NiAl

Figure 8. APT measurement of alloy A aged at 585 �C. a) From left to right: atom maps of (C, Mo, V), Al and Ni. b) Isoconcentration surfaces of 25 at%
(Niþ Al) in green and 5 at% (Moþ V) in pink. c) Proximity histogram according to (Niþ Al) isosurfaces. d) Proximity histogram according to large
(Moþ V) isosurface. Zero distance on the abscissa corresponds to the precipitate/matrix interface; positive values are inside the precipitate. For colored
images, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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Figure 9. APT measurement of TMF-tested alloy A-1. a) From left to right: atom maps of (C, Mo, V) Al and Ni. b) Isoconcentration surfaces of 25 at%
(Niþ Al) in green and 5 at% (Moþ V) in pink. c) Proximity histogram according to (Niþ Al) isosurfaces. d) Proximity histogram according to (Moþ V)
isosurfaces. Zero distance on the abscissa corresponds to the precipitate/matrix interface; positive values are inside the precipitate.

Figure 10. APT measurements of alloy B. a) Annealed at 620 �C. b) TMF-tested specimen alloy B-1. Left: Atom map of C, Mo, and V. Right: isoconcen-
tration surfaces of 5 at% (Moþ V). Bottom: Proximity histograms according to isosurfaces, zero distance on the abscissa corresponds to the
carbide/matrix interface; positive values are inside the carbides.
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particles and the iron matrix.[13] This leads to an increased
amount of precipitation sites, thus a more homogeneous distri-
bution and size refinement of the secondary hardening carbides,
resulting in an increased tempering resistance. Furthermore, the
atom probe data shows that in the dual hardening steel, after
TMF testing, a higher particle number density is present due
to two different populations of precipitates.

4. Conclusions

In this study, out-of-phase TMF tests, reproducing the complex
cyclic loading conditions hot-work tool steels experience during
application, were performed. The investigated materials include
a 5% Cr hot-work tool steel and a dual hardening steel, contain-
ing intermetallic NiAl as well as carbidic secondary hardening
precipitates. The dual hardening alloy showed an increased resis-
tance against softening during the TMF testing, resulting in a
higher lifetime and lesser surface crack density compared with
the chromium hot-work tool steel.

Following conclusions can be drawn: 1) The TMF testing leads
to a shift of the mean stress into the tensile region through plastic
deformation. A constant drop of the stress amplitude is visible
during the TMF lifetime and is more pronounced for the chro-
mium hot-work tool steel. 2) Numerous fatigue cracks are initi-
ated around the circumference of the specimens. The surface of
these cracks is covered by an oxide layer. 3) The dual hardening
alloy shows higher tempering resistance and a higher resistance
to TMF than the chromium hot-work tool steel. APT was able to
reveal significant coarsening of the secondary hardening precip-
itates in both investigated alloys during the TMF testing.
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intermetallic phases and carbides. The early stages of precipitation of a Cu-Ni-Al medium 

carbon alloyed dual hardening steel with a low alloying ratio of Cu/NiAl were investigated. 

Phase separation during continuous heating with 20 Kmin-1 was identified to occur in the 

temperature range from 360°C to 620°C by differential scanning calorimetry. The precipitates 

were characterized utilizing atom probe tomography. Different cluster search algorithms were 

used in order to determine the sequence of phase separation and thus identify the individual 

precipitation reactions. It was shown that phase separation starts with the formation of 

Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters. At an ageing temperature of 580°C, heterogeneous precipitation of 

VC-clusters at the interfaces between the Cu-precipitates and the iron matrix takes place. A 

phase separation of the Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters into separate Cu and NiAl particles could not 

be observed up to an ageing temperature of 620°C. The sequence of precipitation is thus 

determined to be Cu-VC-NiAl.  
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A B S T R A C T

Dual hardening steels achieve secondary hardening through the combined precipitation of intermetallic phases

and carbides. The early stages of precipitation of a Cu-Ni-Al medium carbon alloyed dual hardening steel with a

low alloying ratio of Cu/NiAl were investigated. Phase separation during continuous heating with 20 K min−1

was identified to occur in the temperature range from 360 °C to 620 °C by differential scanning calorimetry. The

precipitates were characterized utilizing atom probe tomography. Different cluster search algorithms were used

in order to determine the sequence of phase separation and thus identify the individual precipitation reactions. It

was shown that phase separation starts with the formation of Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters. At an ageing temperature

of 580 °C, heterogeneous precipitation of VC-clusters at the interfaces between the Cu-precipitates and the iron

matrix takes place. A phase separation of the Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters into separate Cu and NiAl particles could

not be observed up to an ageing temperature of 620 °C. The sequence of precipitation is thus determined to be

Cu-VC-NiAl.

1. Introduction

Dual hardening steels were first investigated in 1988 [1] in order to

produce high strength steels with increased toughness and a reduced

carbon content. High strength was achieved by the combined pre-

cipitation of both intermetallic particles and carbides. The intermetallic

phases used in these steels must comprise of non‑carbon affine ele-

ments, to ensure no competition between the formation of intermetallic

precipitates and carbides takes place. Alloying possibilities are there-

fore currently limited to Ni and Al, known to form NiAl-particles, or Cu.

Dual hardening steels show rapid hardening upon ageing.

Precipitation reactions occur within the first minute of ageing at 610 °C

[2,3]. The intermetallic NiAl precipitates are fully coherent to the fer-

rite iron matrix and therefore experience rapid precipitation kinetics,

resulting in a homogeneous distribution of very fine particles [4–8].

The evolution of coherent B2 NiAl precipitates shows that for short

ageing times, significant amounts of Fe are incorporated in the pre-

cipitates, which reach an equilibrium composition after ageing at

575 °C for 15 h [9–11].

In dual hardening steels, carbide formation is achieved with carbon

contents between 0.6 and 1.7 at.% and additional alloying with V, Cr or

Mo [12,13]. In NiAl free steels, secondary hardening carbide pre-

cipitation is limited to dislocations or grain boundaries. However, due

to the rapid formation of homogeneous distributed NiAl within the iron

matrix, these intermetallic precipitates can act as heterogeneous pre-

cipitation sites for the carbides, leading to a homogeneous distribution

of the latter [3,7,14]. The “assisted precipitation” of secondary hard-

ening carbides caused by the intermetallic NiAl particles leads to a

homogeneous carbide distribution [7], which is the main reason for the

combination of high strength and toughness of dual hardening steels

[15].

The precipitation of Cu from supersaturated ferrite is reported to

start with the formation of a bcc CuFe cluster [16]. Upon further

ageing, these particles undergo a transformation into a 9R martensitic

structure, and reach their equilibrium fcc structure at a particle size

beyond approximately 15 nm [16–20]. Through including high

amounts of Fe during the early stages, the nucleation barrier can be

reduced, leading to a rapid precipitation of CuFe particles. Due to their

reduced thermodynamic stability, these precipitates dissolve after

reaching their peak density, resulting in the formation of thermo-

dynamic stable Cu-rich particles containing a negligible amount of Fe

[16,21].

Assisted precipitation of secondary hardening carbides by addi-

tional alloying with Cu, similar to the effect described in [3,7,14,15] for

NiAl, was successfully shown for high-strength gear steels in [22].

The early stages of Cu precipitation in 15–5PH maraging steel were
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investigated by Primig et al. in [23]. Early CuFe clusters with a mean

radius of 0.35 nm were detected between 200 °C and 400 °C when

continuously aged with a heating rate of 15 K min−1. An exothermal

reaction around 500 °C was attributed to compositional changes of the

precipitates, reaching their equilibrium Cu content [24].

When sufficient amounts for precipitation of both NiAl and Cu are

present in an age hardening steel, the precipitation sequence depends

on the ratio of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al [25]. If a high ratio of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al

(0.5 [26]–2.8 [27]) is used, phase separation starts with the formation

of Cu clusters. These Cu particles and their interface to the iron matrix

enrich in solute elements such as Ni, Al and Mn [23,28–30]. After

prolonged ageing times, heterogeneous precipitation of intermetallic

NiAl precipitates takes place [25,26,29,31,32]. However, if low ratios

of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al are present (0.3 [33]), phase separation is reported

to start with the formation of NiAl clusters, which in turn enrich in Cu

at the precipitate interfaces [34] or incorporate increased amounts of

Cu, which eventually leads to heterogeneous precipitation of Cu at the

NiAl interfaces [25]. No exact value for this ratio causing the shift in the

precipitation sequence is reported in the literature.

Mn is reported to segregate at bcc-Cu ferrite interfaces along with Ni

and reduces the elastic interactions with the iron matrix [28]. Hence,

subsequent heterogeneous precipitation of particles enriched in Ni and

Mn is promoted. Mn has also been found to be incorporated in B2-NiAl

precipitates [35], where it is suspected to substitute either for Al [36] or

Ni [3].

Due to its near atomic resolution, 3D-atom probe tomography (APT)

provides a tool to elucidate the precipitation reactions in such complex

alloys [37]. However, care must be taken when analyses sensitive to

user-defined parameters are applied for the identification of clusters/

precipitates. For these tasks, various analysis methods and algorithms

exist. These can be based on, among others, the maximum separation

between solute atoms [38–40], normalized frequency distribution

analysis [41] or compositional analyses [42]. The radial distribution

function (RDF) calculates the number of atoms in a spherical shell

around a selected solute element in the entire measured volume.

[43,44]. This analysis offers a high sensitivity, which despite the lim-

itations in APT detector efficiency and spatial resolution is able to de-

tect even the early stages of phase separation.

A recent interlaboratory study [45] addressed the issue of re-

producibility and sensitivity of cluster identification and data evalua-

tion of APT data on user defined parameters [38,45,46]. A thorough

report of all relevant parameters and methods used for reconstruction,

data mining and evaluation is strongly suggested in order to guarantee

reproducibility and accurate data interpretation.

The precipitation sequence influences the available precipitation

sites and thus distribution and homogeneity of the secondary hardening

precipitates. Thus the aim of this study is to elucidate the precipitation

reactions in a Cu-Ni-Al medium carbon alloyed dual hardening steel by

identifying the temperature range of phase separation and high-re-

solution characterization of the precipitation reactions during con-

tinuous ageing. APT in combination with different tools for data mining

is used to understand the evolution of chemical complex clusters during

continuous ageing.

2. Experimental

The nominal chemical composition of the investigated dual hard-

ening steel is given in Table 1. Heat treatments were performed in a

Dilatometer Bähr DIL 805A. Samples were heated to an austenitization

temperature of 900 °C with a heating rate of 5 K s−1, held for 30 min

and quenched with He to room temperature within 5 s. To determine

the temperature ranges of phase separation, differential scanning ca-

lorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on austenitized and

quenched samples. Measurements were conducted with a constant

heating rate of 20 K min−1 in a Setaram Labsys and Ar with a gas flow

of 50 ml/min during heating and 200 ml/min during cooling was used

as atmosphere. Specimens in the solution annealed condition were

heated to 650 °C, held for 5 min and continuously cooled with

20 K min−1 to room temperature. The same cycle was repeated after a

thermal stabilization period and the signal measured in the second run

was subsequently subtracted as baseline. Ageing was performed with a

continuous heating rate of 20 K min−1 to various temperatures ranging

from 360 °C to 620 °C. Hardness was measured in HV10 and every given

value equals the mean of six measurements. APT investigations were

executed with an Imago LEAP 3000 X-HR in laser mode at a tempera-

ture of 40 K, 0.5% target evaporation rate and 0.2 nJ laser energy with

a pulse frequency of 250 kHz. Processing of the acquired data was done

with the software Ivas 3.6.14.

For every heat treatment condition, roughly 14 million ions were

separated from the measured volumes for further cluster search in-

vestigations, taking care that no inhomogeneous microstructural fea-

tures such as prior austenite grain boundaries or martensite lath

boundaries were situated within the investigated volumes. This was

done in order to ensure that no heterogeneous precipitation sites in-

fluenced the analysis. The mean atomic density of the measurements

was 37 ± 2 hits/nm3.

During ranging of the APT data, peak overlaps of the Al27
1+ and

Fe54
2+ at 27 Da as well as of the Fe58

2+ and the Ni58
2+ ions occurred. A

decomposition of these peaks based on natural isotope abundance [47]

lead to a mean percent of range of 10.5 ± 3.0% Al27
1+ and

88.3 ± 0.4% Ni58
2+ (mean and standard deviation calculated from the

measurements investigated in this study). The peak at 27 Da was

therefore ranged as Fe and at 29 Da ranged as Ni.

The RDFs were calculated with a step width of 0.05 nm. Only results

for distances greater than 0.2 nm are presented, as results for smaller

distances may be influenced by ion trajectory effects [48,49]. In the

case of detected molecules, in particular C2 and C3, the RDF interpreted

these as 2 and 3 atoms of that species at the same position, thus having

a strong impact on the sensitivity of the RDF on the interpretation of C.

To evaluate the results obtained with RDF analysis, efforts were

made in order to visualize and confirm these findings via cluster ana-

lysis based on the maximum separation algorithm [39] and the iso-

surface method. The parameters for cluster analysis were determined as

suggested in [38].

Phase fractions were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) mea-

surements with a Bruker-AXS D8 Advance DaVinci with Cu Kα radiation

with 40 mA and 40 kV. A 2θ angular range from 20 to 120° was mea-

sured with a step size of 0.01°. Phase fractions were calculated with the

software TOPAS V.6.0 from Bruker AXS based on a refined Rietveld

analysis [50]. The calibration of the XRD instrument was performed

with a LaB6 standard. Investigated heat treatment conditions included

mechanically ground and polished samples of the quenched state and

samples aged to 360 °C. In neither condition, a detectable austenite

content was present.

3. Results

3.1. Differential scanning calorimetry and hardness

In Fig. 1, the difference in the heat flow between run and rerun in

the DSC is shown. The following temperature values represent the mean

and standard deviation of three individual measurements. A first exo-

thermal reaction is seen in the temperature range from 223 ± 25 °C to

Table 1

Nominal chemical composition of the investigated dual hardening steel and

ratio of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al.

C V Ni Al Cr Cu Si Mn Fe Cu/Ni Cu/Al

wt.% 0.13 0.06 3.50 1.15 0.35 1.20 0.20 1.95 Bal. 0.34 1.04

at.% 0.59 0.06 3.27 2.34 0.37 1.04 0.39 1.95 Bal. 0.32 0.44

M. Hofinger, et al.



367 ± 18 °C. In the temperature range from 367 °C to 630 °C, at least

two individual exothermal peaks can be seen. The first, indicated in the

graph with Peak 1, reaches its maximum at 470 ± 5 °C and the second,

indicated with Peak 2, at 552 ± 5 °C.

After quenching, the material reaches a hardness of 393 ± 2 HV10.

When continuously aged to 360 °C, the material achieves a hardness of

394 ± 1 HV10. Up to 530 °C, the hardness continuously drops, after

which a secondary hardening increase to 383 ± 4 HV10 is reached at

580 °C. When aged to 620 °C, the hardness drops again to

366 ± 2 HV10.

3.2. Atom probe tomography

To be able to link the exothermal reactions to individual pre-

cipitation reactions, APT measurements of samples continuously aged

to 360 °C, 530 °C, 580 °C and 620 °C were performed. The mean che-

mical composition of all measurements is given in Table 2. The Pearson

coefficient μ [41] was found to be inadequate to distinguish between

the segregation behavior of Ni, Al and Cu. Especially in the early stages,

this method showed the same amount of non-random distribution be-

havior for all the alloying elements.

RDFs centered around Al, Ni, Cu and C were calculated in every heat

treatment condition. The evolution of the Al- and Ni-centered RDFs for

the different maximum ageing temperatures is depicted in Fig. 2. The

RDFs of C and V are not included as no deviation from random dis-

tribution was visible for any given annealing temperature. When aged

to 360 °C, the comparison to a random distribution, i.e. a normalized

concentration equal to one, shows no elemental segregation of any

solute elements towards Al or Ni. If the material is continuously aged to

530 °C, which slightly surpasses the maximum of the first exothermal

reaction in Fig. 1, first signs of cluster formation become visible. The

highest intensity at this temperature is reached for Al-Cu and Ni-Cu.

Additionally, Al and Ni segregate into these clusters, along with Mn. At

an ageing temperature of 580 °C, a significant increase of solute ele-

ments and drop of Al-Fe and Ni-Fe can be seen. The highest values are

again reached for Al-Cu and Ni-Cu. The enrichments reach to ap-

proximately 3 nm for all elements. In the case of Ni-Al, a local depletion

of Al can be seen at distances greater than 2.5 nm.

When aged to 620 °C, the composition of the clusters starts to

change significantly. Except for Al-Cu and Ni-Cu, the amount of seg-

regation decreases compared to an annealing temperature of 580 °C.

Due to a lower maximum and a shallower slope of the RDF at 620 °C, it

intersects with the RDF at 580 °C between 1.5 nm and 2.8 nm. It is

interesting to note that the Al-Fe and Ni-Fe RDFs do not change sig-

nificantly from 580 °C to 620 °C.

The evolution of Cu-centered RDFs is shown in Fig. 3 and deviates

significantly from those of Al and Ni. At an annealing temperature of

360 °C, Cu-Cu already shows slight increases to 1.1 times normalized

composition. When aged to 530 °C, the Cu-centered RDFs show similar

trends as Ni- and Al-centered, with Cu-Cu reaching the highest value. At

580 °C, the RDFs show further cluster growth and enrichment of all

solute elements. At distances from 1 to 3 nm and 1–4 nm segregation of

both C and V can be seen, respectively. These local enrichments are not

visible at lower annealing temperatures or in the Al- and Ni-centered

RDFs.

At a temperature of 620 °C, Cu shows very strong signs of segre-

gation. The segregations of Cu, Ni, Al and Mn clearly overlap and range

to roughly 4.5–5 nm, experiencing an almost constant concentration up

to 0.5 nm, followed by a continuous decrease. The local enrichments of

C and V mentioned above are still visible and increase in both intensity

and size. The high amount of scattering of C and V towards small dis-

tances is attributed to the small alloying content of these alloying ele-

ments and thus low number of atoms contributing to the RDFs at small

distances. The Cu-Fe RDFs show continuous intensifying repulsion with

increasing annealing temperature. These APT results confirm the for-

mation of clusters as presumably visible in the DSC plot shown above in

Fig. 1.

Carbon shows clear signs of segregation in all the conditions in-

vestigated, as is visible in Fig. 4. It must be noted that the measured C

content, shown in Table 2, experiences the highest variations

throughout the measured volumes. A possible explanation for these

variations is the presence of large microstructural inhomogeneities,

such as μm sized secondary carbides or retained austenite films, which

have previously been detected, even in the quenched state [51]. Fur-

thermore, the RDF has a decreased sensitivity for the interpretation of C

clustering due to the detection of C2 and C3 molecules. Nevertheless,

the same trends are true for all investigated samples. Carbon evidently

segregates during quenching, not only to prior austenite grain or mar-

tensite lath boundaries, but also forms clusters within the iron matrix.

These carbon clusters lack increased concentrations of carbide forming

elements, such as V. Only when heated to 580 °C–620 °C, signs of V

segregation towards C atoms and therefore the formation of VC car-

bides becomes evident.

To gain further information regarding precipitation sites and pos-

sible co-precipitation of Cu, NiAl and VC, as well as to obtain visual

Fig. 1. Difference in heat flow ΔΦ between run and rerun with a constant

heating rate of 20 K min−1 and hardness of samples heat treated in a dilat-

ometer to the respective temperatures.

Table 2

Chemical compositions measured by APT. The mean value and standard deviation were calculated from all successful measurements conducted in this study. The Cu

cluster and 10 at.% (Ni + Al) Isosurfaces (which will be described in more detail later), were calculated in a sample continuously aged to 620 °C.

at.% C V Ni Al Cr Cu Si Mn Fe Cu/Ni Cu/Al

Mean of all measurements 0.18

± 0.16

0.07

± 0.00

3.05

±0.17

2.62

± 0.10

0.34

± 0.004

0.79

±0.06

0.56

± 0.01

1.62

± 0.02

Bal. 0.26 0.30

Cu cluster 0.07 0.06 8.38 7.87 0.25 14.88 0.48 3.09 64.79

Matrix 0.07 0.06 2.80 2.55 0.33 0.55 0.59 1.57 91.39

NiAl isosurface 0.11 0.10 9.68 8.33 0.27 10.23 0.50 3.14 67.62

Matrix 0.05 0.06 2.77 2.54 0.33 0.61 0.59 1.57 91.45
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confirmation of solute segregations, further cluster analyses were per-

formed. For Cu, reasonable parameters for further cluster analysis could

be distinguished in samples aged to 620 °C, which are depicted in Fig. 5.

The cluster count distribution shown in Fig. 5 a) has a local minimum of

dmax around 0.6 nm. At this maximum separation distance, small var-

iations do not greatly influence the number of detected clusters, and no

clusters are artificially combined. Hence, this dmax is chosen for further

analysis. Fig. 5 b) shows the distribution of Cu clusters as a function of

the number of atoms within a cluster with a dmax of 0.6 nm. For further

analysis, a Nmin of 12 atoms was chosen.

Cluster analysis was performed with a dmax of 0.60 nm, order of ions

of 3, minimum number of ions within a cluster of 12, an envelope of

0.60 nm and an erosion distance of 0.30 nm. The entire analyzed vo-

lume is shown in Fig. 6 a) and the identified Cu clusters in Fig. 6 b). The

chemical composition of the Cu clusters and the remaining matrix is

summarized in Table 2. These findings visually confirm the formation

of Cu clusters enriched in Ni, Al and Mn as detected by the RDF ana-

lysis. Unfortunately, cluster count and size distributions for both Ni and

Al failed to generate reasonable results (i.e., significant deviations from

random distributions), independent of the heat treatment condition

investigated.

To determine possible heterogeneous NiAl precipitation,

isoconcentration surfaces were calculated for (Ni + Al). A concentra-

tion below 10 at.% lead to a very rapid increase of the particle number

density. From ten upwards a linear decrease was observed. The optical

observation revealed that particles lost after increasing beyond 10 at.%

often corresponded to sites also enriched in Cu and thus a cthreshold(Ni+Al) of 10

at.% was chosen for further analysis. The 10 at.% (Ni + Al) isosurfaces

are shown in Fig. 6 c) and were separately ranged and analyzed, ex-

hibiting an Al and Ni concentration of 8.3 at.% and 9.7 at.% within the

isosurface volume, respectively. The chemical composition of the iso-

surfaces and the remaining matrix are shown in detail in Table 2. The

Fe content within the NiAl isosurfaces fits quite well to that measured in

the Cu clusters. Although NiAl particles were successfully identified, the

high Cu content is indicative that the Cu, Ni and Al enrichments are still

present as one particle and phase separation or heterogeneous pre-

cipitation of NiAl adjacent to Cu has not started yet. From visual ob-

servations, it is clear that the NiAl particles derived with the isosurface

method and the Cu clusters obtained by the cluster analysis overlap.

However, while some Cu clusters lack significant amounts of Ni and Al,

the analysis shows enrichment of Cu within all of the NiAl precipitates.

Fig. 6 d) shows a detailed view of a spherical Cu particle, which is

also marked in Fig. 6 b). The Cu, Al and Ni atoms are depicted as

spheres (not so scale), and the Fe atoms as points for improved

Fig. 2. Radial distribution functions centered around a) Al and b) Ni for continuous heating with 20 K min−1 to 360 °C, 530 °C, 580 °C and 620 °C. The RDFs of C and

V are not included as no deviation from random distribution was visible for any given annealing temperature. Note different scaling of the ordinates.
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visibility. It can be seen that the Cu atoms exhibit a higher amount of

clustering in the center of the particle. The enrichment of Ni and Al is

constant throughout the entire particle, however showing a larger

spatial expansion compared to Cu. This suggests the absence of a core-

shell structure or heterogeneous precipitation of NiAl particles, but

rather a segregation of Ni and Al towards the Cu clusters, as well as

incorporation inside these clusters.

4. Discussion

In this study, we aim to decode the sequence of precipitation in a

Cu-Ni-Al alloyed medium carbon dual hardening steel during con-

tinuous ageing. The precipitation reactions are discussed with respect to

the DSC and hardness curves shown in Fig. 1. From the hardness

measurements it is evident that annealing of the dual hardening steel

with a constant heating rate of 20 K min−1 lead to a maximum hardness

of 394 ± 1 HV10 at 360 °C. A secondary hardening reaction is visible,

however, the achieved hardness of 383 ± 4 HV10 is slightly lower

than in the quenched state, as can be seen in Fig. 1. When solution

annealed with the same parameters and isothermally aged at 500 °C,

the investigated dual hardening alloy reaches significantly higher

hardness levels. The maximum secondary hardness of 440 HV is ob-

tained after ageing for 8 h.

In contrast to these findings, a dual hardening steel containing an

increased amount of C and lacking any Cu investigated by Erlach et al.

[3] was found to show a significant hardness increase when iso-

thermally aged for only 60 s at 610 °C. However, strengthening pre-

cipitates could not be detected in this state due to their size being too

small to be measured by TEM.

Beside precipitation reactions, other phenomena possibly con-

tributing to the DSC signal shall be addressed first. Influencing factors

could be the recovery of dislocations, transformation of retained aus-

tenite and carbon redistribution. The occurrence of recovery can be

discarded due to the small hardness increase at low annealing

Fig. 3. Radial distribution functions centered around Cu for continuous heating with 20 K min−1 to 360 °C, 530 °C, 580 °C and 620 °C. Note different ordinate scaling.

The Cu-Cu ordinate is scaled logarithmically.

Fig. 4. C-centered radial distribution functions for continuous heating with

20 K min−1 to 360 °C, 530 °C, 580 °C and 620 °C. Note different ordinate

scaling.
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temperatures. The rapid precipitation kinetics (of NiAl) have further-

more been reported to limit recovery during ageing [15]. The APT re-

sults obtained in this study showed site dependent inhomogeneous

carbon distribution even in the quenched state. The measured micro-

structural features included dislocations, martensite lath boundaries

and retained austenite films, as well as carbon clusters within the iron

matrix. However, due to the lack of significant local C enrichments and

especially segregation of carbide forming elements (starting only at

annealing temperatures of above 550 °C), the contribution of carbon

redistribution is assumed to be an ongoing process which already starts

during quenching, and therefore no clear signal can be attributed to this

phenomenon.

However, it must be noted that the measured C content shows the

highest variations throughout the measured volumes, as can be seen in

Table 2. Carbon also shows the highest discrepancy with the nominal

composition in Table 1. This is attributed to the likely existence of μm

sized secondary carbides or retained austenite films, both enriched in

carbon, which have previously been determined in the quenched state

[51]. By random sample preparation out of the bulk volume, no in-

formation concerning the proximity of such microstructural features

and therefore local carbon contents is possible.

In the DSC curve in Fig. 1, an exothermal reaction can be assumed

between 250 °C and 360 °C. Considering that the material was quen-

ched from austenitization temperature and no annealing was performed

Fig. 5. Cluster analysis of Cu solute atoms of a sample continuously aged to 620 °C. a) Cluster count distribution (step width of 0.1 nm, order of ions = 3 and

Nmin = 3). b) Cluster size distribution (calculated with dmax = 0.60 nm and order of ions = 3).

Fig. 6. APT reconstruction of a dual hardening steel continuously aged with 20 K min−1 to 620 °C. The presented cylindrical volume contains approximately 14

million atoms. a) Cu (orange), Ni (green) and Al (blue) atoms of the entire analyzed volume. b) Cu clusters distinguished by maximum separation method, with a dmax
of 0.60 nm, order of ions of 3, minimum number of ions within a cluster of 12, an envelope of 0.60 nm and an erosion distance of 0.30 nm. Only Ni, Al and Cu atoms

are shown. c) Cu atoms and 10 at.% (Ni + Al) isosurfaces. d) Precipitate marked as “Detail A” in 6 b). The Cu, Ni and Al atoms are shown as spheres (not to scale),

whereas the Fe atoms are shown as points for improved clarity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web

version of this article.)
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prior to the DSC measurements, this signal could possibly be attributed

to the decomposition of retained austenite. This is further indicated by

the hardness evolution, which essentially stays the same after

quenching and annealing to 360 °C. The atom probe measurements

revealed no clustering of solute elements except carbon and possibly Cu

at this annealing state. Cu has been suspected to start precipitation in

this temperature range by other researchers but causes no increase in

hardness at this point [23,52]. The formation of strengthening pre-

cipitates can therefore be ruled out to be responsible for the hardness

level. If the martensitic matrix loses strength, as it is expected when

annealed, a factor contributing to the hardness of the material could be

the transformation of retained austenite. However, the XRD measure-

ments did not detect any austenite in the quenched condition, which is

why the austenite phase fraction is below the resolution limit of 2 vol.

%. A significant contribution of the transformation to the heat flow

during the DSC measurement is therefore unlikely. Another reaction

causing the exothermal heat flow could be the formation of inter-

mediate carbides. However, no clear sign of these could be detected in

the APT measurements. It remains unclear whether the formation of Cu

clusters containing only a few Cu atoms or the transformation of the

low amount of retained austenite is responsible for the DSC signal.

The first explicit exothermal reaction is measured around 470 °C

and is accompanied by a hardness drop. The APT results evidence

cluster formation, as is visible in Figs. 2–3. The hardness drop is

therefore assumed to be caused by the loss of matrix super saturation of

alloying elements due to the formation of clusters. If this is the case,

these clusters must either be too small for being a significant obstacle

for dislocations, or the reduction in hardness due to loss of matrix super

saturation or recovery of dislocations are the major factors contribution

to the lowering of the overall hardness. Al, Ni, Cu and Mn all show

positive segregation, with Cu-Cu exhibiting the most significant in-

crease. No preferential Ni-Al or Al-Ni segregation can be detected.

Owing to the fact that the highest increase of all solute elements is

measured centered around the Cu atoms, it is assumed that formation of

only one cluster species has taken place. The RDFs show a constant

decreasing amount of segregation with increasing distance; the forma-

tion of a core-shell structure [28] can therefore be discarded at this

stage. The early clusters contain high amounts of Fe (Table 2), which is

in good agreement with literature [9,16,21].

In this condition, no deviation from random distribution can be

detected for the carbide forming elements (other than carbon), see

Fig. 4. The precipitation of alloying carbides has not yet taken place.

This exothermal reaction is thus most likely caused by the formation of

Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters. However, it must be stated that Ni and Al are

present in higher alloying contents and remain in higher concentrations

in the matrix in this condition, see Table 2. This leads to a decreased

sensibility of the RDF method for these elements compared to Cu.

The second exothermal maximum is reached at a temperature of

550 °C and results in an increase in hardness, indicating the formation

of secondary hardening precipitates. Further ageing to 620 °C results in

a hardness drop. The APT results of samples aged to 580 °C, which is

still within the temperature range of the second exothermal reaction,

indeed show further cluster growth and enrichment of all solute ele-

ments. In the following, the RDFs obtained at 580 °C and 620 °C will be

compared. The amount of segregation in the Al- and Ni-centered RDFs

in Fig. 2 decreases from 580 °C to 620 °C for all solute elements except

Cu, which shows an increase. The course of the iron concentration stays

the same. In contrast, the solute contents for all elements increase for

the Cu-centered RDFs in Fig. 3, whilst the Cu-Fe RDF decreases sig-

nificantly. This leads to the assumption that from 580 °C to 620 °C, the

already built Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters only further increase in Cu, while

the content of Al and Ni atoms within these clusters stays the same. As a

consequence, the segregation towards the Cu clusters increases for all

solute elements as more Cu atoms are included within these clusters. As

the amount of Al and Ni atoms inside the clusters stays the same, no

further repulsion of Fe occurs (Al-Fe and Ni-Fe RDFs in Fig. 2). The

decrease of other solute elements and exclusive increase of Cu is

therefore caused by the increased Cu concentration within the clusters.

These results indicate that between 580 °C and 620 °C, Al and Ni seg-

regation comes to an end. A possible explanation could be the trans-

gression of the solvus temperature of the early stage NiAl(Cu) clusters.

However, various studies on steels precipitation hardened by NiAl

particles report stable precipitates at annealing temperatures of 600 °C

[53], 620 °C [5] and even up to 650 °C [54].

At 620 °C, Cu clustering eventually becomes obvious, with the Cu-

Cu RDF reaching a value of 10 times the matrix concentration.

Literature connects the reaction at roughly 500 °C to compositional

changes of Cu precipitates [23,24]. The mentioned core-shell structure

[28,29] cannot be detected in this state, as is evident in Fig. 6 d).

The RDFs at 620 °C centered around Al and Ni indicate a continuous

decrease with increasing distance, Fig. 2. In contrast, the Cu centered

RDFs shown in Fig. 3 display a region of almost constant solute con-

centrations at small distances, followed by a shift at around 0.5 nm

where a linear descent to matrix concentration at roughly 4.5 nm be-

gins. It is assumed that the high relative Cu concentration and distance

of almost constant solute concentrations marks the formation of Cu

precipitates, which are also visible in Fig. 6. The high and almost

constant Ni, Al and Mn concentrations are indicative of an enrichment

of these solute elements within the Cu clusters. Furthermore, local en-

richments of C and V at distances from 1 to 4 nm can be seen in the Cu-

centered RDFs. The enrichment of V at C atoms is also visible in the C-

centered RDFs in Fig. 4. We therefore conclude that the Ni, Al and Mn

enrichments are still incorporated within the Cu precipitates. Further-

more, it is assumed that the Cu precipitates have reached a size or

crystal structure sufficient to induce misfit strain in the surrounding

iron matrix, thus creating sites for heterogeneous VC precipitation.

Assisted precipitation of carbides has also been observed for NiAl in

[3,7,14,15] and for Cu in [22].

The RDF analysis of APT data clearly demonstrates the precipitation

sequence to be Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) – VC –NiAl. However, RDF analysis is

not suited for high solute matrix contents, which is partially true for Ni

and Al. This is why further cluster analysis based on composition was

performed for Ni and Al. The separate Cu cluster and NiAl isosurface

analyses indeed reveal that the local enrichments overlap, see Fig. 6.

Hence no heterogeneous NiAl precipitation at the interfaces between

the Cu particles and the iron matrix has taken place yet.

Table 3 gives an overview of the precipitation sequence reported in

Cu-Ni-Al alloyed steels as well as the ratio of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al. Most

studies report the precipitation sequence as Cu-NiAl. However, this

study investigates a Cu-Ni-Al alloyed medium carbon dual hardening

steel. The precipitation sequence in this steel appears to be Cu-VC,

despite a low alloying ratio of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al, with heterogeneous

NiAl precipitation taking place at longer ageing times.

Table 3

Summary of Cu/Ni and Cu/Al ratios and reported sequences of precipitation in

various publications.

at.% Cu/at.% Ni at.% Cu/at.% Al Sequence Ref.

1.54 17.14 Cua [28]

0.46 0.95 Cu-NiAl [29]

0.68 1.32 Cu-NiAl [31]

0.46 0.94 Cu-NiAl [26]

0.69 0.85 Cu-NiAl [32]

1.93 5.24 Cu-NiAl [36]

2.46 2.83 Cua [27]

0.28 0.32 NiAl-Cu [33]

0.31 0.42 Cu-VC-NiAl This study

a Segregation of Ni, Al and Mn at Cu interfaces.
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5. Conclusions

On the basis of DSC and APT analysis, the precipitation sequence

during continuous ageing of a Cu-Ni-Al medium C alloyed dual hard-

ening steel was decoded. The main findings summarize as follows:

• The DSC measurements revealed two overlapping exothermal peaks,
which could successfully be attributed to phase separation, in the

temperature range from 460 °C to 620 °C.

• Hardness measurements showed that continuous ageing with

20 K min−1 does not lead to a secondary hardening increase. To

reach improved hardness values, longer ageing at intermediate

temperatures is needed.

• The RDF analysis shows C clustering after quenching within 5 s from
900 °C to room temperature. First signs of solute clustering were

detected for Cu at a temperature of 360 °C.

• The detected clusters were Cu (Ni, Al, Mn) clusters, with Cu showing
the highest amount of segregation. At an ageing temperature of

580 °C, these clusters reached a constant Ni and Al concentration.

Further enrichments were only detected for Cu. At an ageing tem-

perature of 580 °C, heterogeneous VC precipitation at the interfaces

between the Cu clusters and the iron matrix occurred.

• Neither heterogeneous precipitation of NiAl particles nor the for-
mation of a core-shell structure could be detected at the Cu cluster

interfaces. The precipitation of NiAl is assumed to take place at

longer ageing times.

• The precipitation sequence in the investigated dual hardening steel
is Cu-VC-NiAl.
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